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1 
Introduetion 

1.1 Tunneling in Solids 

Tunneling is a quanturn process in which a partiele penetrates into and traverses a harrier 
region where the potential energy exceeds its initial, kinetic plus potential, energy. According to 
classical physics, conservation of the energy would not permit this to occur, the partiele being 
totally reflected by the harrier. It is possible in quanturn physics, where the partiele wave function, 
and hence its probability density, is spread out over both the classically allowed and classically 
forbidden parts of the path. Wave functions penetrate from allowed regions into adjoining 
forbidden regions, fora limited distance, and this allows non-classical motions ofthe partiele that 
can cross a sufficiently narrow harrier. 

Historically the definition of the concept of tunneling and the observation of its experimental 
manifestations represented one ofthe early triumphs ofthe Schrödinger wave mechanics. After 
Oppenheimer in 1928 [I], used this prediction to describe the autoionization of excited states of 
atomie hydrogen in a strong electric field, other tunneling processes were conceived and 
investigated with important consequences in the fields of atomie, nuclear and solid state physics. 
They included the field emission or the escape of an electron from the surface of a metal into the 
vacuum in an extemally high electric field (Fowler and Nordheim 1928 [2], Nordheim 1929 [3]); 
the penetration of a metal surface harrier by electronsin thermionic emission (Frenkel 1929 [4], 
Nordheim 1929 [3]); and the alpha decay of anatomie nucleus in which the alpha partiele escapes 
by tunneling through a harrier of anatomie nucleus (Gamow 1928 [5], Gumey and Condon 1929 
[6]). Soon afterwards it was proposed that the current flow between two conductors in electrical 
contact involved electron tunneling through a potential harrier at the interface (Frenkel 1930 [7]). 
A short time later the advent of the quanturn theory of the ( extrinsic) semiconductors (1931) 
permitted several tries to explain the rectification by metal semiconductor junctions (Schottky 
1931 [8], Frenkel and Joffe 1932 [9], Wilson 1932 [10]) and construction of a model of"intemal 
field emission" or interband tunneling as an explanation for the dielectric breakdown (Zener 1934 
[ 11 ]). Unfortunately in both situations other mechanisms proved to have prevalence, the thermally 
activated charge transfer over the top ofthe metal semiconductor harrier in the first case and the 
hot electron effects such as impact ionization, avalanche, etc. in the second. 

All these offered the theoretica] basis for many phenomena characterized as being ''tunneling 
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in solids". Nevertheless the experimental observation of most of these phenomena and their study 
using simpte models occurred in the postwar era, when the material technology developed 
intensively. As a result of this technological progress another two important events were 
registered in the field, the invention of the p-n tunnel diode (Esaki 1957 [ 12]) and the discovery 
of the tunneling into superconductors (Giaever 1960 [13]). The first one represented the most 
convincing experimental evidence for tunneling in homogeneous, single-crystal materiaL The 
later led to the prediction and observation of weak coupling between superconductors (Josephson 
1962 [14], 1963 [15]). 

In genera!, in solids two categories oftunneling phenomena can be involved. Thus, one can 
speak about the elementary tunneling processes in atomie field, with "microscopie barrier", 
invoked to explain certain transport phenomena in the bulk semiconductors and also in molecular 
crystals. On the other hand there are the tunneling processes through macroscopie potential 
harriers or junctions (the interface of different materials). Conceming this aspect it is interesting 
to point out that most of the people in the field consider only the last category as referring to 
''tunneling phenomena in solids" [16, 17]. An explanation could be the great importance which 
the junction tunneling processes have for the electronic devices. 

In their turn the junction tunneling processes also can be divided into two classes according 
to either the tunneling being in heterojunction systems, e.g. metal-insulator-metal, metal
insulator-semiconductor, supraconductor-insulator-supraconductor, Schottky junctions, etc., or 
in the same material (semiconductor) as interband tunneling. 

A fundamental and difficult question to be asked aboutjunction tunneling in a given system 
is "what is the physical origin ofthe harrier potential?". Although the answer to this question is 
obvious in the case of field ionization of atomie hydrogen (microscopie harrier), it ceases to be 
self-evident for extemal or intemal field emission from asolid (macroscopie harrier). For systems 
that are in a self-binding state, the physical mechanisms responsible for the harrier potential are 
primarily the multitude of microscopie interactions that cause the self-binding, rather than a 
simple one-electron extemal potential like that due to a proton (ie. hydrogen nucleus). The 
simplest model of an interface or a tunnel junction is the "independent-electron" model in which 
the junction region is replaced by an extemal (one electron) potential. Prior to the discussion of 
tunneling into superconductors that involves col!ective-phenomena and thus a many-body 
approach, this model was exclusively considered in literature. The early applications oftunneling 
through junctions c.onsidered the free-electron model in which "de Broglie waves" were 
associated to the electrons. 

After the development of the quanturn theory of solids and in particular that of 
semiconductors, it was evident that the electron tunneling through junctions involves the 
relatively complex Bloch states. But to solve the Schrödinger equation even in the adiabatic 
approximation, in which the motion of the ions and electrons are separated, proved to be 
practically impossible. Two qualitatively different model simplifications of the Hamiltonian 
descrihing the junction have been studied. In the first an adequate treatment of the Coulomb 
electron-electron interactions is attempted at the expense of neglecting the electron-ion potential 
altogether by replacing it with a uniform positive background in each part of the junction. This 
is the so called "jellium" model and has been applied to evaluate the charge density at a metal
vacuum interface (Bardeen [ 18), Bennett and Duke [ 19]) and to describe bimetallic and metal
semiconductor contacts (Bennett and Duke [20]). In the second model simplification, an attempt 
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is made to include the periodic component of electron-ion potenrial ab initio by using one 
electron states appropriate for the relevant periodic potential on each side of the interface, but 
permitting the charge distribution near the junction to introduce a slowly varying average 
potential determined by Poisson equation. This average potenrial is said ''to bend the bands" near 
the interface. In its initia! form this approach was developed to describe situations in which the 
local perturbing non-periodic potential is caused by impurities, electric fields, etc. and is known 
as the envelope function representation. Supplementary approximations in combination with this 
are the neglect ofband bending in one part (usually the metal) ofthejunction and the use ofWKB 
(Wentzel, Kramers, Brillouin) or semiclassical approximation, or the effective-mass 
approximation, depending on whether the junction is gradual or abrupt. The value at the interface 
ofthe shift ofthe energy zero (usually conduction band edge) in one electrode relative toanother 
(which is primarily a consequence of the electron Coulomb interactions) is treated as a 
phenomenological parameter to be determined from experiment. The effective mass method was 
introduced by Ben Daniel and Duke [21] for the study of the metal-oxide-semimetal tunnel 
junctions and abrupt p-n tunnel diode. It consists of considering the description of the electron 
eigenstates by the envelope functions rather than using the full wave functions and using of 
appropriate boundary condirions forthese to guarantee the probability current conservation. The 
abrupt-junetion effective-mass and the gradual-junction WKB methods do not lead to identical 
expressions for the tunneling current. It is important to note the distinction between the two 
methods: the accurate treatrnent of the extemal potential at the expense of a quadratic 
approximation for the band energies which characterizes the effective-mass metbod and the 
accurate treatrnent of the band energies (in the classically forbidden region) at the expense of an 
approximate treatment of the extemal potential which characterizes the WKB method. 

1.2 Resonant Tunneling in Quanturn Structures 

Resonant tunneling is distinguished from the simple tunneling process by the presence within 
the classically forbidden region ofthe quasibound, or metastable, states ofthe tunneling particle. 

The most typical situation is that one of the double harrier resonant tunneling which is 
involved in both nuclear and solid state phenomena. In the quanturn theory textbook written by 
Bohm [22] in 1951, the double harrier problem was solved in the WKB approximation. He 
showed that, at certain energies, unity transmission resonances (resonant tunneling) occur for 
particles incident upon the structure. These energies correspond to quasibound states between the 
two harriers. A1so the subject was treated by Kane [23] in a general presentation of the basic 
concepts oftunneling. In his approach Kane describes two methods for the deterrnination ofthe 
tunneling probability in square harriers and square wells: the transfer matrix method that starts 
from the Ben Daniel and Duke's effective mass approximation and the transfer or tunneling 
Hamiltonian method, well known in the field of superconductivity but originated from the first 
tunneling approach of Oppenheimer. Later these became useful tools in the treatment of resonant 
tunneling in quanturn heterostructures. 

The extension of the double harrier resonant tunneling problem to the more general case of 
a periodic rectangular potenrial (Kronig-Penney), also presented in quaturn mechanics textbooks 
[24], offered a simple model ofthe behaviour of electronsin a crystal lattice. The electron energy 
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spectrum along the perioctic potential consists of continuous bands separated by forbidden gaps. 
The advance ofthe epitaxial growth techniques, namely Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and 

Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE), made possible the growth ofvery pure and thin 
semiconductor layers (especially from lii-V compounds) with accuracy up to one atomie Iayer. 
In this way it became possible to design and fabricate a large variety of structures characterized 
by manifestation ofthe quanturn phenomena. Among them, naturally one can say, it was also the 
double harrier resonant tunneling (DBRT) structure. In conjunction with the interest manifested 
for the possible high speed microwave applications the DBRT diode became the most studied 
resonant tunneling device in the last decade. 

The DBRT structure consists primary oftwo layers of semiconductor material, such as AIAs, 
embedded in another semiconductor having a smaller band gap, such as GaAs. The band diagram 
ofthis layer sequence represents a quanturn well between two potential harriers. Two electron 
reservoir layers clad the basic structure resulting the DBRT diode. 

In the study ofresonant tunneling properties ofthe DBRT diode two main approaches have 
been developed. The first one, known as the coherent tunneling model, is based on the calculation 
of the transmission coefficient for the full structure as one coherent wave propagation, using the 
Kane's transfer-matrix method. The coherent tunneling description is a true wave-mechanica! 
approach to tunneling: the resonance is due to multiple reflections of the electron waves in the 
wel!, whence the analogy with the Fabry-Perot interferometer in opties. 

The second approach, the sequential-tunneling model, considers the tunneling as two separate 
and subsequent processes, from emitter to welland from well to collector. No coherence ofthe 
wave function is assumed in the description. The transmission coefficient is obtained using the 
transfer Harniltonian method. In this method the Hamiltonian for the full double barrier structure 
is replaced by three Hamiltonians for each allowed region, separately. For each harrier a "transfer 
Hamiltonian" is considered which is treated as a first order perturbation in the perturbation theory 
and from this the transmission coefficient is calculated using the Ferrni Golden Rule. 

In actdition to the two previous models, a third approach, using Wigner distri bution functions 
has to be mentioned [25]. The Wigner distribution function is the Fourier-transformed density 
matrix in phase space. It is the ciosest parallel to the classica) distri bution function, that quanturn 
mechanics can offer. Consequently, many results of classica! transport theory can be transferred 
to a Wigner function based quantum transport theory. The usefulness of the Wigner 
representation consists in the fact that it permits the evaluation of the time evolution of the 
resonant tunneling phenomenon as well as the steady state situation. 

The practical transposition ofthe physical situation described by the Kronig-Penney potential 
has been also possible due to the actvaneed epitaxial technics. The structures, named superlattices, 
have become both means for fundamental research in solid state physics and component parts of 
electronic devices. 

1.3 Materials for Resonant Tunneling Structures 

As we have seen, the resonant tunneling process requires stacked thin semiconductor layers 
with different band gaps which, energetically speaking, give rise to at least a double harrier 
structure. The diversity of band alignments between III-V semiconductors suggests, at least in 
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principle, that there are considerable nwnber of possibilities to realize resonant tunneling 
structures from these materials. To illustrate this, Fig. 1.1 shows the best estimate of the band 
alignments for eight lattice- or nearly lattice-matched III-V compound heterojunctwns. We 
specitY that for a general heterojuction the band gap discontinuity is distributed between the 
valenee and conduction bands. As seen in Fig. l.la the corresponding band "affiets", ~Ev and 
~Ec, are abrupt discontinuities in the band edges at the heterojunction interface. Additionally, 
electrostatic band bending also occurs because of charge redistribution near the interface. The 
band bending changes (increasing usually) if the heterojunction is doped, but the band offsets IS 

preswnably to remain constant. In general, one speaks about an isotype junction if the same 
conductivity type is achieved on both sides ofthe junction (n-n or p-p) and an anisatype junction 
ifthe type ofconductivity is opposite (n-p or p-n). The diagramsin Fig. 1.1, il1ustrating the band 
alignments for the different systems, show the behaviour of the Ec and Ev in the immedia te 
vicinity ofthe heterojunction, that is they figure only the band offsets. According to the re1ative 
ordering ofthe band edge energies we can distinguish several types of band alignments [26]. The 
most common (and generally considered to be the "normal") alignment is the straddling 
contiguration illustrated in the cases (b) [27], (c) [27], (d) [28], (e)[28] and (g)[29] of Fig. 3.1, 
in which the bandgaps of the two materials entirely overlap. Another situation is when the 
bandgaps are partial overlapped i.e., the conduction band ofthe smaller-gap material might lie 
above that of the larger-gap material, or its valenee band might !ie below that of the larger-gap 
materiaL Such a band alignment is called staggered and is known to occur in the cases (t) [30] 
and (h) [31] presented in Fig. l.I. The staggering might become so extreme that the bandgaps 
cease to overlap. This situation is known as a braken gap alignment, being illustrated in Fig. 1.1 i 
(29]. Another nomenclature, employed usually in descrihing superlattices, divides the band 
alignments in two main categories: type I and type U alignments. If the extrema of both the 
conduction and valenee bands lie both in the same layers, the alignment is referred as type I, 
whereas if the band extrema are in different layers the a1ignment is type II. Comparing the two 
notations, one can easily observe that the type I alignments correspond to the straddling case and 
the type II alignments include both staggered and broken-gap situations. 

Grown on a lattice-matched substrate, as GaAs, InP or GaSb, each ofthe above systems have 
been used to demonstrate the resonant tunneling phenomena in double harrier structures (see next 
section). This case, in which aH the layers in and around the double harrier structure are made of 
materials having the same lattice constant as the substrate, is the most desirabie from the point 
of view ofthe epitaxial growth of high quality materials. But, some other possibilities, using a1so 
not lattice-matched materials, have been successfully demonstrated. One of these is to lattice 
match the quantwn well and cladding layers with the substrate but use a material having a 
different lattice constant in the harriers. If the harriers are sufficiently thin, their lattice will 
conform by compression or tension to surrounding layers in the lateral plane, and wiJl deform in 
the opposite sensein the longitudinal axis. This is called a pseudomorphicmatch and the resulting 
layers have few defects (dislocations). Another possibi1ity is to Jattice match the harriers but use 
material of different Jattice constant in all or part of the quanturn well, or some portion of the 
cladding layers. Again, if the layers are sufficiently thin, a pseudomorphic match results. 
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Fig. 1.1 Conduction- and valence- bandoffsetsin a semiconductor heterojunction (a) and experimentally 
determined band alignments for lattice-matched heterojunctins between group lil-V semiconductors (b-i) 
[27] . Energies are indicated in electron volts. For GaAs/ Al. Ga 1 •• As the case (b) illustrates the direct gap 
range and (c) the indirect gap corresponding tor minimum. Cases (b), (c), (d), (e), and (g) show straddling 
alignments, cases (t) and (h) are typical forstaggered alignments, and case (i) corresponds to the broken
gap alignment. 
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1.4 Evolution of the Two and Th ree Terminal Resonant 
Tunnellog Devices 

The history of the double harrier resonant tunneling (DBRT) diode or two terminal (2T) 
resonant tunneling device, identifies with the progress of the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 
technique. In 1974 Chang et al. [32] fabricated the first MBE grown DBRT structure that 
exhibited evidence ofnegative differential resistance (NOR) at low temperature. Following this 
pioneering result, most of the work in heterostructures centred around the development of the 
MBE, since it was clear that the quality of the materials in these structures would have to be 
improved in order to observe the NOR or any other quanturn transport at room temperature. The 
primary structures studied during this time were single-heterojunction devices or quanturn wells 
rather than resonant tunneling structures. 

In 1983 Sollner et al. [33] used a cooled GaAs/AIGaAs double harrier structure to rectify 2.5 
THz laser radiation. This pivotal experiment demonstrated that resonant tunneling was a very fast 
process and it spurred the development of improved materials. Within 3 years several groups have 
achieved a relative large room-temperature NOR effect, first in the GaAs/Al0.25Gao 75As material 
[34] and shortly after that in the GaAs/AIAs system [35, 36]. After these fust successful examples 
an intense research activity developed to increase the performances of the resonant tunneling 
structures and at the same time to study the physical phenomenon itself. Before other MBE 
material systems became available for quanturn devices the field of resonant tunneling structures 
was already matured using almost exclusively the GaAs/ Al,Ga1_,As system. 

Fig. 1.2 illustrates schematically a typical electron resonant tunneling structure, where a GaAs 
quanturn wellis clad by two thin harrier layers of a material with a larger gap (e.g. Al GaAs). The 
contact layers are doped n-type for an electron tunneling device. Two other kinds of layers are 
inserted between the proper structure and the contacts: the undoped "spacer" layers and the lowly 
doped layers. 

n*- GaAs contact layer 

lowly doped n-GaAs 

soA undoped spaeer 

40A AlGaAs banier 

soA GaAs quanturn well 

40A AlGaAs banier 

soA undoped spaeer 

lowly doped n-GaAs 

n++- GaAs contact layer 

GaAs substrate 

Fig. 1.2 Schematic illustration ofthe MBE-grown structure and the corresponding conduction band 
diagram fora typical n-type DBRT structure. 
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From the application point of view the quality of a DBRT diode is usually given by the peak 
current density JP and the peak to valley current density ratio PVCR = JrfJv, where JP and Jv are 
the peak and valley current densities, respectively, associated with the NOR region ofthe current
voltage (I-V) characteristics (see Fig. 1.3). Other quantities of importance are the peak to valley 
voltage ratio PVVR = V rfV"' where V Pand V vare the peak and valley voltages, respectively, and 
the available current density b.J = JP- Jv. For high speed operation the current density should be 
large (JP ~ 105 A/cm2

) for the samereasans as in any other fast speed electronic device: high 
current density is required for fast charging and discharging ofthe device and circuit capacitance. 
b.J should be alsoaslarge as possible and b.V = Vv- VP smal!. The PVCR of a double harrier 
structure is sensitive to relative magnitudes of a number of resonant, norreesonant, and parasitic 
currents. Same ofthe major contributions to the overall carrier transport in a DBRT diode include 
(a) resonant tunneling, (b) tunneling through a higher resonance level, (c) thermionic emission, 
(d) field-assisted tunneling, (e) tunneling through evanescent states, (f) inelastic tunneling, and 
(g) surface leakage current [37]. These processes are illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 

The process of achieving a high PVCR represented in fact an "exercise" in enhancing the 
resonant tunneling current density while minimizing all norreesonant and parasitic contributions 
to the valley current. A number of factors that modify both resonant and norreesonant currents are 
due solely to specific MBE growth conditions. They refer to the quality of the layers and 
especially to the sharpness of the interfaces expressed by the so called interface roughness. 
Theoretica! studies [38,39] have shown that scattering from interface roughness ofthe quanturn 
wel! and harriers broadens the resonance leading to the decrease of the peak current. 
Unfortunately for the DBRT diode there is no technique to measure quantitatively the degree of 
interface roughness and to correlate it with the observed transport characteristics ofthe device. 
The "standard" quanturn well characterization technique - the observation of the excitonic 
spectrum using photoluminescence (PL)- is not possible in this case because the high doping of 
the contact layers effectively masks the PL emission from the energy levels in the quanturn wel! 
[ 40]. In this way the most sensitive characterization tooi for the analysis of the structure of 
materials used in resonant tunneling applications has appeared to be the tunneling device itself. 

Besides the optimization of the growth conditions, DBRT devices with improved 
performances resulted by al tering the design characteristics of the structure. Among them the 
increase ofthe harrier height proved to be very important, modifying the Al concentration towards 
larger values, and the optimization of their width. The introduetion of undoped "spacer" layers 
on the outer sides ofthe harrier layers was also beneficia! for the device quality. Finally, the same 
positive influence had the use of lowly doped layers, interposed between the contact and spaeer 
layers. 

The first DBRT structure functioning at room-temperature had a GaAs quanturn welland 
Al025Gao.75As harriers without spaeer and lowly doped layers [34].With a JP of 1.6 x 103 A cm·2 

and a PVCR of 1.5 (8) at 300 K (77 K) its performances were relative modest. Increasing the Al 
male fraction in the harriers to x " 0.4 and introducing the spaeer layers, useful PVCR at values 
of JP up to about 1 x 104 A cm·2 resulted [41]. At highervalues of JP the PVCRis usually 
degraded by large thermionic current over the top of the harriers as wel! as the norreesonant 
tunneling current through the next quasilevel in the quanturn wel!. Consequently, much better 
PVCRat high JP affered the GaAs/AlAs structures [36]. In GaAs/A!As DBRT diodes having JP 
in the range from 104 to 105 A cm·2, the best observed room-temperature PVCRs areabout 4. 
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Fig. 1.3 Schematic diagrams ofthe current flow through a DBRT diode at bias voltage near peak (a) 
and valley (b) points, and representative I-V characteristics showing the NDR region (c). 
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Fig. 1.4 Contributions totheresonant and nonresonant currents in a DBRT diode: (a) resonant tunneling, 
(b) tunneling through a higher resonance level, (c) therrnionic emission, (d) field-assisted tunneling, (e) 
tunneling through evanescent states, (f) inelastic tunneling, and (g) surface leakage current [37). 
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These results foliowed after systematic studies of the effects of the harrier thickness and 
composition in Al [41, 42] as wellas ofthe spaeer layer width [43, 44]. At higher peak density 
currents, the PVCR degrades significantly [ 45, 46], the best reported PVCR with J ~ 105 A cm·2 

being 3.0 [47]. P 

Several clever structures have been implemented to improve the PVCR ofthe GaAs DBRT 
diodes by lowering the valley current. In a first case, the spaeer side AlAs harriers have been 
grown with AlxGa1_xAs layers just outside to form "chair harriers" [48].This has resulted in a 
DBRT diode having PVCR of 6.3 at room temperature [49]. Other structures contained an 
InxGa1 • .As layer either as a prewell on the cathode side [50] or in place ofthe GaAs quanturn well 
[44]. An improved PVCR resulted in both cases. 

New material systems successful grown by MBE have been used also for DBRT structures. 
The indium based systems, InGaAs/InAlAs and InAs/AlSbare the most important but others like 
InAs/GaSb/ Al Sb arouse more and more interest. 

The fust useful DBRT diodes in the In containing system have been made from 
lno53Gao.47Asfino.52Al048As matenals [51 ], because bothof these temary alloys are lattice matebed 
to InP substrates. The structure yielded a PVCR of 2.3 at room temperature. This was 
subsequently improved toabout 7 at room temperature and 40 at 77K [52, 53] . Superior results 
have been obtained by replacing the lno5 2Al04 8As harriers with pseudomorphic AlAs. The 
resulting DBRT diodes demonstrated an unprecedent PVCR of 14 at room temperature [54]. 
Further impravement foliowed with the achlevement of a PVCR of 30 at room temperature in a 
DBRT structure having a thin InAs layer embedded in the lno 53Gao 47As quanturn well [55]. 

The primary reason for the superiority of the lno5 3Gao4 7As/ AlAs diodes over the GaAs/ A lAs 
diodes has been attributed to the large separation betweenther point conduction band minimum 
in the Ino.53Gao47As and the X point conduction band point in the AlAs harrier [54]. In the 
GaAs/AlAs system this separation is much smallerand has been correlated with the contributions 
to the valley current in these diodes [56, 57]. 

High quality DBRT diodes have been fabricated from the InAs/AlSb material system. The 
system has a staggered band offset in which the valenee band edge of the Al Sb lines up in the 
band gap of the InAs. This determines a significantly smaller harrier attenuation coefficient than 
is realized in GaAs/ AlAs or Ino5 3Gao47As/ AlAs structures having the same harrier thickness. The 
values of JP "' 3.7 x 105 A cm·2 and PVCR ::: 3 obtained for lnAs/AISb structures [58] are 
comparable with the best results achieved in the Ino5 3Gao47As/ AlAs system and are considerably 
better than those of GaAs/AIAs DBRT diodes. For comparison Fig. 1.5 shows I-V curves of 
high-JP DBRT diodes made from different material systems [59]. 

From the beginning the long range application ofthe resonant tunneling structures wastheir 
implementation in three terminal (3T) devices. A particularly powerful concept for achieving this 
has been to incorporate a DBRT structure into one or another junction ortransport region of a 
bipolar, hot electron, or field effect transistor. In this implementation the primary operational 
parameters are those ofthe "traditional" device, with the tunneling features added to alter these 
characteristics. The most successful solutions in this approach proved to be the resonant tunneling 
hot electron transistor (RHET) and the resonant tunneling heterostructure bipolar transistor 
(RBT), with applications in logic circuits. The band structures and operation principle of an 
RHET and an RBT are shown in Fig. 1.6 [60]. 

The RHET evolved from a transistor with a wide base and no confinement [61 , 62] to a 
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Fig. 1.5. Room temperature current density versus voltage curves forDBRTdiodes made from three 
different material systems [60]. 

device with thin base (10nm) and hence confinement [63]. In this way a room temperature gain 
as high as 12 at a current density of 1.3 x lOs A cm·2 has been reached. 

As an alternative at RHET several solutions of RBTs have been examined. The differences 
betweenthem consistsin the region ofthe bipolar transistor where the DBRT structure has been 
incorporated and the material system used. The best performances of such a transistor were 
obtained using InGaAsllnAlAsllnP system with the DBRT structure integrated in the ernitter[64]: 
PVCR "' 70, JP > 104 A cm·2 and the differential current gainat resonance of 19. 

Another approach has been to make direct contact to the quanturn well of a DBRT structure 

n-GaAs 

(a) (b) n-GaAs 

Fig. 1.6 Band Structure and principle of operation i! lustration of an RHET (a) and RBT (b) [61 ]. 
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and thereby forma 3T device in which the quanturn well bru;e is two-dimensional (2D), with 
transport proceeding from three dimensional (3D) eruitter to 2D base and then to 3D collector. 
In this way a separate control of the quanturn wel! potential can be achieved. The primary 
challenge in this approach consists in the difficulty of exposing and mak.ing contact to such a thin 
layer (- 5.0 nm) as the quanturn well base. This technologkal obstac!e conducted only to partial 
results in different laboratones [65-69]. 

After more than two decades, from the first DBRT structure, the resonant tunneling devices 
are a well defined and important part in the fast growing field of quanturn devices. 

1.5 Outline of the Dissertation 

The goal of this dissertation is to study some physical aspects of 2T resommt tunneling 
devices and to propose a solution fora 3T resonant tunneling device with the base contact to the 
quanturn welt. To realize this, a comprehensive approach ofthe problems was developed, from 
the techno logica! aspects of the device processing to the electrical measurements and then to 
modeling, with possible and inherent feed-back interconnections between them. 

The second chapter gives an overview of the fundamental aspects of the resonant tunneling 
device physics. The actual understanding of the resonant tunneling process, with the two main 
approaches, coherent and incoherent tunneling, is exposed in detail, with the intention to give a 
unitary description of the phenomenon. The expression for the current density is derived and 
some important factors, which describe its behaviour with applied voltage, are discussed. The 
section offers the theoretica! base for measurement interpretation and modeling presented in the 
next chapters. 

The techno logica! processes involved in the fabrication of 2T and 3T resonant tunneling 
devices are presentedindetail within chapter 3. Special attention is paid to the photolithography 
using both direct and dual image resists, wet chemica! etching, selective etching of GaAs and 
AlGaAs, and gold plating for airbridge interconnections, which have been optimized for the 
specific design characteristics ofthe devices. The strategy ofthe mask design is also described. 

The next chapters present the devices studied in this thesis. The epitaxial structures necessary 
for device fabrication have been grown by MBE at the Solid State Physics department of 
Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT). Both 2T and 3T resonant tunneling devices 
described in the dissertation have been processed from structures using the available 
GaAs/AIGaAs material system. The processing has been accomplished using the clean room 
facilities of the Electronic Devices department of EUT. Chapter 4 deals with the 2T resonant 
tunneling devices. After the device fabrication description, the electrical measurements are 
presented and explained in detail, along several paragraphs. First, a comparative analysis of the 
room temperature DC results corresponding to the two types of processed devices, based on 
GaAs/Al0.4Gao 6As and GaAs/AlAs materials, is carried out. Then, DC measurements versus 
temperature are interpreted in conneetion with possible tunneling mechanisms. Finally, accurate 
microwave measurements performed over the whole bias range ofthe device I-V characteristic 
are used to establish the proper equivalent-circuit of our DBRT structures and to extract the bias 
behaviour of the parameters associated to the circuit elements. The last part of the chapter is 
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devoted to the device physical modeling of the I-V characteristic. Using an existing model, 
developed within the Electronic Devices Group inthelast periode [70, 71], the DC behaviour of 
the 2T DBRT devicesis described both qualitatively and quantitatively. Chapter 5 describes the 
fabrication and characterisation of the 3T DBRT devices. First, the technological solution to 
realize the device is exposed, with all the difficulties generaled by the effort to contact such a thin 
layer as the quanturn wel!. The mask layout designed especially for this aim is also described. 
Finally the DC and AC measurement results, that demonstrate the successful contacting ofthe 
quanturn well, are discussed in conneetion with possible applications ofthis new device. 

The last part surnmarises the work and gives an outlook on subsequent developments in the 
field of resonant tunneling devices described in this dissertation. 
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2 
Physics of Resonant Tunneling 

2.1 Introduetion 

In genera!, the specific properties of any electronic device are detennined by one or several 
(not many) basic physical phenomena. As seen in the previous chapter the DBRT device 
characteristics originate in a quanturn phenomenon, namely resonant tunneling. Consequently, 
the study and explanation ofthe behaviour ofsuch devices need, at least for the active region, a 
quanturn analysis. In this chapter main aspects ofthe DBRT device physics are introduced. The 
presentation is intendedas a general picture ofthe actual understanding ofthe resonant tunneling 
phenomenon used in the context of a real device, which may constitute a theoretica! base for the 
measurement interpretation and modeling from the next chapters. In this sense, first the physical 
principles of the DBRT are discussed from a point of view used in quanturn mechanics to 
describe the resonant scattering phenomena [ 1]. This approach, usually named the Breit-Wigner 
formulation ofDBRT, situates this phenomenon, specific for semiconductor heterostructure, in 
a general context and correlates the transmission probabilities with measurable physicai 
quantities, namely the energy and life-time ofthe quasi-levels inside the structure and scattering 
times. Then, the most accessible quantity for the DBRT characterization, the current density, is 
introduced. At last, factors, such as band bending under bias conditions, quanturn well charge 
storage, band nonparabolicity, scattering mechanisms, which influence the behaviour of the 
current density in a real DBRT device are presented and discussed. 

2.2 Principles of Resonant Tunneling 

The DBRT devices operate on physical principles that are shared by all resonant-tunneling 
structures. As we know the process of resonant tunneling implies the existence of metastable 
states in the potential barrier region. Thus, one can say that the fundamental requirement for this 
process to occur is quantization by spatial confinement For the DBRT structures the presence of 
the quanturn well between the two barriers ensures this condition. Each quasi-stationary state 
from the quanturn well is characterized by an energy En and a lifetime rn [I]. In the real case, 
when different scattering processes are involved, the condition for spatial quantization is 

16 
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En+t-En » 111-r. where r, is the scattering time for an electron in the two dimensional subband 
associated with the nth quasi-level. This is similar to the condition that applies to other types of 
quantization in solids. For exarnple, magnetic quantization requires wc<,» 1, where wc is the 
cyclotron angular frequency. 

The spatial quantization ensures that the quasi-two dimensional states exist in the quanturn 
well, but it does not specify the nature of the resonant tunneling that occurs through these states. 
The nature of the resonant tunneling is usually defined by the relative magnitudes of •n and r, 
[2, 3]. If r" « r, the resonant tunneling through the nth state is said coherent, since under this 
condition the electron does not scatter during the process and thus the phase of the wave function 
at each point in space is continuous in time. If '" » r" the resonant tunneling is said to be 
incoherent, or sequentia!. In this case the wave function phase is partially randomized by the 
scattering events that occur in the double harrier structure. 

The basic principles of resonant tunneling are readily illustrated if one neglects both the 
complicating effects of compositional grading in the heterojunction and the electrostatic band 
bending. This means that we assurne that the heterojunctions of the double barrier structure are 
perfectly abrupt and no extemally voltage is applied. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 2.1. The 
potential energy difference, or band offset V8 , at the interfaces is some fraction of the difference 
in the bandgaps between the two materials. For thin harriers the band gaps for both quanturn well 
and barrier materials are usually taken at the minimum r -point of the Brillouin zone [ 4]. 

2.2.1 Electrooie States in a Double Barrier Structure 

The energies corresponding to the quasi-stationary states ofthe DBRT structure shown in Fig. 
2.1 can be found based on the description of si mi lar kind of states given in [1 ]. Within this 
description an electron placed in the wel!, in a quasi-stationary state moves inside the well fora 
considerable period of time ""' called the lifetime ofthe almost stationary state. The energy ofthis 
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state is not discrete but broadened, whose "width" is related to the lifetime by rn- lil .. n 

(uncertainty principle for energy). In this conditions we have to look for solutions of the 
Schrödinger equation which represent outgoing waves outside the harrier region (at infinity). Th..is 
corresponds to an electron fmally leaving the quanturn well by tunneling. Solving Schrödinger 
equation with such boundary conditions, a set of complex values of the energy are obtained, 
which can be written in the form En =En- ïrn I 2 .The physical significanee of the complex 
energy values is in conneetion with the lirnited time spent by the electron inside the quanturn well 
during the tunneling process. If we write the time factor of the wave function of the quasi-

. . th ti -(ith)Er -(ith)E t - [r t(21•l]• th th b b'l' ffi d' h 1 stattonary state m e orm e • = e • e • , en e pro a 1 tty o m mg t e e ectron 

"inside the system" ( quanturn well) decreases with time as e-<r.th)r. Thus f n determines the 
lifetime rn of the state. 

In our case, we consider that the electron wave functions are solutions ofthe one-dimensiona1 
effective-mass Schrödinger equation [5, 6]: 

[ 
n

2 
a 1 a J ----. --+ V(z) \jf (z) = E\jf(z) 

2 az m (z) àz 
(2.1) 

where tjl(z) is the envelope function, m "'(z) is the effective mass of the electron and V(z) is the 
potential energy at the conduction band minimum. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the origin of the 
coordinates z = 0 is taken as the centre ofthe quanturn welland the structure is symmetrie, V(z} 
= V(-z) and m*(z) = m"'(-z). We can restriet ourselves to the half-space z > 0 and consider for the 
quanturn well the even eigenfunction. In this situation the wave functions for the different regions 
ofthe structure can be written as: 

where 

and 

A cos(kz) 

\jf(z) = Bexp(ëiz)+ Cexp( -az) 

Dexp(ikz) 

k = 2mw E ( 
. Jl/2 

1i2 ' 

a = [ 
2
; ~ ( VB - E) r2

' 

(2.2) 

are the wave vector in the quanturn well and cladding 1ayer regions and the harrier attenuation 
coefficient, respectively, m~ and m~ denote the corresponding electron effective masses, and Lw 
and L8 represent the quanturn well and harrier widths, respectively. The energy E as well as the 
wave vector k and the attenuation coefficient a are complex. 

In the effective-mass approximation the boundary conditions at the interfaces between 
different regions are: the contincity of tjl(z) and (1/m "')dtjl I dz [5]. These conneetion rul es express 
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the conservation of the probability density and current. Using the boudary conditions at 
z = Lw/2 and z = Lw/2 + L8 we obtain a system of four homogenous equations for the constants 
A, B, C and D. These equations wiJl have a nontrivial solution if we require the determinant of 
the coefficient matrix to vanish. 1bis condition gives the following equation for the allowed wave 
vectors: 

- m'a 
wherey=~. 

[tan( k~w J+r}+r]exp(-2aL8)=[tan( k~w J -r}-y], (2.3) 

m~k 
We recognize in (2.3) a transeendental equation, whose general solution requires numerical 
techniques. The roots k,. have negative imaginary parts and the magnitudes of both real and 
imaginary parts increase with n. For each kn one can calculate the corresponding complex energy 
En and extract from this the real energy, En = (1i2 I 2m~) Re(Ç) and the width, 
rn = -(1i2 I m~)Im(k,.2 ) ofthe resonant level. 

Fig. 2.2 shows the solution associated with the ground state for a number of GaAs-AlAs 
double harrier structures. lt can be seen that for each case the real part E1 of the solution 
approaches the asymptotic value E~ for L8 » 1.5 nm. The imaginary part r 1 is exponential over 
the same range of L8• From both curves it is possible thus to establish the cross-over from "thin
barrier" to "thick-barrier" behaviour. In the "thick-barrier" limit , when aL IJ. » 1, with a= Re a, 
Eq. (2.3) reduces to the familiar bound-state eigen-value equation for an isolated quanturn wel!, 
given as example in any quanturn mechanics textbook, tan(kLw I 2) = m~a I (m~k), where 

k = ((2m~ I 1i2)Er and a= ((2m~ I 1i2 )(V8 - E)r . 
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Fig. 2.2 (a) Quasi-bound-state energy E1 (real part ofthe complex energy Ë1) in a GaAs quanturn well as 
a function ofthe A!As barrier thickness with quanturn well width (integral number ofmonolayers ML of 
GaAs lattice at room temperature, ML = 0.56512 nm) as a parameter: (I) Lw= 12 ML, (2) Lw= 14 ML, 
(3) Lw= 16 ML, (4) Lw= 18 ML, (5) Lw= 20 ML, (6) Lw= 22 ML, (7) Lw= 24 ML Each point on a curve 
represents an integral number of ML of AIAs lattice at room temperature (ML = 0.566/2 nm). (b) 
Quasibound state width r 1 (imaginary part ofthe complex energy Ë1) for the same parameters as in (a) [38). 
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2.2.2 Coherent Resonant Tunneling 

The interaction ofthe electron with the double harrier structure during the resonant tunneling 
processis described entirely by the transmission probability T(E). This quantity is the ratio ofthe 
outgoing probability current density on one side of the structure to the incoming probability 
current density on the opposite side. Within the effective-mass model T(E) is found assuming the 
same trial envelope functions as in the case of the quasi-bound states except that one cladding 
layer has an inward-going wave in actdition to the outward wave. The most handy way to solve 
for T(E), under these conditions, is by consiclering the transmission (T) matrix approach. 
Appropriate for multiple heterostructures the procedure consists, in principal, in the following: 
for each interface ofthe structure, using the specific boundary conditions, the amplitudes ofthe 
waves on bath sides are related toeach other by aT-matrix; after this the T-matrix ofthe whole 
structure, defined in the same way, is obtained as a product of the previous elementary matrices; 
fmally the transmission and reflection probabilities can be calculated using the elements ofthe 
total T-matrix. In the Appendix A, section A. I, T(E) is calculated in this way fora general double 
harrier structure, with the assumption of a piecewise constant potential. The result is: 

TT T= B, B, 

l + R~ Ra, - 2~ R~ R8, coscj> 
(2.4) 

where T8,.a, and Ra..s, are the transmission and reflection probabilities, respectively, ofthe two 
harriers, and <f> is a phase angle. 

The transmission probability has the same form as the optica! transmission of a Fabry-Perot 
resonator, with sharp peaks at \ongitudinal energies corresponding to each quasi-bound level in 
the quanturn wel!. Physically the behaviour of T(E) is the result of interference of the coherent 
electron wave function with itself, in the quanturn wel!, by way of multiple reflections offthe two 
harriers. For off-resonance energies the interference is destruclive and the T(E) is very smal!, but 
for energies equal to the quanturn wel! quasi-levels the interference is constructive resulting in 
the cancellation ofthe reflected wave outside the structure and enhancing ofthe transmitted one. 

During resonant tunneling through a double barrier structure the electrans reside in one of the 
decaying quasi-stabie states of the quanturn wel!. This suggests that the process also can be 
described in the frame of the quanturn scattering theory [ l] . In such an approach at energies near 
the resonances the transmission probability T(E) can be expressed in the Breit-Wigner form 
permitting a direct correlation ofthe life time ofthe quasi-bound states, •m with the full energetic 
width at half maximurn ofthe transmission probability, rn ( •n = lilrn) . 

It can be shown that the transmission probability obtained using T-matrix formalism is 
reduced to the Breit-Wigner format energies near the resonances [7] . This derivation offers an 
interesting insight into the physics of resonant tunneling and confirms the success of a Breit
Wignee formulation ofthe process [8] . Following [7], we establish this correspondence for the 
simple case ofthe synunetric double harrier structure (see Fig. 2.1 ). 

The transmission probability T(E) is proportional with the square modulus of the 
transmission coefficient t(E) (see Appendix A, section A.l ), which represents the ratio between 
the amplitude of the transmitted and incident wave. The transmission coefficient for a double 
harrier structure can be written as (see Appendix A, section A. I): 
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(2.5) 

where ~~.e.,, ~~ and M:: are elements of the T-matrices corresponding to the two barriers. 
Making explicit the matrix elements, the above expression can be worked out and the 
transmission coeficient put in the following form (see Appendix A, sectionA.2): 

{ [ 
2 ll-1 1 . i !-i 1-i 

t(E) = Q -(l+q)(l--) L+2---!-Pexp(-2aL8 )+(---!-) Nexp(-4aL
8

) ,(2.6) r r t+zr t+rr 

where 

exp[ik(2aL8 + Lw)) exp(2aL8 ) 

Q= 8 ' 

L = (y2 -l)sin(k4t) + 2ycos(kLw), 

P = (y2 + l)sin(k4t), 

N = (y2 -l)sin(k4t)- 2ycos(k4t), 

(2.7) 

and y = m~a; a, k, Lw have the same meaning as in the previous section. We see that each 
_ m

8
k · 

E = E~ where the part in square brackets of Eq,_(2.6) vanishes is a pole of t(E). Because this 
expression contains imaginary terrns, the pol es E~ of t(E) generally are complex, i.e. !ie off the 
real axis in the complex E-plane. From the foregoing section we know that the energy values 
corresponding to quasi-stationary stat~in the quanturn well are also complex, so we can 
associate them with the complex pol es ~of t(E) and write: 

Eo=E _.r" 
n " I 2 (2.8) 

where again E" and r" are positive. _ 
The behaviour oft(E) at real incidentenergiesEin the vicinity of E~ describes quantitatively 

the resonant tunneling via the quasi-stabie states associated with E~. This can be conveniently 
determined from the behaviour of the right side of Eq.(2.6) around its pol es. As shown in the 
Appendix A, section A.2, such an analysis gives for the transmission coefficient, at real energies 
E near E", the expression: 

.!.r 
t( E) = +iexp( -ik(2L8 +Lw)] exp( - irJ) 2 " r 

E-E +i_l!_ 
n 2 

where 11 =arctgy. Further on, the transmission probability is obained as: 

T(E) = lt(E)I2 = G r" )

2 

2 • 

(E -Ej +(;) 

(2.9) 

(2.1 0) 
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Eq. (2.1 0) shows that the transmission probability through the double barrier structure has the 
accepted Breit-Wigner form [9] at energies near those corresponding to resonant tunnel ing. Also 
we can clearly see that rn represents in fact the full width at halfmaximum ofthe transmission 
probability. It can be calculated using the folowing expression (see Appendix A, section A.2): 

[ = 16n
2
ky

2
exp(-2aL8 ) ( 2.ll) 

" mw(1+y2 {(l+y2)Lw+(l+::r2}a-1
] 

IE=En 
From the equivalence between the width of the quasi-bound states and the full width at half 
maximum ofthe corresponding transmission probability results the direct correlation ofthe life 
time ofthe quasi-bound states, <., with the Jatter,'"= hlf.-

Fora general double barrier structure as that described in the Appendix A, section Al the 
transmission probability can be also expressed, near resonances, in a Breit-Wigner form [7]: 

T- r"Btr"a, 
- (E-ES+?, 

(2.12) 

where r. = r:' + r.B,' and rn~' r.B, are partial widths or transparencies associated with the 
transmission properties of the left and right barriers, respectively. For the case of constant 
effective mass along the double barrier structure the partial widths are estimated using the 
expression [7]: 

(2.13) 

where kw is the wave vector in the quanturn well, aBt.B, are the attenuation coefficients in the 

barriers, kL.nare the wave veetors in the leftand right cladding layers, K8,.s, = J2m'V8,.a, In, and 

Ve,.s, are the heights of the two barriers. In the WKB approximation they take the simple forrn 

r.8' = nVJe, [3), where TB, are the transmission probabilities through barriers and V"= 2Lw I V" 

with Lw the width of the quanturn well and v" the velocity of carrier in the well at the resonant 
energy En. 

The Breit-Wigner form ofthe transmission probability can be used in the estimating ofthe 
traversal time •r for resonant tunnel ing. The expression for the traversal time of an electron wave 
packet through a barrier within flat-band conditions is given by [ 1 0]: 

'tr(E0 )=(D+ndr.p), (2.14) 
vg dE f!J 

where Dis the width ofthe barrier, vg = h-1dEidk is the group velocity in the region surrounding 
the barrier, r.p is the phase angle ofthe transmission coefficient, and E0 = (1Jlélfl2m*, where ~is 
the centre ofthe wave packet at the initia! time. The first term in Eq. (2.14) is the transit time, and 
the second term is the quantum-mechanical phase time. This expression is derived under the 
assumption that the transmission coefficient varies only slightly over the range E that corresponds 
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to the width of the wave packet in k space. In double harrier structures this assurnption is not 
usually valid. The tra versa[ time in these structures is the surn of Eq. (2.14) (with D = 2L8 + Lw) 
and correction terros that depend on the shape of the wave packet [11]. Fora resonant wave 
packet (i.e., EJ = E.) the corrections vanish, yielding: 

n _ [2L8 +Lw ._ %- l _ 2L8 + L.. 2n 1:r- +rt 2 - +-. 
vg (E-E.)2 + r. vg r. 

4 E'l=En 

(2.15) 

We observe that the phase-time component is just twice •., as might be expected intuitively. As 
an electron traverses the double harrier structure, the probability density must first increase from 
zero to some maximurn value and than decrease back to zero. Both the increase and the decrease 
occur with a characteristic time • •. 

In double harrier structures having thin harriers, the phase time usually exceeds the transit 
time by a large factor. For example, a GaAs-AIAs double harrier structure having 6ML-thick 
harriers and 16ML-thick quanturn well has E1 "'0.14 eV, vg = lik/m* "8x107 cm s·' and r," 
1 me V. Using Eq. (2.15) these values lead to a semiclassical transit time of 10 fs and a phase time 
of 1.3 ps. This estimate is comparable to the traversal times determined more accurately by 
numerical studies ofthe transmission ofGaussian wave packets through double harrier structures 
[12, 13]. 

2.2.3 Incoherent Resonant Tunneling 

As in any physical system, inelastic scattering that occurs in the double harrier structure 
changes the phase of the wave function and its coherence is lost. This should have an important 
effect on the transmission probability, since the sharp resonances that are characteristic for typical 
quasi-bound levels require a multiple-pass self-interference of the wave timetion in the quanturn 
well. The most common models of the effect make use of the correspondence between the 
resonant tunneling in double harrier structures and the general theory of colli si ons already pointed 
out for theelastic case in the previous section [3, 14, 15]. 

We illustrate the influence of scattering on the transmission probability for the simp ie case 
of the symmetrie double harrier structure. The preserree of collision phenomena inside the 
quanturn well can be taken into account assurning that the scattering potential has a small constant 
imaginary part ir /2 [I, 14, 16] which "absorbs" part ofthe incident electron flux and causes the 
breakdown of the unitacity of the total coherent probability ( transmission plus reflex ion). The 
"lost electrons" into the quanturn well will tunnel out, forward or backward relative to the 
direction of incident flux, in a separate incoherent process. The probability of each of these events 
is correlated with the relative transparency ofthe corresponding harrier. For symmetrie harriers 
these probabilities are equal. 

In this picture the coherent transmission probabiljty T roh is expressedas [14, 15]: 

Gr") 
(2.16) 
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where r T = r n + rs. We ob serve that this expression for T col. is similar with Eq. (2.1 0) for the fuiJy 
coherent case in which r n in the denominator is replaced by the larger quantity r r· 

Alongside with the T coh an incoherent transmission probability T;ncoh can be calculated 
[14, 15]: 

1 
-rnr, 

T - 4 
lncoh- (E-ES +Grr J. (2.17) 

Using Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) the total transmission probability in the presence of scattering is 
given by: 

I -rrT 
T = Tcoh + T;ncoh = 4 

2 n ( 1 )2 · 
(E-E) + -r n 2 T 

(2.18) 

In the case of a general double harrier structure the Breit-Wigner form of the 
transmission probability, including different collisions, has the expression [3]: 

total 

T = rn~r"B, rr 

~ B, ( )' rn +r" (E-ES + ~rr 
(2.19) 

where rr =er:· + rnB,) + rs, with r:· and rnB, being the partial width from the coherent resonant 
tunneling. 

For any finite value ofr., a given transmission resonance is broader than in the coherent 
limit, and the peak value ofthe transmission is less than unity. r, can be related to the scattering 
time through the uncertainty principle, r s "' hlr,. 

The Breit-Wigner approach does not apply to processes in which the scattering occurs in 
quanta of energy comparable to En in the quanturn well. One of such processes is the scattering 
with longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. The LO phonons shift theelastic resonance and introduce 
inelastic transmission si de bands separated by hww [ 17, 18]. The transmission peak is reduced 
compared to the coherent case but with no additional broadening. 

In both the Breit-Wigner and LO-phonon-mediated roodels the integrated transmission 
probability does notdepend on the scattering parameter, i.e., rs and liww' respectively. 

The study ofthe incoherent resonant tunneling necessitates the estimate of r,. Several authors 
have argued that r, has approximatively the same value as the momenturn relaxation time in the 
lateral plane ofthe quanturn well [2, 19]. Thus one can estimate r, in double-harrier structures 
from the lateral mobility in the channels of the modulation-doped field-effect transistors 
(MODFETs) whose channel widths are camparabie to Lw. The room-temperature GaAs 
MODFET electron mobility is typically of7000 cm-2V'1s·1

, which corresponds toa momenturn 
relaxation time of •s = m *p/e = 0.3 ps. Setting r, equal to this •" one finds a coherent width r 1 

= 2.0 me V. From Fig. 2.2(b) we see that for L8 :;, 1.7 nm ( 6ML) in the GaAs-AIAs double harrier 
structures the resonant-tunneling process may be primarily coherent at room temperature. 
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2.3 Current Density 

The physical principles underlying the general shape of the I-V curve of a double banier 
structure can be understood by referring to the diagram in Fig. 2.3, in which we use the simple 
picture introduced in [20). One assumes that the structure has a quanturn well containing only one 
quasi-bound state energy level E1• Ifthe total energy and momenturn ofthe electronsin the plane 
of the heterojunctions are conserved, then only those electrons having E= on the cathode side 
approxirnately equal to E 1 can traverse the structure with any significant probability. As the bias 
voltage is increased from zero, the quasi-bound level drops relative to the electron energy in the 
cathode side. The number of electrous in the cathode Fermi sphere that have E= = E 1 increases and 
this will determine a corresponding increasing of the current. This eventually approaches a peak 
at a voltage close to that which aligns the resonant level with the conduction band edge in the 
cathode side. At higher voltages there are no electrous with E= = E1, so that the current decreases 
precipitously and a negative differential resistance (NDR) occurs in the I-V curve. 

To calculate the current density one usually considers that on the cathode and anode si des of 
the double banier structure there are two independent 'electron reservoirs' , in the thermodynamic 
sense, within which the electrous are all in equilibrium with a constant temperature and Fermi 
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Fig. 2.3 Fermi sphere (FS), band-edge profile, and I-V curve fora double-harrier structure in three 
different bias conditions: (a) the momenturn k 1 in the cathode side, corresponding to the quasi-level E1, is 
situated outside the FS, only few electrons fulfiling the resonant condition; (b) the k1 = constant plane 
intersects the FS, the area ofthe resulting disk being proportional with the stales in the cathode side which 
can tunnel through E1 to the anode; (c) the quasi-level is situated bellow the catode edge conduction band, 
no electrons are intheresonant condition. 
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level, and which are so large that the current flow into or out of the structure represems a 
negligible perturbation. The electrans inside the two reservoiFs are treated in the independent
electron approximation. Also, the corresponding left and right wave functions do not overlap 
[21], so no terrns which account for the non-orthogonality of these will appear in the expression 
of the density current, as proposed in [22]. Quantitatively, the net current through the double 
barrier structure is taken to be the difference between the current from the left to right and that 
from right to left. We measure the electron energy E from the bottorn ofthe conductiOn band of 
the lefi-hand electrode. The energy conservation requires that an energy, E,, measured to the 
bottorn ofthe conduction band in the right-hand electrode be related to its counterpart E1 = E in 
the left hand electrode by E = E + E;- E~ + ev;,,a .. with E;.t the Ferm i levels in the reservoirs, e 
the electron charge and Vb;ru the applied bias. The electron effective mass in the electrades is 
supposed to be the same, as usually happens in practice. Within this picture each of the two 
components of the current density is obtained by summing the expectation values of current 
operator impinging on the structure, multiplied by the corresponding transmission probability 
T,on over the occupied electronic states. Then the current density due to electron transport from 
left to right is given by 

.... 2eh l~ J 2 [ ] J = ( )3 • dk.kzT,0,(k,) d k,f;cE) 1- !,(E) 
27t m 0 ' 

(2.20) 

where 2 is the electron spinfactor, kz and ky are the components of its momenturn perpendicular 
and parallel, respectively to the plane ofthe heterojunctions and 

I 

J;(E) = 1 +exp(CE- E~)/ ksT]' 

1 1 (2.21) 
fr(E) ( r ]= [ 1 ]=J;(E+eVbias), 

l+exp (E, -EF)I ksT l+exp (E+ev;,,as -EF)I k8 T 

are the Ferrni-Dirac distribution functions in the 1eft and right reservoir, respectively, with k8 

Boltzmann' s constant and T the absolute temperature. The factor (I -.IJ guarantees the unoccupied 
character ofthe final state ofthe electron. Similarly, the current density due to electron flow from 
right to left is given by 

]._ 2eh r~ f 2 [ ] (
2
n)3 m. J

0
dkzk,T,01 (k, ) d kuf,(E) 1-J;(E). (2.22) 

In Eqs. (2.20) and (2.22) the same T,ot have been used because ofthe time reversal invariance of 
the one electron Schröctinger equation. Also this is dependent only on longitudinal energy E: (see 
Appenctix A, section A. I), which is a consequence ofthe independent-electron model used in our 
calculations. The expression for the net current density is obtained by subtracting Eg. (2.22) from 
Eg. (2.20): 

1 = 1-+- 1._ = (2~~:m. J~k.k,T10Jk, ) J d 2
k11[/CE)- f(E + ev;,,.,>]. (2.23) 

where the 'I ' index ofthe distribution functions have been dropped. Further on we convert the 
d2~. integration into one over dE.

1 
,by noting that d 2ky = (21tm*!JP)dE,\, and dk= integration into 
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one over E,. Integrating over dE
11 
one obtains: 

l=em'k8 Tf.dET (E)ln{ l+exp[l+(Ef -E,)/k8 T] } 
2n 2n3 

o '
101 

' l+exp[l+(Ef-E, -eVhiu.J ik8T] · 
(2.24) 

This is the geneml accepted expression for the static current density which can not be completely 
worked out into an analytica! form and necessitates numerical integration. 

2.4 Band Bending under Bias Conditions 

An extemal bias voltage applied across a double barrier structure modities the equilibrium 
band profile in the active region. As we have foreshadowed in the previous section, the analysis 
ofthe current density implies the determination ofthe modified band profile, or band bending, 
to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. The band bending affects the transmission probability in 
several ways. In a first approximation, it has a direct effect on the quasi-bound levels, decreasing 
their energy relative to the conduction band edge of the cathode si de layer by an amount I /2( e Vw), 
where Vw is the component ofthe total voltage that occurs across the double barrier structure, as 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Physically, this shift represents the decreasein the potential energy at the centre 
ofthe quanturn welland is unrelated to any Stark effect. We have seen that it is this effect which 
gives the qualitative explanation of the I-V characteristic. The second effect of the band profile 
modification is a change in the peak transmission. This can be understood using Eqs. (2.12) and 
(2.13). Thus the peak ofthe first resonance of a symmetrie double barrier structure undei' bias wiJl 
fall below 1.0 because r:' is Jarger than r:· . The increase in rns, reflects an increase in kR and 
a decrease in a!', while the decrease in r"n, reflects a decrease in kL and an increase in a!' . 
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Fig. 2.4 Conduction band bending diagram of a DBRT diode under the bias voltage. 
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A simple way to estimate the band bending is by treating the double barrier structure as an 
insulator, modeling the device as a semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor (SIS) diode. Unless 
the current density is very high, one can then assume that the diode is in a condition of quasi
equilibrium. Under this condition the electron concentration on each side of the structure is 
characterized by a uniform quasi Ferrni level. The band bending is obtained by solving Poisson's 
equation on each side and connecting the solutions with a uniform electtic field across the double 
harrier structure. 

The real DBRT diodes have always interposed between the active region and the high doped 
contact layers some low doped layers and undoped spaeer layers (see Fig. 1.1 ). Thus, as shown 
in Fig. 2.4, a positively charged depletion layer forms in the anode si de and a negatively charged 
accumulation layer on the cathode side. The overall band bending is then complicated by the fact 
that a significant amount of electrons can occupy the quanturn well and that both the quanturn 
well charge storage and some fraction ofthe charge in the accumulation layer resides in quasi
two-dimensional states. To deal properly with these effects one must carry out self consistent 
calculations of Poisson and Schrödinger equations [23-25, chapter 4, this work]. Such 
calculations indicate that the charge build up in the quanturn well can have a profound effect on 
the I-V curve. This is addressed in the next section. Also they show that the electronstatesin the 
accumulation layer consist of a continuurn at energies above the neutral band edge in the cathode 
side and quasibound states at lower energies [26, 27, chapter 4, this work]. The presence ofthe 
spatial quantization in the accumulation layer has been confirmed experimentallyin some DBRT 
devices by the presence of undulations in the 1-V curve at voltages below the first peak [26, 28, 
chapter 4, this work]. 

2.5 Quanturn Weil Charge Storage: Intrinsic Bistability 

The double barrier structure, like any quanturn well system, can store mobile sheet charge 
during operation. Intuitively, one expects that the sheet charge density Ow is proportional to the 
product of the current density and the quasi state life time, i.e., aw = Jr:. Indeed, detailed 
treatements ofthis effect in the sequentia! [29] and coherent [30] approaches have resulted in the 
following expression for Ow: 

(J ~ = 1i_!_B . r• 
" 

(2.25) 

The quanturn well sheet charge alters the electrostatic potential across the double barrier 
structure from its otherwise Iinear form. The modified potential affects the resonant tunneling 
current because of the strong dependenee of this current u pon the position of the quasi bound 
level relative to the emitter conduction band edge. But, according to the Eq. (2.25), the sheet 
charge density is proportional to the current density so that the net current density becomes self 
depend ent. This mechanism is known as electrastatic feedback [31, 32]. The electrostatic 
feedback ofthe space charge dynamically stored in the quanturn well determines the phenomenon 
of intrinsic bistability which means that for some range of bias voltage the current is multiple 
valued [31]. This effect has notbeen observed unambiguously in any double harrier structure 
conta.ining symmetrie harriers. Instead, such structures typically show extrinsic bistability due to 
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the rectification by these devicesoftheir own electrical oscillations in the measurement circuit 
[33] . Intrinsic bistability has been observed clearly only in a highly asymmetrie structure with the 
more transparent harrier adjacent to the cathode [32, 34]. One possible reason for the absence of 
experimentally observed intrinsic bistability in symmetrie structures is the broadening of the 
transmission probability by scattering. Another reason may be the quanturn size effects in the 
accumulation layer. Self consistent calculations of I-V characteristic for this kind of structures 
do not display intrinsic bistability if spatial quantization is accounted for in the accumulation 
layer [24, 25]. 

2.6 Effects of the Band Nonparabolicity 

In the effective mass model, Eq. (2.1), an implicit assumption is that the electron energy lies 
close to the corresponding conduction band minimum, so that a parabolic energy dispersion 
applies to all regions of the double harrier structure. However in many resonant tunneling 
structures the electron energy is too far away from the local band edge for the parabolic 
approxirnation to be valid. For example, electrons that tunnel through an AIAs harrier from GaAs 
have an energy that is approximately 1 eV below the AIAs r-conduction band edge. At this point 
the tunneling electron wave vector is expected to deviate from the parabalie form 
a= [2mB(VB- E)]"2 In, where m~ is the r-valleyeffective mass in the harrier region. In addition, 
the ground state level intheGaAs quanturn wells ofthe most used structures is situated at least 
100 meV above the conduction band edge, so that the electronic dispersion relation deviates 
somewhat from E=(nk)2 /2m~. Both of these effects can be included in the effective mass 
formalism by invoking a mul ti band model in which the tunneling electron envelope function is 
a mixture of conduction and valenee band envelope functions [35]. Thus for the harrier regions 
where the most significant deviation from parabolicity occurs, complex band-structure 
calculations [36], in a two-band model that connects the conduction band (effective mass m~) 
with the light-hole band (effective mass m~), can be used. An approximate dispersion relation for 
the tunneling electrans in these regionsis given by [37]: 

n2a 
E = E0 ±~(a~ax -a2

) , (2.26) 
mc.v 

where E0 = Ec - EG I (i+ m~ I m~ )is the energy in the band gap corresponding to the maximum 
of a., 

a. max= (2.27) 

is the maximurn value of a., and EG is the energy gap. The + or - sign is chosen depending whether 
Eis greater or less than E0• They correspond to m~ and m~, respectivley. Then to accommodate 
the nonparabalie dispersion relation with the effective mass envelope functions a so called local 
parabalie approximation [38] is introduced. In this approximation the nonparabalie wave veetors 
found with Eq. (2.26) are substituted where appropriate for the parabolic wave veetors and the 
effective mass in the harriers is approximated by 
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(2.28) 

and 

for E < E0 • (2.29) 

Nonparabolicity for the quanturn well region can be treated using a three band model from kp 
theory: 

(2.30) 

where the parameter a can be calculated either from Kane's model [39) or by an empirica! fit to 
the band structure. 

2. 7 Excess Valley Current 

Excess valley current denotes the current measured through the DBRT diode, near the valley 
point and beyond, that is not explained by Eq. (2.24). lt does not include the potentially large 
current components that traverse the double harrier structure through upper quasibound levels or 
thennionically over the top ofthe harriers. These components are properly predicted by Eq. (2.24) 
provided that an accurate form of the transmission probability is obtained at all longitudinal 
energies. 

One of the most important sourees of excess current in the double harrier structures is the 
transport associated with the upper valleys, particularly the X-valley in AlAs harriers. The X
valley related excess current in both single and double harrier structures has been studied 
theoretically by a number oftechniques including a Fowler-Nordheim model [40], the transfer 
matrix technique [41], a pseudopotenrial method [42], and an empirica! tight binding formalism 
[43]. Although there is no consensus, a commonly described transport mechanism is one whereby 
the incident r electron transfers to x conduction band at the first heterojunction, maintains an x 
character troughout the double harrier structure, and subsequently transfers from X conduction 
band backtor conduction band at the last heterojunction. Material systems having a large r -X 
offset, as lnGaAs/AlAs, greatly suppress this mechanism by making the initia! r-X transfer much 
less probable. 

Another important souree of excess current, inherent to all materials used for double harrier 
structures, is LO-phonon scattering. In the sequentia! picture, this form of scattering allows 
electrons to transfer from the catbode side into the quanturn well at bias voltages past the point 
ofalignment between the quasibound leveland occupied states on the emitter side [44]. Once in 
the quanturn well, the electrans can tunnel to the anode side by elastic means. In the coherent 
picture, as we pointed out, the LO-phonon scattering introduces side bands on the transmission 
probability curve [ 17]. In either picture, a large excess current arises in the vicinity of the valley 
voltage in most DBRT diodes. Materials with lower effective mass tend to have less of this 
scattering. 
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Acoustic phonon scattering and alloy scattering have been analyzed by the same sequentia! 
mechanism as used for the LO phonons [44]. The condusion is that acoustic phonons play a 
much smaller role than the optica! phonons in generating excess current. However, the analysis 
was not carried out for polar-mode acoustic phonon scattering, which is known to be very strong 
in narrow-band-gap, low effective mass materials. Alloy scattering in ternary compound harriers 
can also give rise to a significant excess current component that is nearly independent of 
temperature. 

A fmal excess valley current mechanism inherent to all resonant turmeling diodes arises from 
the scattering in the cladding layers. This is, perhaps, the most fundamental of all scattering 
mechanisms, but one of the most difficult to deal with, si nee it transeencts the stationary-state 
model used in general to model the transport in double harrier strucutures. The stationary-state 
model separates the quanturn mechanica! transport in the double harrier structure from the 
semi classica! transport in the cladding layers. A proper description of this mechanism requires 
the quanturn kinetic theory (25, 45]. 
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3 
Technology 

3.1 Introduetion 

Always, the design is the first step in the fabrication processof an electronic device. But to 
do this realistically, with maximurn chance of success, it is necessary not only to know very wel! 
the physical phenomena involved in the functioning of the device but to have knowledge in very 
great detail about all the potential technological processes used later in the device making. This 
is more requested in the case ofthe quanturn devices where the smalllayer thicknesses impose 
special demands from the very beginning when the structures are grown epitaxially. After the first 
runs are accomplished, feedback interconnections between the different activities involved in the 
device realization result in the optimization of this. 

In this chapter we describe the techno logica! processes that are necessary for the fabrication 
ofthe two and three terminal resonant tunnelling (RT) devices presented in the thesis. For this 
kind of devices and in general for all the quanturn devices, developed from lil-V compound 
semiconductors, one can discuss about two major technological stages intheir fabrication. The 
first one refers to the epitaxial growth ofthe device structure using MBE or MOCVD systems. 
The second includes the processes which give "form" to the device and permit the electrical or 
optical access to it, both at the input and output. Each of these stages has its particular importance 
in the creation of high performance devices and on no account one can accord priority of one of 
them. We shall not discuss about the epitaxial growth. A short reference to thematenals used for 
resonant tunnelling devices, whose choice was and is dictated by the progress registered in the 
growth techniques, has been done in the first chapter. The second stage is presented in detail, 
grouping the different processes into two classes. The classification is done in a natural way, 
consiclering that the "general processes" represent the indispensable steps in processing of any 
simplest RT device and the "specific processes" refer to the special requirements of a more 
sophisticated processing. To avoid loading the text with too many data and repetitions, all the 
information conceming the optimized processes, that we have used or developed during the 
preparation of the dissertation, have been grouped in the Appendix B, at the end of the thesis. 
This does not mean that they are less important, on the contrary, they represent in fact our work 
"fruits" in the field oftechnology for resonant tunnelling devices. 

In the fabrication process of our resonant tunneling devices several processing steps present 
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primary importance. These are photolithography, wet chemica! etching, olunic contact fabricatwn 
and selective etching. In this sense they have been treated in a greater ex tent. Photolithography 
preeerles all the main steps of the device processing. In the presentation of this technologîcal 
activity we discuss all the factors and conditions that finally lead to high quality definition of 
resist pattems, specific for the subsequent processes. In general all the mesa definitions necessary 
in the fabrication of our devices have been carried out using wet chemica! etching. Based on the 
basic knowledge in this field we have investigated different etching systems aiming for solutions 
that eosure several important necessities in DBRT device processing: relative medium etch rate 
(- 0.5 J.Lm/min), good quality of the sample surface and pattem edges after etching, and small 
underetch along the main crystallographic directions ofthe GaAs substrate. Good olunic contacts, 
low contact resistance and low penetration into the semiconductor material, are essential for an 
accurate DC and AC characterisation ofthe DBRT devices. This characterisation offers finally 
the realdevice performances necessary in the applications. In the corresponding paragraph we 
present the contact formation of our successful Ge/Ni/ Au metallization scheme and the basic 
elements used to characterize the olunic contacts. At last, the selective etching represents the key 
process in the fabrication of our 3T DBRT devices, this explaining our efforts in finding of a 
procedure with very high selectivity. 

We are convineed that in the process offabrication of high performance devices each ofthe 
processing steps has its importance, so we have endeavoured the optimization of all of them in 
the specific conditions of our laboratory. In this sense we have to stress that the "recipe" of a 
certain process works different in different laboratones (slightly different cleanliness conditions, 
processing substances, etc.), so the best thing is to try to understand as much as possible the 
mechanism ofthe process and its direction of evolution. In this way the processcan be kept under 
control when the conditions are slightly modified. 

After the presentation ofthe technological processes we discuss main aspects concerning the 
design and fabrication ofmasks, with direct reference to our DBRT devices. This part has been 
deliberately placed at the end of the chapter to emphasize once more what we have already 
mentioned in the beginning of this section: before starting the device design, getting knowied ge 
ofthe technological aspects involved in the device fabrication represents an absolute necessity. 
Moreover, the technological process description contributes to a better understanding of the 
"rul es" of mask design. 

3.2 General Processes 

3.2.1 Cleaning 

Cleaning operations are performed before all major steps during device processing. It is very 
important that each of these steps does start after the undesired materials, present on the sample 
surface, have been removed. The formulation "undesired materials" has to be understood 
specifically, in function of the subsequent process. For example, the surface native oxide formed 
because ofthe sample handling and starage in the (clean room) atrnosphere has to be removed 
before the metal or dielectric deposition, but does not matter in the case of wet or dry chemica! 
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etching. Also all major steps necessitate a photolithographic process, so removing of the 
photoresist between them also represents a cleaning operation. Another aspect is that one cannot 
obtain completely pure surfaces or chemieals in the real conditions so the term "clean" is referred 
to being clean enough to result in a reliable, reproducible procedure for the particular process step 
in question. For cleaning one may employ solvents, acids, bases, or plasma. There arealso a 
number of commercially available proprietary compositions useful for cleaning, photoresist 
stripping, or oxide removal. Chemica! purity is obviously important, so the cleaner solutions have 
to be in semiconductor grade, which is one step above reagent grade. 

Water plays an important role in the processing chain being used, among others, at cieaning 
operations, for rinse. The quality of the water has to be high, so deionized (Dl) water, with a 
resistivity higher than 6 MO, is the most suited. Stagnant water tends to decreasein resistivity and 
therefore the rinsing operation will be done in water flow, after the attainment of the 
corresponding purity conditions. 

Organic solvents are effective in removing oils, greases, waxes, and organic materials such 
as photoresist or spin coating polymers. On the other hand, they are innocuous to almost all 
materials intended to be kept intact on the device surface such as the semiconductor layer 
matenals themselves, metals, and dielectrics. Solvent cieaning is usually done at elevated 
temperature, oftenat the boiling point ofthe solvent. The most common practice is to immerse 
the wafer in the heated solvent using agitation. Also a useful procedi.rre is to rinse the wafer 
several times with heated solvent. The solvents must be discarded and replaced after a number 
of uses, considering that the contaminants accumulated in the solution affect the degree of 
cleaning ofthe subsequent wafers. After the solvents are used, they must in turn be removed from 
the wafer. Some ofthem (see Table BI, Appendix B) are not soluble in water. These solvents, 
however, are soluble tosome extent in alcohols or acetone, which are completely miscible with 
water. 

Acids are used in cleaning steps to remove metal contaminants and especially very thin films 
of oxide formed on the sample surface after wet chemica! etching, oxygen plasma etching or 
ordinary exposure to air. Depending ofthe previous step, the resulting oxide is between 1 nm and 
5 nm thick and can be removed in highly diluted solutions of acid. The acid acts on the oxide and 
usually will not etch the semiconductor (GaAs). The choice of the acid is in function of the 
materials present on the sample but a common choice is diluted hydrochloric acid (HCl). 

Bases and alkaline solutions can act as cleaners for some types of matenals and as wel! as 
acids dissolve the GaAs oxides which have an amphoteric character. Again, these are usually used 
in diluted concentrations. Because the basic solutions tend to cause photoresist adhesion problems 
their use in the presence of resist patterns will be considered with caution. The most common 
choice from this category is diluted ammonium hydroxide (NH40H). 

Plasma etching can also be used for cleaning. Thus, oxygen plasmas are suitable to remove 
organics such as photoresist from the sample surface (ashering). The plasma causes 0 2 to 
dissociale into highly reactive oxygen atoms that reacts with carbon and hydrogen in resist to 
produce volatile waste products (CO, C02, Hp). The residual photoresist that may remain in 
exposed and developed portions of the re sist pattem after photolithography, often because of the 
scurnming phenomenon (redeposition ofthe dissolved unexposed resist in the developed spaces), 
is removed using a brief oxygen plasma etching step. Oxygen plasmas do not etch dielectric films 
or GaAs, but produce a shallow oxidation ofthe GaAs. 
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During the processing ofthe resonant tunneling devices the solvent cleaning has been used 
prior to each application of resist and dielectric films. Also, the removal (stripping) of the resist 
after the major steps was done with a solvent (acetone or dimethilformamide (DMF)). Aftereach 
photolithographic step, before the etch or metallization processes, the samples have been exposed 
fora short period of time to oxygen plasma. Cleaning in diluted HC! has been performed prior 
to roetal and dielectric coatings. 

3.2.2 Photolithography 

Generally speak.ing, all the major steps in the fabrication process of an electronic device are 
based on two essential types of activity, pattem definition followed by pattem transfer. The 
pattem definition is accomplished by specific lithograpbic processes. After this, using subtractive 
(sputtering, wet or plasma etching, etc.) and/or additive (lift-off, selective deposition, etc.) 
techniques the pattem is transferred into the sample. Lithography thus represents the pivot of any 
device processing and the evolution towards smaller devices has increased its importance. 

Lithography is the process by which a pattem is defined in a thin layer, the so-called resist 
layer, which is sensitive to irradiation by photons or particles. The resist layer becomes soluble 
under the influence of the irradiation, positive resist, or insoluble, negative resist, in specific 
developing solutions. The performances ofthe lithographic process depend both on the technique 
and the resist used. 

Th ere exists a variety of techniques for the lithographic defmition of pattems. The teclmiques 
can be divided into two main categories: direct write and projection lithography. In the first case 
the pattem is written in the resist by scanning a beam of electrons or i ons (in exceptional cases 
photons) over the resist layer. The process is sequentia!, i.e., the parts of the required pattem 
(pixels) are exposed or irradiated one after another. In the second case the pattem is defined in 
the resist layer by projecting a mask onto the resist film. Both photons (Middle/Deep UV and soft 
X-rays) or particles (electron or ion beam projection) can be used. The projection can be simpte 
I :I shadow image or reduced image of the mask. In the following we shall refer only to the 
teclmique used in our laboratory. This belongs to the second category, using UV radiation in the 
contact (proximity) printing variant. Conceming the first category we note that the direct write 
teclmique using electrans or light have been used for the fabrication of our masks. 

In the contact printing opticallithography the mask is placed in proximity to the sample for 
alignment, but is clamped directly against the sample for exposure. Our photolithographic system, 
a Kar! Suss MJB 3 UV 300/400, permits both mechanica! clamping, soft contact, and vacuum 
clamping, hard contact. Between this two extremes there exists another possibility, the nitrogen 
pressure contact. The system light souree is a mercury lamp and using specific fiJters (front 
lenses) exposures around the h-line (405 nm) and i-line (365 nm) of the Hg spectrum (Middle 
UV) are possible. 

The contact printing lithography, as well as the other teclmiques using light, is limited by the 
diffraction effects at the edges of the mask features. This is reflected both in dimensionai 
differences between the resist image and mask features, and in the resolution of the method or 
ultimate mask dimension replicated in the resist film. The conditions of the contact printing 
lithography correspond to those for which the Fresnel or near field diffraction occurs. 
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Fig. 3.1 Fresnel diffraction pattem at a straight edge (semi-infinite slit). 

The simplest way to account for diffraction phenomena in resist image formation is to 
approximate the clear mask features by semi-infinite slits. The problem is then reduced to the 
Fresnel diffraction by a straight edge (see Fig. 3.1) - an example appearing in all opties textbooks 
[ 1]. In coherent light, the intensity distri bution at the sample level extends under the opaque mask 
zone and presents undulations (diffraction maxima) in the clear half-plane. In this way, fora 
certain incident energy on the mask, the effective edge of the resist image occurs at a position 
where the incident energy on the resist E; equals the resist threshold energy ET> which defines the 
minimum energy necessary fora full development of the resist film (2). ldeally, it would be to 
control the exposure conditions with such a precision that the resist image effective edge to be 
situated at the corresponding border between the clear and dark zones of the mask. In practice, 
however, this is impossible and consequently a dimensional deviation c5 from the mask features 
is registered in the photoresist image. The aspect ofthe intensity distribution depends on the gap 
g between the mask and sample, that is the resist thickness d plus the distance mask-resist surface 
/. Increasing the gap, the light penetration in the dark half-plane increases and the gradient of the 
intensity decreases [3] . This results in a higher c5 and a deterioration ofthe edge features. 

Reducing the clear and dark zones to the finite dimensions of a real mask, the diffraction 
pattem changes but the general aspect is maintained. The changes concern the intensity gradient 
and the distri bution and amplitude of the diffraction maxima, which now appear too in the dark 
zone [3]. So, it becomes evident that the edge diffraction effects dictate the minimum line width 
transferred intheresist film. Fig. 3.2 shows schematically the light intensity distribution of a grid 
with equal clear and dark narrow lines, at the sample level. The practical minimum period 2bmm 
ofthe grid, or resolution, which can be replicated by shadow printing using collimated light for 
exposure can be expressed semi-empirically by (4] 

(3.1) 
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Fig. 3.2. Intensity distribution at the sample level through a grid with equal clear and dark feature [4]. 

where À is the wave length of the used light. 
Practical resolution refers to the limit dimension which can be obtained in real conditions, 
consideóng the (smal!) tolerances in resist, exposure and development parameters. The optimum 
resolution could be therefore better than that given by the expression 3.1. 

In general the mask features to be transferred into the resist are not simp ie lines but different 
geometócal shapes, the most encountered being the reetangles or circles. Near corners diffraction 
effects result in a much more complicated intensity distri bution than the one sketched above for 
edges [3]. This has a two-dimensional character and finally leads to the roundness ofthe corners 
in the resist pattern. The effect is accentuated with the increase of the gap between mask and 
sample and constitutes a seóous limit in the replicatien ofthe small features, when, for example, 
mask squares appear as rhomboids after the transfer in the resist film. 

a) Direct Process Positive Resist Photolithography 

As we noted at the beginning of this section, the resists used in different lithograpbic 
techniques can be positive or negative depending on whether the exposed area is removed or 
remains duóng the development process. As a general rule, the positive resists are the preferred 
choice for the III-V compound device processing, offeóng higher resolution and more appropriate 
edge profiles for metallization processes. All current positive photoresists operate on the 
mechanism involving destructien of a dissolution inhibitor. These resists are composed from three 
ingredients: an acidic polymer (resin) that dissolves or dispersesin aqueous alkali (developer), 
a photosensitive dissolution inhibitor which forms a solid solution with the acidic polymer and 
prevents or inhibits the dissolution ofthe latter in an aqueous alkali, and a suitable organic soivent 
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Fig. 3.3 Chemica! structure of the two solid components of AZ positive resists: substituted 
o-naphtoquinone diazide (a) and novolac resin (b). 

system. The acidic polymer can be either weakly acidic such as phenol- or eresol-formaldehyde 
condensation polymers of low molecular weight known as novolac resins or strongly acidic such 
as acrylic acid containing polymers. The dissolution inhibitor is in all cases based on the ortho
quinone diazide group. In the following we shall refer to the AZ class (Hoechst) positive 
photoresists which we have used in our photolithographic processes. These resists are based on 
the novolac resins and the substituted o-naphtoquinone diazides. Fig. 3.3 provides representative 
chemica! structures for these components. The two solid components are dissolved either in a 
combination of cellosolvate acetate (EGMEA) and xylene, which is toxic, or, in a safer solvent, 
propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA), as is the case with the new versions. 

On their own the novolac resins are readily soluble in dilute aqueous alkali with a dissalution 
rate of approximately 15 runls. When the diazoquinone derivative is added, typically in the 
amount of 20-30 weight percent, their rate of dissolution is greatly reduced, to the range of 
0.1-0.2 run!s. A proposed mechanism for this low solubility is basedon the alkali-induced azo 
coupling between the resin and diazonaphtoquinone resulting in a cross-linked structure [5]. On 
exposure with UV radiation in the range 300-450 nm, the diazonaphtoquinone tums into an acid 
that is soluble in aqueous alkali and which is no Jonger a dissalution inhibitor but acts as a 
dissolution promoter and results in ao increased dissalution ra te of the novolac resins, up to I 00-
200 runls, depending upon the fraction of inhibitor remaining. In this way the image 
discrimination for this kind of resist is based on a kinetic effect - the presence of a certain content 
of inhibitor in the novolac resins determines a much lower dissalution rate ofthe unexposed resist 
(although never equal to zero!) and a higher dissalution ra te of the irradiated one in comparison 
with the pure resins [6]. 

The overall photoprocess of diazonaphthoquinone (DQ) is based on a mechanism proposed 
early on by Süs [7]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. In the first reaction step, nitrogen is eliminated 
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Fig. 3.4 Photoreaction steps ofthe diazonaphtoquinone (I) [9]. The intermediale products are the carbene 
(II) and the ketene (Til), and the final one is indene carboxylic acid (IV). 

and a carbene (IJ) is fonned. This undergoes a Wolffrearrangement with ring contraction, leading 
to the ketene (TIJ). In the preserree of smal! amounts of water the ketene is finally hydrated to the 
iudene carboxylic acid (fV). The crucial feature ofthe processis the change from a hydrophobic 
and nonionizabie compound to an ionizable hydrophilic species, iudene carboxylic acid. Although 
notgeneral accepted [8], the nitrogen resulted from the photoreaction seems to be, at least in part, 
the cause ofthe acceleration effect ofthe exposed resist dissalution rate [9, 1 0]. Thus, the escaping 
gas creates additional free volume and facilitates diffusion of the developer into the polymer 
matrix. The reaction of Fig. 3.4 describes a somewhat idealized process which is part of the 
operation principle ofthe novolac-diazonaphthoquinone based positive resists. During the resist 
processing some other less helpful reactions do also occur [11 , 12]. Betweenthem we mention 
two which, in fact, are the consequence of the compulsory thennal treatrnent of the spin coated 
resist layer, befare exposure. First, the thennal decomposition of diazonaphthoquinone leads, in 
the preserree of water, to the fannation of the soluble indene carboxylic acid, as after its 
photodegradation. This has two undesirable effects - on the one hand the solubility of the 
unexposed resist increases and on the other hand a loss of the photosensitivity is registered -
resulting in much lower contrast. Second, if the water content of the resist is insufficient, the 
ketene, resulted in the photo- or thenno-degradation of the inhibitor, may react directly with the 
resin and produce crosslinks. A relatively smal! amount of crosslinking can significantly decrease 
the resist solubility compromising the lithograpbic process. 

The pattem definition with the AZ positive (dual image) photoresists is a multi step process 
invalving resist spin coating, bake operations, exposure and development. The process flow is 
shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The liquid state of the photoresist makes possible its application to the wafer surface by 
spinning. The spin coating conditions have to insure the obtaining ofresist films which are free 
of contaminants and pin holes, and have high unifonnity and good adhesion. Befare resist 
dispense, the sample surface has to be perfectly clean and dry [13] . Water traces are the major 
cause of poor adhesion. Therefore a bake step is always included to ensure complete dryness. 
Also the environmental humidity, which can also affect the later resist photoprocess, must be kept 
strictly under control (generally below 50% at a temperature of 21 °C). If the resist is applied over 
an oxide , or any dielectric, usually the poor acthesion can be improved by using an adhesion 
promoter (e.g. hexamethyl disilazane (HMDS)) prior to resist application. During the resist 
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application the best results are obtained when this slides onto the sample surface without 
splashing. So, the dispense tooi (usually a pipette) will be situated as near as possible to the 
sample surface and the resist spreading wil! be done at low spinning speeds or for small surfaces 
directly with the tooi. As soon as the entire surface is wet with resist the spinning speed is 
increased until aresist specific optimum value (for AZ resists the range is between 3000-6000 
rpm) and kept fora specified interval of time (20-40s). During this stage most ofthe dispensed 
resist is spun off and together with a dynamic dry process a uniform film is left behind. 
Acceleration from low to high spin speeds affects the uniformity of the film, highervalues giving 
better results. The thickness of resist films coated on high-speed spinners can be expressed by the 
following relationship [14] : 

KS2 

d=---1 
(rpm) 2 

(3.2) 

where S represents the percentage of solids in the formulation, rpm is the spinning speed in 
rotations per minute and Kis a constant of proportionality which varies with the intrinsic viscosity 
of the resin, hence the coated thickness is sensitive to the molecular weight of the polymer. In 
practice the resist film must be sufficiently thick to cover the underlying topography, so for high 
step topography more viscous resists, coated at lower spin speeds, are the most suitable. A last 
problem we mention conceming this step is the edge bead formation after the resist spin coating. 
This refers tothefact that in the proximity ofthe sample edges (approx. 10-20 1-lm, depending on 
the resist thickness) the film is at least twice as thick as intherest (at the corners this effect is 
even more pronounced) and that the si des and sometimes partly the back si de of the sample are 
also covered with resist. When the dimensions ofthe pattem that is transferred intheresist is at 
the limit ofthe resolution ofthe photolithographic process used then the edge bread represents 
a serious impediment and must be removed. 

During the resist processing many heating or bake operations can be performed. The first one, 
known as prebake, softbake or pre-expose bake, follows immediately after the resist application 
and is compulsory. lts role is to convert a liquid-east resist film into asolid one, with reproducible 
thickness and sufficient acthesion to the sample surface. The physical removal of the casting 
solvent til! a stabie (low) level must be done without degradation, as much as possible, of the 
resist components. ldeal is to remove all the solvent content from the resist film to avoid in this 
way its interference with the radiation chemistry which influence the exposure-development 
conditions. Several physical and chemica! factors determine the efficiency of solvent removal and 
the upper prebake temperature. Thus, the glass transition temperature (T J and the decomposition 
temperature (T J of any resist components are the guide fora practical upper limit. For efficient 
solvent removal, the prebake temperature should be above the Tg ofthe resin, but should not be 
high enough to decompose the photo-sensitive component (inhibitor). Also, to remove all of the 
solvent one requires heating above the Tg ofthe polymer and the solvent boiling point. In AZ-type 
resists the diazonaphtoquinone has Td = 100 oe, the novolac resin has Tg in the range 70-120 oe 
and Td in the range 150-300 oe, depending ofisomeric composition, and as solvents, high-boiling 
(> 125 °C) liquids are used. In these conditions the prebake temperature is limited by the 
diazonaphtoquinone T d and up to 15% solvent by weight can remain aft er prebaking in the range 
70-100 oe [ 15] . Above 70 oe the diazonaphtoquinone becomes al ready thermal unstable and 
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starts to decompose [ 16, 17]. Every 10 oe change up in temperatule has a significant effect on 
the ex tent of its decomposition and, as we have seen, on the subsequent resist dissalution rate. 
Due to solvent loss the resist films undergo physical changes, as shrinkage and stress. The 
shrinkage is comrnonly of the order of 5-10% . Fortunately above 70 oe the resist thickness is 
almast insensitive to the increase of temperatule [18] and thus its reproducibility is not anymore 
a problem. Since the AZ resist films cannot be baked above their Tg, to induce some flow, the 
solvent loss produces intemal stress in the coating plane. This intemal stress is, in part, reduced 
by the above mentioned solvent retention, due to a plasticizing effect. The residual stress can 
cause sametimes adhesion failure during development. 

A second bake can be introduced after the exposure. This, so called post-exposure bake, is 
performed at a temperatule higher than the inhibitor Td (e.g. 110 °C), in conjunction with a low 
prebake temperatule (e.g. 75 °C) [19]. The low prebake temperature avoids diazonaphtoquinone 
thermal degradation and leaves more water in tbe film for exposure and post-exposure bake, 
thereby eliminating the uncontrollable crosslinking in the exposed regions. Also, the water and 
especially the solvent, remained after the prebake step, combined with the high post exposure 
temperature help to the vertical homogenizing of the photoactive compound (unbleached 
diazonaphtoquinone) and the photoreaction- product (indene carboxylic acid), which after 
exposure have a variabie concentration because ofthe standing wave effects. Using post-exposure 
bake the exposed resist shows a very uniform vertical development (constant solubility) across 
the sample that is very important for the cri ti cal dimeosion con trol. The "crust" formation on the 
top of the unexposed resist, caused especially by a higher loss of water at the surface and the 
subsequent thermal induced crosslinking, is increased in the conditions ofthe high post-exposure 
bake temperature, minimizing the dissalution rate of this region during development. All these 
contribute to increased contrast, improved linewidth control (even in the situation of a high step 
topography), elimination of standing wave effects, and reduction of scununing. Finally, the post
exposure bake helps the remaval of N2, resulted during the inhibitor photoreaction, from the 
interface photoresist- sample, promoting adhesion. 

The third bake, usually known under the name of postbake or hardbake, follows the 
development step, finishing the photolithographic process. After development and rinsing the 
interfacial adhesion is weakened by developer and water penetration along the resist-sample 
interface. The postbake may restare the lost adhesion and for this reason appears as a very 
necessary operation befare a wet etching process. For AZ type resists improved adhesion has been 
noted [17, 20] at bake temperatures of 120-150 oe, when the solventand water are removed 
completely and the slight melting ofthe resin (Tg ofthe novolac is situated in this range) acts as 
a hot melt adhesive to seal the interface between the resist and sample. However, if the bake 
temperatule is too high the resist starts to flow. This phenomena destrays the lift-off profile and 
a considerable linewidth distartion (image rounding) may occur. Fortunately, during the postbake 
another process competes with the resist flow, increasing, at least at the surface, the resin Tg. This 
is the already mentioned "crust" formation, which, unlike the case of the previous bake 
operations, is much more accentuated. Surface crosslinking is produced now not only because of 
the thermal decomposition of the photoactive component but also, equally, by the resin oxidation 
[21]. The superficial hardening ofthe resist improves the resist durability under (plasma) etching 
conditions and maintains, when need be, the lift-off profile. 

Resist exposure follows imrnediately after the prebake step. It plays the central role in the 
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photolithographic process, producing, as we have seen, the photochemical changes in the resist 
layer that, later, during development, result in a differential solubility. Regarding this step, in 
eertaio conditions, i.e. exposure equipment, masks and photoresist, the expected results are 
obtained by a proper (adequate) choice ofthe exposure energy or dose. The optica! data offered 
by the resist producer, as absorption spectrum and characteristic (contrast) curve, may constitute 
the starting point in establishing the dose. It must be remembered, however, that fora positive 
resist the image discrimination is based on a kinetic effect and consequently its characteristic 
curve applies fora particular set of processing conditions, that is, for specific prebake time and 
temperature, developer and development time, etc., which in many situation are not or incomplete 
specified. So, a step more is to determine in the own conditions the so called " latitude"plot for 
exposure. This plot figures measured widths of developed lines and spaces (islands and wmdows) 
or deviations of these from the nomina! feature size (usually the critica! dimeosion is used) on the 
mask as a function of exposure dose. The intersectio u point of the curves for lines and spaces, 
which corresponds to the exact reproduetion of the mask feature size, gives the working exposure 
dose or the work point in the corresponding conditions. We canthen establish, using the plot, the 
exposure latitude defined as the variation in exposure which keeps the difference between the 
mask dimensions and resist image dimensions within a specified limit, dictated by the tolerances 
ofthe re!ated processes. Similar "latitude" plotscan be traeed for prebake (temperature variation) 
and development (time variation) on which the corresponding work points are determined. The 
tolerances expressed by the corresponding latitudes (process windows) offer the possibility to 
play with the step parameter values with a view to the attainment of the proposed goal. For a 
eertaio resist the working exposure dose depends of the reflectivity of the support, for metals the 
dose being less than for dielectrics or semiconductors. As we have seen, the diffraction effects 
produce deviations from the mask dimensions and the corner rounding, even in the situation of 
zero space between mask and resist surface. The edge bead resulted after the spincoating 
eperation determines the maintaining of a space, at least of the resist thickness, resulting in the 
amplification ofthe above mentioned drawbacks. 

The last step in the photolithographic process is development. Resist producers offer the most 
suitable developers for the different kinds of resist they fabricate. As mentioned at the beginning 
ofthis section, the developers for the AZ-type resists are aqueous alkaline solutions. The main 
parameters that, in given conditions ofthe previous steps, influence the development process are 
the concentration and temperature of the developer and the development time. Developer 
concentratien is a quite sensitive variable. At any concentration, smal! changes in developer 
normality (± 0.001) can alter the resist dissolution ra te by 10% [ 19]. U pon continued exposure 
to air, the alkaline developer strength is degraded, by C02 pickup and OH" depletion, to a 
significant degree ( 0.003N depletion in 4 hrs.) [22] . This imposes that developer tanks should 
be purged with N2 or otherwise covered and kept free of C02. Concentrated developer (0.6N), 
generally increases sensitivity but lowers the contrast. So, the commercial developers, usually 
delivered in concentrated solutions, wil! be diluted to convenient concentrations. The dissolution 
ofthe resist is a diffusion limited process. Consequently, because the diffusion coefficient ofthe 
developer intermixing within the resist polymerie constituent has an exponential increasing 
dependenee with temperature, the rate of development increases in the same way. This 
circumstance imposes the strict control ofthe developer temperature during the same process and 
from one to another. Development time in combination with the exposure dose are very important 
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in the control ofthe image sizes andresist edge profile. At high doses the line size is essentially 
dominated by the absorbed energy and independent of the short development time, but at low 
doses, when the developer dominates the absorbed profile, overdevelopment leads to large image 
size biases. Also the high doses determine undercut (vertical) edge profiles while the low doses 
and overdevelopment produce overcut profiles. Static development favours the scurnming 
phenomena and nonuniform development. To avoid these problems moderate agitation is useful, 
hearing in mind the corresponding increase ofthe development rate. 

In our different lithograpbic processes we have used several types of Hoechst AZ positive 
photoresists, that is AZ 1505, AZ 1350J, AZ 4330A and AZ 4620A. Their characteristics and 
processing "recipes" are presented in detail in the Appendix B. lt is worth, however, to describe 
shortly the principal advantages and drawbacks of these resists, in conjunction with their most 
suitable uses. 

AZ I 505 is a small-thickness resist destined for submicron applications (see Appendix B, 
Table B2). lt demonstrates high sensitivity, high contrastand good process latitude. Forthese 
reasons AZ I 505 is the i deal resist for mask making with optica! means. In our lab condit i ons 
critica! dimensions of I J.Lm have been obtained with this resist [23] without special precautions, 
such as the edge bead removing, hard contact exposure, post-exposure bake, etc. AZ 1505 can 
be used with very good results for low temperature wet chemica! etching, especially in ac1d based 
solutions [24], but it does notworkin the similar process at room temperature, except for the case 
of shallow etching (gate recess in MESFET or HFET processing [23]). Also, with normal 
processing, this resist fails in dry etching processes, where practically there is no etch rate 
selectivity between the resist and the semiconductor or dielectric to be removed. 

AZ 1350J is the most used resist in mesa etching processes. Designed for "middle" 
thicknesses (see Appendix B, Table B2), it demonstrates a very good adhesion in solution 
chemica! etching and, with careful hardening, has a satisfactory resistance in dry etching 
operations. 

The last two mentioned AZ positive resists are thick resists, destined especially for contact-up 
plating. In combination, they are used for the fabrication ofthe air bridge interconnections (see 
section 3.3.3 ofthis chapter). AZ 4330 and 4620 have high transparency and sensitivity, which 
permit adequate exposure times. Their high thickness and destination dernand special 
requirements in the bake steps to avoid stress effects. The two resists manifest also good plasma 
resistance. 

Besides the above mentioned positive photoresists, since - I 991 dual image resists are 
available in our laboratory. Their specific processing and utility is described in the next 
paragraph. 

b) Image Reversal Technique and Dual Image Photoresists: an easy wey to pattern the resist 
;rorlijt-oJrprocesses 

Image reversal refers to the procedure by which a negative image is produced with a 
conventional positive resist. The image reversal can be accomplished in several ways. A first 
possibility is to use the already mentioned reaction ofthe ketene intermediate with novolac resin, 
occurred in the absence of water, the resulted crosslinks (neutra! esters) rendering insoluble the 
exposed region. Thus, if the exposure is performed under vacuum (virtually anhydrous 
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· conditions) and then the resist is flood-exposed, the basic development yields the negative image 
[ 11] . Another modality is based on the decarboxylation of indene carboxylic acid that leads to 
neutral indene derivatives, insoluble in alkaline developers. The decarboxylation process is based 
catalysed and can be induced at comparatively low temperatures by the addition of a strong base 
totheresist film. Some ofthe catalysts, such as imidazole, monazoline or triethanolamine, can 
be added to the resist before coating [25] while others, such as ammonia, are applied as post
exposure treatments [26] (diffusion process). Subsequent flood exposure and <levelopment result 
again in a negative image ofthe original mask. At last, in a third and most important idea, the acid 
generated in the photolysis of diazonaphtoquinone has been utilized in yet another way [27]. So, 
the adding of a melamine derivative, as a crosslinker, to the novolac resin makes the mixture into 
an "acid hardening" composition. Acid hardening resins are usually crosslinked by strong 
protonic or Lewis acids. Carboxylic acids are sluggish catalysts at room temperature but become 
effective at higher temperatures, above 80 °C, when the reaction shown in Fig. 3.6 occurs. The 
comparative inactivity of the carboxylic acid at room temperature makes possible to use the 
system in two different ways. The acidic regions produced during exposure can either be removed 
by a basic developer and the system behaves as a normal positive resist; or they can be 
crosslinked before development, by heating, and, if subsequently the neutral regions (unexposed) 
are removed by flood-exposure and development in alkali, the resulted image is a negative one. 
The crosslinked negative image manifests thermal stability up to high temperatures ( > 300 °C) 
unlike the normal positive resist images and the negative ones based on the previous two 
procedures, which are thermoplastic and flow when heated near the Tg ofthe resin. Also, even 
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Fig. 3.6 Crosslinking process ofthe acid hardening composition, the novolac resin (I) plus the melamine 
derivative (11), induced thermally and by the catalytic action ofthe carboxylic acid. With the crosslinked 
resin (lil) results more the methyl alcohol (IV), as a volatile byproduct. 
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the positive images prepared with this dual image photoresist can be thermo-stabilized producing 
crosslinking, fmally, by flood-exposure and bake. The dual and thermosetting behaviour ofthis 
modified positive resist together with some other advantages, such as higher contrast and higher 
resolution made the procedure to be used for producing commercial image reversal photoresists. 
The AZ resist class also includes such kind of photoresists, in the AZ 5200 E series. Between 
them we have used the resists AZ 5206 E and especially AZ 5214E. The process flow for image 
reversal technique with these resists is shown in Fig. 3.7. Designed for i- and h-lines ofthe UV 
spectrum the two resists proved suitable for half-micron lithography, using image reversal process 
in optimized conditions [28, 29). For our needs, however, two other possibilities offered by these 
resists have been exploited. 

First, the dual character ofthe resists permits to be realized, in the positive image regime, 
the patteming of resist windows with dimensions equal or less than the mask norninal ones. Thus, 
by introducing a properflood exposure and a subsequent corresponding bake before the exposure 
step ( see process B.l4 ), the known diffraction effects, materialized in the enlargement of the 
transferred mask windows, can be limited by the formation at the resist surface of a shallow 
crosslinked layer insensible to any further irradiation. 

Second and much more important, using the dual image photoresists we have been able to 
develop, in both positive and image reversal regimes, resist patteming processes for metal 
(dielectric) /ifi-offoperations. The lift-offprocess represents almost exclusively the procedure of 
metal patteming in III-V compound semiconductor processing. As seen in the process illustration 
from Fig. 3.8, the resist acts as a vertical separator (standofi) evaporation mask and blanket metal 
deposition leaves uncovered a narrow rim of the substrate, which is shielded by the resist 
overhang, as wel! as the side walls of the polymer pattem. If the sample is then dipped in a 
specific solvent, this penetrates through the uncovered areas, dissolves the resist and the 
undesired metal is lifted-off, teaving a clean metal pattem behind. Generally, an aspect ratio of 
twice the resist thickness to metal thickness is required. From the above short description we 
ob serve that the key element in the success of the lift -off process is the undercut edge profile of 
the resist pattem. With an overcut profile, the deposited metal ensures a complete proteetion of 
the photoresist against the solvent action and the processis compromised. Using the conventional 
positive resist the pattem edge profile can be modified by changing the exposure, bake and 
development conditions, but in almost all situations an overcut (vertical) profile is obtained 
(diffraction and interference effects), unless rather exacting additional processes are performed 
during the normal lithography, such as the post-exposure soaking of the resist film with 
chlorobenzene. Of course, there exist in actdition for this purpose the multilevel techniques 
[ 19, 30], but they need also other kinds of resist and, again, complicate the processing in a very 
high degree. That is why the AZ dual image photoresist offer the simplest way to produce resist 
pattems with undercut edge profile. The same exposure factors which determine an overcut edge 
profile for the conventional positive resists wil! favour in an image reversal processing ofthe dual 
resists an undercut profile. So, optimizing the image reversal process with respect to the quality 
ofthe resist transferred image we have got at the sametime the desired undercut profile for lift
off procedure (see processes B.9 and B.l 0). And, because we have not always available 
"negative" masks to use image reversal process, we have developed with the same dual resist a 
procedure for obtaining the undercut profile in the positive image regime. The procedure is based 
on the same idea used for limiting the enlargement ofthe transferred mask windows, described 
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above, and then has the same sequence of steps, but withother parameters (see processes B.l2 
and B. l3 ) . In this case formation of a crosslinked top layer in the resist film, before exposure, 
determines in the unexposed areas a vertical gradient of the dissalution rate, orientated to the 
substrate. This results finally in the creation of an undercut edge profile in the resist pattern. 

Concluding this subsection, we abserve that the results obtained in the lithographic 
processing clearly depend on many aspects (variables) and agree with the quip found in [31], that 
"a good understanding of the principles involved in each aspect makes resist process development 
merely difficu/t, without such understanding, it is impossible". So, besides knowledge in process 
mechanisms (theory) other things, as carefut experimental development, scrupulous attention to 
detail, and stringent process control (practice), are very important to guarantee the successin this 
field. 

3.2.3 Wet Chemica) Etching 

Etching or the removing of solid material is an indispensable "tooi" in the field of material 
science and technology, particularly that of semi conductors. Generally, one can distinguish two 
main types of etching, the dry etching and the wet etching, both ofthem including a large variety 
oftechniques. Dry etching refers to the techniques that use plasma-driven chemica! reactions or 
energetic ion beams to remove material. Wet etching procedures aim the same thing using liquid 
etchants. Despite the spectacular progress that dry etching has registered and its expansion to 
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semiconductor device fabrication, especially that of submicron devices, wet chemica! etching, 
withits simplicity (easy access) and multitude of(countless) possibilities, still plays an important 
role. 

Wet chemica! etching of semiconductors is used for producing high purity shiny flat surfaces 
(polishing), for shaping (mesa structures, recessed gates), for cleaning purposes, as well as for 
characterizing structural and compositional features (diagnostics). Other materials, such as metals 
and dielectrics, may also be etched in specific solutions, as part of device fabrication procedures. 
The high specificity of some etchant solutions against the semiconductor nature makes th~m 
suitable in selective etching processes. In this section we discuss aspects of the wet chemica! 
etching of GaAs in conneetion with the definition of mesa structures for device isolation. 
Selective wet and dry etching processes for GaAs/AIAs system are presented insection 3.3.2. 

The fundamental reacrions underlying GaAs and in general semiconductor wet etch.ing occur 
on the material surface and are electrochemical in nature. They involve oxidation-reduction 
reactions, foliowed by dissalution of the oxidation products, by complex formation. Etching 
solutions, therefore, contain an oxidizing agent, such as hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) or mtric acid 
(HN03), and a complexing agent, wh.ich can be ammonium hydroxide (NH40H), sulfurie acid 
(H2S04), phosphoric acid (H3P04) or citric acid (C5HP5COOH). The solutions also contain a 
third constituent for dilution. Th.is is very often deionized water but methanol (CHPH) may be 
used also. Here, it must be remembered tbat almost all the oxidizing and complexing chemieals 
involved in etch.ing operations contain a high proportion of water in the form in which they are 
generally used for the preparation ofthe solutions (see Table B.3). 

The explanation of the oxidation-reduction processes is based on the supposition that at the 
semiconductor surface there exist both anodic and cathodic microscopie (localized) sites [32, 33, 
34]. Oxidation of Ga or As atoms occurs at anodic sites, while the oxidant is reduced at the 
cathodic sites. Both electroos and holes from the semiconductor surface are involved in the 
oxidation-reduction reactions. Therefore the processes are sensitive to any mechanism that can 
supply (or remove) electroos or holes at the surface, such as illumination and electrical currents. 
The Ga and As oxides do not dissolve in the dilution constituent. This is the reason that one 
introduces in solution the complexing agent, to react with the oxides and transform them in a 
soluble complex. During the etching, the reacting species are continually used up, so a whole 
picture of the process must consider also the means whereby these reach the surface and the 
subsequent reaction products are removed. The transport mechanism can only be the diffusion 
through tbe liquid. 

One ofthe two basic mechanisms, mentioned above as being involved in the etching process, 
limits the dissalution rate. First, the etch rate may be controlled by the rate of the chemica! 
reactions occuring on the surface. This situation is referred to as reaction-rate, surface-rate, or 
kinetically-limited etching. Second, the etch rate may depend on the transport of chemica! species 
by ditfusion to and from the surface. In this case one speaks about the diffusion-limited or mass
transport-limited etch.ing. Diffusion-controlled processes have lower activation energies (of the 
order of a few kcal/mol) than reaction-rate limited processes, and therefore are relatively 
insensitive to temperature variations. They are, however, affected by agitation toa much greater 
extent, teading to an increase in the etch rate because of the intensification of the mass transport. 
In contrast, stirring doesnotchange the dissolution rate ofthe kinetically limited processes. The 
etch depth is linearly proportional with etching time for the reaction-rate limited case but depends 
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of the square root of the etching time for the diffusion-limited situation. Changes in etching 
conditions, such as temperature, as well as variations in relative proportions of the etchant 
constituents can change the limiting regime. Additional f<ictors that influence the rate of etching 
include type and concentration of doping atoms, lattice defects, and surface structure (patterning). 

Mass-transport limited etchants tend to action more isotropie with respect to crystal 
orientation, so they give a more polishing effect [36]. This occurs because surface protrus i ons are 
more available to incoming species, and tend to be etched more rapidly than a smoother surface. 
Reaction rate-limited etches, on the contrary, tend topreserve surface morphology, although this 
manifestation can be completely dominated by another tendency, observed almost in all cases: 
to be highly anisotropic in etching of the crystalline structure through mask patterns. The 
anisotropic nature of etching behaviour follows from the Jack of symmetry in the GaAs lattice and 
the etch rate dependenee on crystal orientation. Surface orientation effects are illustrated in 
general considering the behaviour of the {lil} planes in the etching process [32]. These planes 
consist either of all Ga atoms or all As atoms, and are referred to as { 111} A or { 111} B planes, 
respectively. The planes A and Bare bonded altemately by sets ofthree bonds and sets of one 
bond. The arrangement is shown diagrarnmatically in Fig. 3.9. When the GaAs material is sliced 
to be prepared with { 111 }-type faces, it is the layers joined by the single bonding that are 
separated, rather than layers joined by triple bonding. This gives rise to one ofthe two surfaces 
being composed completely of Ga atoms ( { 111} A) and the other one of As atoms ( { 111} B). 
There is an important difference between the two sorts of { 111} surface. Assuming that the 
surface atoms are electrical neutra!, each Ga surface atom has three bonding electrans and each 
As atom has five. Three honds are used up in holding on to the crystal. The surface Ga atoms, 
therefore, have no free electrons. The surface As atoms, however, have two electrans that can 
easily take part in any reaction. Accordingly, a (1ll)B surface should be more chemically active 
than a (111)A. Surfaces of other orientation have different structure. The { 100} surfaces, for 
instance, consist, in principle, either of Ga or As atoms, both types being double bonded to the 
lattice. Since neither is preferred, a real { I 00} surface may be regarded as containing a mixture 
of Gaand As atoms. Using the above argument, one can predict that, for reaction-rate limited 
etching processes, a (100) surface etches faster than a (111)A surface but slower than a (111)B 
surface. This situation has been confirmed fora number of etching systems: NHPH:Hp2:H20 

8 (As) 

A (Ga) 

[lil] 

8 (As) 

A (Ga) 

Fig. 3.9 Planes of atoms altemately joined by single and triple boncts in the GaAs lattice. 
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[35], H2S04:HP2:Hp [37], H3P04:Hp2:Hp [38], etc. 
The above description is somewhat simplistic, but it can be used to explain the general nature 

of the edge profiles obtained in a ( 1 00) oriented sample, by etching through mask patterns defined 
on its surface. (1 00) wafer orientation is by far the most commonly used one for device 
fa~rication because it has two natura! cleavage directions perpendicular to each other, [0 11] and 
[0 11]. Devices are generally oriented parallel to these directions and the sample cutting into 
separate chips is not a problem anymore. Fig. 3.10 illustrates schematically the anisotropic 
etching behaviour generally obtained on such materiaL The squares in the tigure represent mesas 
formed by etching away the material not protected by the mask pattem. If they are oriented so that 
their edges are parallel to cleavage directions the profiles have outward slopes (overcut) for the 
edges along the [011] direction and inward slopes (undercut) for the edges along the [Ol1] 
direction (see Fig. 3.1 Oa). Both types of edge profiles may find an explanation in the very slow 
etch rate for the { 111} A crystallographic planes. The fact that the direction of incline changes for 
the two edge pattem orientations merely reflects the change in polarity of the chemica! bonds 
associated with the { 111 }A planes in zinebiend structures upon a 90° crystallographic rotation 
about the <1 00> axis [35]. Changing the mesa orientation by a -45 o rotation of the mask pattem 
in comparison to the previous positioning, the resulting etch profiles will be midway between the 
two situations encountered above, that is with essentially vertical walls (see Fig. 3.10b). In all 
cases, one notes that there is considerable undercutting of the masked material which means that 
the lateral etch rateis a significant fraction ofthe vertica1 etch rate. Unfortunate1y this fact can 
not be avoided in wet etching in genera!, representing an important limitation of the method. 
Specific etches have slightly different profiles than those from the general representation shown 
in Fig. 3.1 0. Both the edge profiles and the grade of underetching are important and must be 
anticipated in device design and fabrication. 

In establishing reproducible and controllable etching processes some aspects must be 
considered. Thus, freshly mixed etchants may be hot or inhomogeneous, in both cases making 
necessary a specific interval of time between the preparation and the use. A lso, the etching that 

[OÏI] 

1 
i__ [011] 

a) b) 

Fig. 3.10 Anisotropic etching behaviour on a (I 00) oriented GaAs slice: (a) mask edges are parallel to 
the <0 11 > cleavage directions and (b) mask edges are 45 o to the cleavage planes. 
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occurs in a small volume of solution can cause its temperature to increase during the process. 
Compound etchants may change composition over time, depending on temperature and storage 
technique. Finally, some etching conditions may produce bubbles, usually hydrogen, which can 
adhere to the surface being etched and cause nonuniform etching. This can be alleviated by 
agitation of the salution during the etching process. 

Although there is clearly a wide choice of GaAs etchants available [33, 39], all the specific 
device processing requirements can be satisfied by using only a few of these. In this way the 
process uniformity desideratum is much easier accomplished. Accordingly, we have looked for 
a few etching solutions suitable for mesa definition as part of our resonant tunneling device 
processing. The choice has been made after preliminary tests over four well known etching 
systems: NHPH:Hp2:Hp, H2S04:HP2:H20, H3P04:HP2:Hp and H3P04:Hp2:CHpH. 1t has 
to be mentioned here that in all etching processes, accomplished for experiments or device 
fabrication, the masking material has been photoresist. In our investigations we had in view 
several necessities (criteria) that etchants must satisfy: relatively medium etch rate (in the order 
of 0.5 llrnlmin), good quality of the sample surface and pattem edges after etching, and small 
underetch action. The tests have been made on GaAs samples covered with resist pattems 
representing squares, rhomboids and circles of different dimensions. The results are surnmerized 
in Table 3.1 . As can be observed, for the frrst two systems the etch rate decreases, normally, with 
the dissolution, but for the second this is more drastically. The etch rate remains almost the same 
with the increasing ofthe NH40H concentration but increases evidently (approx. two times) with 
the increasing of the H2S04 concentration. Both systems give ragged pattem edges, caused 
probably by the local attack ofthe resist by the etching solutions. This characteristic is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.11 for NH40H:HP2:Hp (1: 1 :30) solution. In the picture, the strong anisotropic 
character ofthe etching can be observed as wel!. Also, the NHPH containing solutions present 
a relatively high underetch comparatively with all the other ones. Consiclering all the 
characteristics, between the tried solutions we made the choice for two of them, which have 
satisfied in a large measure our etching necessities. These have been H3P04:Hp2:CHpH (1: 1 :3) 

Fig. 3.11 Ragged edges of a mesa etched with NHpH:Hz02:HzO (I :I :30) solution. The strong anisotropy 
ofthe etching processis also evident. 
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Table 3.1 Wet etching test results on NH40H:Hp2:Hp, H2S04:Hp2:Hp, H3P04 :H20 2:H20 and 
H3P04:H20 2:CH30H systems. The introduced symbols have the following meaning: RT - room 
temperature,@ - slow magnetic stirring, ® - no agitation, a - acceptable, b - bad, s - straight, r - ragged. 
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at ooc and H3P04:HP2:Hp (6:3:100) (shadowed in Table 3.1). Theirpreparation and the etching 
conditions are described in Appendix B. 

3.2.4 Contacts 

Metal-semiconductor interfaces or cantacts represent the "gate ways" through which we have 
electrical access to and control the versatile properties of the semiconductor devices. In spite of 
their obvious importance, however, contacts have been viewed in the past as an adjunct field, 
progressing primarily by semi-empirica! means. In the field of compound semiconductors 
especially, up until about a decade ago, contacts evolved largely by trial and error. The impressive 
actvancement registered in this field, marked prirnarily by the advent ofthe high quality epitaxial 
grown heterostructures and the progressive shrinking of the device dimensions, imposed very 
stringent requirements concerning the contacts. The exceptional performance characteristics of 
devices such as HBT, HEMT or DBRT diode could not be fully realized without improved 
contacts, with shallow penetration into the semiconductor and having very low specific contact 
resistance, high uniformity and stability. During these realizations the teclmologist's empirica! 
approach, often invalving as many as five metals deposited on top of the compound 
semiconductor was supplanted by material scientist's methodical one in the quest of cantacts with 
the above mentioned properties. In this section the metallization schemes used for contacting our 
DBRT devices are presented. Mainly, we discuss the n-type contact developed on the emitter and 
collector GaAs contact layers of both two and three terminal devices. Also, we refer to the base 
metallization of the three terminal devices. 

From the point of view ofthe electrical behaviour ofthe metal-semiconductor interface there 
are two principal types of contacts, the low-resistance contact and the rectifying contact. The low
resistance contact allows the current flow with negligible resistance. The comrnonly accepted 
term "ohmic contact" attributed to this makes reference to the desired linear I-V characteristics 
in both directions. At the other end of the spectrum is the rectifying contact, also known as the 
"Schottky harrier". Here a charge dipole, with its associated depletion region, is a necessary 
prerequisite and the resulting contact exhibits rectification properties, the current which draws 
under reverse bias being negligible. 

When a metal makes intimate contact with a semiconductor, their individual Ferrni levels 
adjust to be identical on either side ofthe interface. As aresult ofthe stabilization ofthis "local 
" Fermi level position, a potential harrier (Schottky) for carriers moving across the interface is 
formed. ldeally, the magnitude ofthis barrier is dependent on the metal work function, <f>m, and 
the semiconductor affinity, X,c· Thus, the electron barrier height, <f>6"' is given by 

and hole harrier height, <f>bp, by 
<!> bn= <!>m- x«' 
-Eg 

<!>bp --- (<!>m -X,c). 
q 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where Eg is the band gap ofthe semiconductor and q the electronic charge (see Fig. 3.12a). Thus, 
for a n-type semiconductor, an ideal ohmic contact is obtained when <f>m ~ X.rc and <f>6n ~ 0. 
Conversely, an ideal rectifying contact results when <f>m ~ X.rc and <f>6n ~ 0. In this situation, the 
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Fig. 3.12 Energy band diagrams for metal-semiconductor (GaAs) contacts: (a) ideal Schottky contact; 
(b) considering the surface Fermi levelpinning because ofstates associated to surface defects [45]. 

choose ofthe suitable metal could result in the obtaining ofthe desired electrical properties ofthe 
contact. In practice, in the case of GaAs, however, this ideal behaviour is not observed. The 
harrier height for a metal/GaAs system is found to be virtually independent of the metal work 
function. This is thought to be due to the "Fermi level pinning" at the semiconductor surface, 
which occurs when the surface state density is 1013 cm·2 or more [40]. Initially, it was considered 
that these surface states could be intrinsic to the semiconductor surface, arising from the 
discontinuity of the lattice [ 41, 42]. Subsequently, however, investigation on "well cleaved" ( 110) 
GaAs surfaces showed that there are no detectable intrinsic surface states in the band gap of GaAs 
[43, 44]. Therefore the pinning ofthe Fermi level has an extrinsic determination. It could result 
from submonolayer coverages of different metals or oxygen, being independent of the nature of 
the contamination and roughly at about 0.8 eV below the conduction band minimum (44). In 
conneetion with this an "unified defect model" for Schottky harrier formation has been elaborated 
(45], in which the surface states are associated with native acceptor or donor defects, for example, 
arsenic and gallium vacancies, produced by the interaction of GaAs with the contaminant (see 
Fig. 3.12b). Also, another idea argues that the Fermi level energy position at the interface is not 
governed by the surface state density but rather it is related to the work functions of microclusters 
of one or more interface phases, resulting from surface reactions occurred before or during 
metallization [46]. This means that an effective work function can bedefinedas the weighted 
average of the work functions of different interface phases. F or GaAs ( and in general the III-V 
compounds) the effective work function is primarily due to the work function of the arsenic 
(group V element) resulting from the fact that, at the interface native oxide-semiconductor, excess 
of this element is observed. Whatever the cause of the surface Fermi level pinning on GaAs 
would be, this reality makes impossible to obtain cantacts with <l>hn = 0 (ohmic contacts) by 
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Fig. 3.13 Energy band diagram for a tunneling metal-GaAs contact. 

simple choosing a metal with the appropriate work function. Consequently, two general 
procedures have been conceived to overcome this problem. 

A first method is to dope a thin layer of GaAs beneath the contact to as high a level as 
possible. This results in a narrow depletion region and a corresponding thin electron harrier (see 
Fig. 3.13). In these conditions the harrier becomes thin enough for most ofthe conduction to 
occur by tunneling. For good ohmic behaviour this n* layer must be doped toa level of 5xl019 

cm·3 or more. Acmeving these high doping levels in GaAs is not an easy task by epitaxial growth, 
only MBE being capable ofthis. However, appropriate metallization schemes including also a 
dopant, can, after specific thermal treatments, result in the obtaining of the highly doped layer 
at the metal-GaAs interface. This procedure is remotely the most commonly approach in the 
fabrication of ohmic contacts on GaAs and we also made use of it. 

Another general procedure has in view the reducing ofthe effective Schottky harrier height 
to GaAs by the use ofheterojunctions. In practice the method is to grow another semiconductor 
la:yer on top of GaAs and deposit the metal onto it. The chosen semiconductor must have an 
associated metal/semiconductor harrier height <!>6" ~ 0 and be lattice matched to GaAs. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.14 in the case of the InAs as intermediate semiconductor layer between me tal 
and GaAs. For an abrupt heterojunction the large discontinuity in the conduction band of 
InAs/GaAs implies an associated high harrier (see Fig. 3.14b). In order to overcome this and to 
improve the lattice matching, a graded heterojunction must be used (see Fig. 3.14c). 

Principally there are three mechanisms that govern the current flow through a metal
semiconductor (GaAs) junction, suggested aiso by the above presentation. The first one, 
thermionic emission (TE), is dominant in the moderately doped semiconductors (- 1 0 17cm·3). The 
harrier height is small, the carrier can easily surmount the top of this harrier by thermionic 
emission. For high harrier, as is the case of the GaAs, the vast majority of electrons are not able 
to overcome it and rectifying (nonohmic) behaviour is observed. The second mechanism, 
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Fig. 3.14 Energy band diagrams for low barrier ohmic cantacts :(a) metalln-InAs; (b) metal/n-InAs/n
GaAs; (c) metalln-lnAs/graded n-Ga1., In, As/n-GaAs [46]. 

thennionic-field emission (TFE), is applicable for intermediate doped semiconductors (between 
~ 1017 and ~ l018cm·3). In this situation both the thermionic emission and tunneling through the 
up per part of the barrier are important for the carrier conduction. The third mechanism is the 
field-emission (FE), effective in heavily doped semiconductors (> 1018 cm·3) . Because the 
depletion region is narrow, the electrans tunnel through the whole barrier. The dominant 
mechanism of the current flow depends primarily on temperature, harrier height, doping 
concentration profile, charge carriers effective mass and dielectric constant. Besides, several other 
factors, such as the semiconductor interfaciallayers or the stoichiometry of the semiconductor 
surface, influence the transport mechanism. 

The electrical properties of the ohmic contacts are characterized by their specific resistance 
re definedas 

(aJr 
re= dV V=O 

(3.5) 

or 
re= lim R .. M, 

I>.S-.0 
[Qcm2

], (3.6) 

where R" is the total contact resistance and S is the contact area. Theoretica! expressions of the 
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specifïc contact resistance can be obtained for each dominant mechanism, starting from the 
corresponding theoretica! 1-V characteristics [ 47,48]. Thus, one can show that re is determined 
predominantly, in each case, by the following factors : 

'"c "'exp[i;] forTE; (3.7) 

(3.8) 

and 

re "' exp[ ~~ ] for FE, (3 .9) 

where kis the Boltzman's constant, Ttemperature and E00 is the twmeling parameter defined by 

E - qh JNo.A (3.IO) 
00 - 47t Em• · 

In eq. (3.1 0) q is the electronic charge, h is the Plank's constant, No.Ais the dopant concentration, 
cis the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, and m • is the electron effective mass. E00 is a 
very useful parameter in predicting the blocking or ohmic characteristics of a metal
semiconductor contact. For kTIE00 >> I the TE mechanism dominates and, in general, the contact 
behaves as a Schottky harrier (nonohmic). For kTIE00 << I the FE is effective and the contact 
exhibits ohmic characteristics. In the range where kTIE00 "' I a mixed mode of transport occurs. 
The current transport mechanisms and the expressions for the specific contact resistance suggest 
the same possible ways for achieving ohrnic cantacts on GaAs as those ones sketched formerly 
when we have discussed the metal-semiconductor junction. 

Our metallization scheme for n-type contact consists ofthree metallayers- 20nm germanium 
(Ge), 15nm nickel (Ni) and 200nm gold (Au) - deposited in tlûs sequence on n+-GaAs with 
doping around 2xl018 cm-3

• The deposition has been accomplished in high vacuum (base pressure 
~ 3x!O-S mbar) using an e-beam process (Leybold L560 lN equipment). Then, the metallization 
has been annealed using a rapid thermal annealer (RTA) in hydragen and nitrogen atmosphere, 
at 400°C for 60 s (see Appendix B). This metallization process originates from Duisburg 
University [49] and [50], but it was optimized in our laboratory conditions, concerning the 
annealing temperature and time [23]. The metallization data presented above situate, apparently, 
our scheme among the numerous variauts of the most commonly used contact material for n
GaAs, eutectic AuGe (I2% wt. or 27% at. Ge)-Ni. We say "apparently" because, for the 
explanation of its metallurgical behaviour, some elements as noneutectic composition between 
Au and Ge, the deposition sequence, the atom ratio Ni-Ge, and the RTA procedure, make us able 
to look beyond the actual understanding of the eutectic AuGe-Ni contact formation and to 
consider also the image offered by the "new" generation of contacts, based on the solid-phase 
regrowth of compound semiconductors. So, before explaining the contact formation in the case 
of our metallization scheme we shall consider the ciosest and most representative example from 
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each ofthe two main groups ofn-type contacts, alloyed and basedon solid-phase regrowth. 
The alloyed AuGe based cantacts evolved basically from the metallization scheme using 

single eutectic Au Ge to that with eutectic Au Ge with some content of Ni [51] or an overlay of Ni 
[52,53] and, finally, to eutectic AuGe sandwiched between two Ni layers [54]. Inthelast two 
cases also a Au capping layer has been used to imprave more the electrical properties of the 
contact [55) and for measuring and wiring reasons. The mechanism of contact formation using 
single eutectic AuGe was believed to be relative simple: during heating AuGe eutectic is molten 
and some of GaAs substrate is dissolved in the melt; on cooling Ge segregates from the melt 
tagether with the solidifying semiconductor. In this way a high doped layer appears at the 
interface contact-GaAs, forming a "tunneling" type contact. In reality the "alloying" process is 
more complex, the contact tending to "ball up" and become non-uniform both laterally and in 
depth. The Ni deposition was included originally to act as a wetting agent and prevent the Au Ge 
metal from "balling up" during alloy [51, 52]. The investigation ofthe contact structure with cross 
sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and modem methods of surface analysis, as 
mieroprobe Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), secondary ion mass speetrometry (SIMS), x-ray 
energy dispersive speetrometry (EDS) microanalysis and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 
(RBS) revealed, however, that Ni plays an active role in the metallurgical mechanism of contact 
formation [53, 56]. We illustrate this with the optimized metallization scheme described in [57] . 
The metallization consists of a Ni(5nm)/AuGe(27% at. Ge)(100nm)/Ni(35nm)/Au(50nm) 
sandwich. The evolution of the contact microstructure under heat treatment is shown in Fig. 3.15. 
At the initia! stage, the Ni layer adjacent to semiconductor reacts with GaAs to form NixGaAs 
temary phase whereas Ge diffuses from the AuGe layer to the upper Ni layer, giving NixGe 
compounds. Later, the Ni and Ge migrate to the bottorn NixGaAs phase. Finally, Ga reacts with 
Auto form P-AuGa phase and Ge replaces Ga in the NixGaAs phase, resulting in the formation 
of the NiAs(Ge) grains at the interface. The entire evaJution of the metallurgical process 
described above is sustained by many facts. Thus, Ni has a high reactivity with GaAs starting to 
react withit above 200aC [58]. Also, it is known that Ni, adjacenttoa AuGe layer, acts as a sink 
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Fig. 3.15 Schematic illustration ofthe Ni(5nm)/AuGe(IOOnm)/Ni(35nm)/Au(50nm) metallization on 
n+-GaAs at various stages ofthe alloying process [57]. 
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for Ge and extracts it at temperature higher than 250 °C to form different compounds [59]. The 
so1id state diffusion of Ge into the Ni layer results in the destruction ofthe eutectic composition 
throughout most ofthe original AuGe layer before to reach its melting point [60). In this sense 
one can assert that, at least in the stage of contact formation, the metallurgical reactions proceed 
basically between solid-phases and the melting is avoided when the Ni is present. This fact and 
the presumed initia) smooth interface between NixGaAs layer and GaAs explain the improved 
uniformity of this contact in comparison with that based on single eutectic AuGe. The 
NiAs(Ge)/GaAs interface is considered to play the dominant role in the ohmic behaviour ofthe 
contact by the formation of a Ge highly doped layer (n++) underneath the NiAs(Ge) grains. 

The second metallization scheme we discuss is based on solid state interactions. It consists 
of a Ni(40nrn)/(Au(5nrn))/Ge(l00nm) layer sequence [61). The middle Au layer is very thin and 
is not absolutely necessary for the ohmic behaviour of the contact [62] but it decreases 
appreciably the specific contact resistance. The mechanism of contact formation involves the 
solid-phase regrowth of a heavy doped GaAs layer by reaction-driven decomposition of an 
intermediate ternary phase, NixGaAs, developed at the contact interface. Insteadof Ni/Ge system 
other combinations can be used, as Ni/Si, Pd!Ge , Pd/Si, Pd!In or Pt!In [ 63]. During annealing the 
contact microstructure transforms as seen in Fig. 3.16. At the initia! stages of heating, - 200°C, 
the Ni reacts with GaAs resulting ternary NixGaAs compounds: 

xNi +GaAs~ Ni, GaAs. (3.11) 

It is believed that a smal! fraction of Ge wou1d be incorporated in the NixGaAs layer, because of 
the strong binding energy between Ni and Ge. After annealing at 300 oe most of the Ni was 
included in the NixGaAs phase. Above 300°C, Ge startstoreact with NixGaAs, the reaction 

x Ge+ Ni x GaAs~ xNiGe +GaAs ( epitaxial regrowth) (3 .12) 

being driven to the right by free energy considerations [63]. During this reaction some ofthe Ge 
atoms shou1d remain in the regrown GaAs. The reaction continues and at about 400°C, Ga in the 
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Fig. 3.16 Schematic illustration of contact formation by solid-phase regrowth mechanism for 
Ni(40nm)/(Au(5nm))/Ge(l OOnm) metall i zation on n•-GaAs [61]. 
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NixGaAs startstoreact with Auto form a' -Au Ga ( orP' -AuGa). The Ga vacancies in the regrown 
GaAs layer are then occupied by Ge, resulting in the attainrnent of a very high doping level. An 
excess ofNi atoms versus Ge atoms in the initiallayers determines the formation ofNiAs grains 
inthefmal Ni Ge layer. The As vacancies left behind, intheGaAs regrown layer, can be occupied 
by Ge and finally, the n-doping in this layer wil! decrease (compensation) degrading the electrical 
properties of the contact. 

The two examples presented above now helpsus to discuss our metallization scheme. We still 
make some specifications. First, the annealing plateau at 400°C for 60s is preceded by a 
temperature ramp, starting from I 00°C, with a total duration of I 0 s. Then, the Ni and Ge layer 
thicknesses indicate a higher number of Ni atoms than Ge atoms (the ratio is 1.37). At last, it is 
known that Ge is stabie on GaAs, with very little interditfusion between them, up to 450°C [64] 
and it reacts with Ni to form Ni2Ge between 150-300°C and NiGe between 250-600oC [65]. In 
this conditions, at the initia! stages ofannealing, above 200°C, in our metallization Ge reacts with 
Ni to form Ni2Ge (see Fig. 3.I7).ln the same time, the Ni, withits high affinity for GaAs, starts 
to diffuse through the Ge layer to reach the GaAs substrate. Consequently, at the interface 
metallization-semiconductor, the NixGaAs temary phase develops. These reactions continue until 
above 300°C when Ni2Ge transforms inNiGe, the remaining Ni combining with unreacted Ge 
and of course with the substrate. At this temperature Ge starts to react with NixGaAs phase as 
well, in concordance with the reaction expressed by eq. 3 .12. When the annealing temperature 
reaches the 400 o C plateau, we suppose that the contact microstructure looks like in Fig. 3.17 d. 
We expect that before 400°C the Au layer is relatively stabie [61], the diffusion ofthe Au atoms 
towards the GaAs substrate and, conversely, ofthe Ga atoms into the Au layer being relatively 
smal!. During annealing at 400°C, as seen in Fig. 3.17e, the whole NixGaAs temary phase is 
"consumed", teading to the increase ofthe regrown GaAs layer and the formation ofNiAs. The 
Ga resulted at the NiAs phase formation reacts with the Au to give the P-AuGa phases. Also, 
some Ga from the regrown layer undergoes the same reaction, the Ga vacancies being occupied 
by Ge atorns which enhances in this way the doping of this layer. The increase of the annealing 
temperature or time will result in the continua! development of the P-AuGa and NiAs phases, 
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Fig. 3.17 Schematic illustration of contact formation for Ge(20nm)/Ni(IS)/Au(200nm) metallization on 
n•-GaAs, used forthen-type contacts ofthe DBRT devices. 
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which, first, degrade the contact morphology CP-AuGa melts at 370°C) [23) and then affectsits 
uniformity and electrical characteristics. The Ni Ge and NiAs phases in our description correspond 
in one way to the NiAs(Ge) phases noticed in [56] and [57]. 

The use ofthe RTA process has a benetic influence on the contact performances. The rapid 
and controlled heating process determines especially the proceeding ofthe solid-phase reactions 
at the interface. Also, this annealing procedure can reduce the phase segregation, the Au diffusion 
to the GaAs surface and the growth of the undesirable phases, as P-AuGa and NiAs, by grain 
boundary diffusion. As a result the RT A process leads not only to low contact resistance but also 
to better uniformity, improved surface morphology, better edge definition and less penetration 
ofthe metallization into the semiconductor [53, 66, 67). 

In conneetion with the degree ofuniformity ofthe contact is also the existence ofthe GaAs 
native oxide. Except when an in-situ cleaning ofthe GaAs surface is performed prior the metal 
deposition, a 1-5 nm thick oxide has to be expected on the semiconductor surface, depending 
upon its preparation [68]. This oxide layer is probably sufficient to retardoreven inhibit the 
nucleation ofthe NixGaAs phase, the reaction starting first in the "weak" oxide areas [68,69]. 

In conclusion, conceming our metallization scheme, we believe that with optimum deposition 
and annealing conditions the uniformity and the penetration ofthe contact into the GaAs can be 
acceptable, even for the micron devices, because ofthe uniform NixGaAs phase formation and 
the regrown ofthe very thin n•-GaAs layer. The excessof Au, however, makes the latitude ofthe 
contact processing very narrow and, more, its thermal stability very fragile. For our proposals, 
however, the low contact resistance demonstrated (see chapter 4) made from this metallization 
scheme an alternative choice. 

The second metallization, used for the base contacting ofthe three terminal DBRT devices, 
has been Ti!Pt/Au. This type ofmetallization is known as giving a good p-type contact on p•
GaAs [70] or a performance Schottky harrier for the MESFETs or HEMTs [23, 46]. We have 
chosen it for a relative high thermal stability and low penetration into the semi conductor. Because 
the metallization is deposited on the undoped GaAs material of the quanturn well and it is not 
annealed, the contact exhibits a rectifying electrical behaviour (see chapter 5). 

3.3 Specific Processes 

3.3.1 Tbin Film Dielectric Deposition and Etching using Plasma Systems 

Dielectric Jayers, as silicon oxide (Si02) and silicon nitride (Si3N4) are used in the GaAs 
based device processing particularly for interlevel dielectrics, proteetion from chemica! and 
mechanica! harm or as mask during different process steps. Silicon nitride is a better diffusion 
harrier than silicon oxide and therefore is superior for encapsulation (environmental sealing or 
glassivation). Also, Si3N4 is preferred for capacitor dielectrics because it has a higher dielectric 
constant than Si02• The lower dielectric constant ofSi02 makes it suitable as a general interlevel 
dielectric, to separate metal crossovers and pads with minimum capacitance. High quality 
dielectric layers can be grown by chemica! vapour deposition (CVD). In this technique the 
reactant gaseaus species flow in the vicinity ofthe heated substrate and appropriate reactions take 
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place to grow the material on the substrate surface. The temperatures required to drive these 
reactions for the obtaining of resonable deposition rates and good film properties are very high, 
often 700 oe to I 000 oe. GaAs and in general compound semiconductor based devices cannot 
stand such high temperatures. Not only does arsenic evaparate in this temperature range, but 
metals (contacts), commonly present on the sample from the previous processing steps cannot be 
exposed to these extremes. Therefore eVD is nota useful technique in the processing of GaAs 
based devices. Plasmas are used instead, to generate chemically reactive species at relatively Iow 
temperature. Plasma-assisted deposition processes are denoted as plasma-enhanced chemica[ 
vapor deposition (PEeVD). For semiconductor device processing low pressure plasmas or glow 
discharges are used. These plasmas are characterized by gas pressures in the range of 0.1 torr to 
several torr, electron densities of 109 to 1012 cm·3, and electronenergiesof 1 to 10 eV. The 
mechanism of PEeVD process is based on the nonequilibrium nature of the plasma state, in 
which the chemica! species (atoms, molecules or radicals) with temperatures near the ambient 
coexist with high energetic electrans that can exhibit temperatures of thousands of degree Kelvin. 
The electron energy is sufficient to break molecular bonds and create chemically active species 
in the plasma. Moreover, any of these speciescan be excited to higher electronic energy states by 
further interactions with electrons. eonsequently, chemica! reactions that usually occur at high 
temperature can be made to occur at low temperature in the presence of an activating plasma 
state. Even in PEeVD it is preferabie to heat the substrate in order to increase the deposition rate, 
to reduce the incorporation of contaminants and to improve the quality of the deposited layers. 
The plasma conditions result in creation ofvirtually all possible radicals from the incoming gases, 
which may participate in the deposition of the dielectric materials. Electrically most of the species 
in glow discharges remain neutra!. With the exception of microwave electron cyclotron resonance 
(EeR) plasma' s (see below), the degree ofionization (the ratio ofthe ion and neutral species) is 
ofthe order of JO-'~ -10'5 [31]. Although the gas ionization is smal!, it is adequate to provide 
sufficient numbers of reactive species. The multitude of chemica] species and the nature of the 
plasma state make processing results extremely sensitive to all possible parameters: gas type, gas 
flow, gas delivery position, pressure, electrode geometry, power, radio (microwave) frequency, 
wafer temperature, and wafer material. Unlike evD, in the case ofthe PEeVD the compositional 
control ofthe thin film material is difficult. eVD growth results generally in near stoichiometrie 
composition ofthe deposited materiaL PEeVD yields films that are amorphous in nature, with 
very little short-range structural ordering and in which the chemica! bonding may vary. Moreover, 
in the plasma-assisted deposition process, chemica! species other than the desired ones are often 
included in the film. 

In many situations, after the deposition of the thin dielectric films, the device processing 
involves the opening of windows in these materials. As in the case of semiconductors, the 
dielectrics can be etched using solutions (wet etching) or plasmas (dry etching). Plasma etching 
of dielectrics has several advantages over wet etching. The most important are the greater etch 
control and the etch anisotropy, manifested by a more rapidly etching in the vertical direction 
(normal to the material surface) than in the horizontal one. The last feature permits the reduction 
of the undercutting to nearly zero, which in some processing situations is an indispensable 
condition. Unlike the plasma deposition, the etching process in general uses both the neutral 
reactive species (radicals) and positive ions created in the plasma. The process is denoted as 
reactive ion etching (RIE), being performed at even lower pressures than the deposition process, 
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typically between 0.01 and 0.1 torr. The neutral radicals forrn the chemica! component ofthe etch 
process. These are norrnally adsorbed on the material, reactions take place resulting volatile 
products and, fmally, these desorb being evacuated. The ions are extracted from the plasma and 
bombard the substrate. The function of the ionic bombardment is to increase desorption of the 
reaction products and/or to enhance the reaction ofthe neutral radicals with the substrate materiaL 
Also, the energeticions can remove material by mechanica! action. Forthese reasons they are 
denoted as physical or sputter component ofthe process. Using special reactor contiguration the 
ions impinge more or less vertically on the substrate and in this way deterrnine the anisotropic 
character of the etching. 

Both the deposition and etching of Si02 have been accomplished in an Oxford Plasma 
Technology (OPT) cluster tooi [23]. The cluster consists of three different process chambers 
(stations) connected toa general transfer chamber in which the samples are introduced using an 
additionalload loek. In all chambers the plasma is created and sustained remote and independent 
from the substrate location, in a so called downstream configuration. The advantage of such a 
contiguration is that the damage produced by the ion bombardment is minimized. Two of the 
three stations, number 3 and 1, are dedicated for the deposition and etching, respectively of Si02 

and Si3N4 • 

Station 3 is a microwave downstream PECVD reactor. For the deposltion ofthe Si02 films, 
nitrous oxide (NzÜ) is used to provide the oxygen and silane (SiH4) is the supplier ofthe silicon. 
Both gases are diluted with nitrogen (N2). As seen in Fig. 3.18, part ofthe gases, NzÜ diluted with 
Nz, are introduced through a gas ring in the top of the microwave cavity and flow along a quartz 
tube. These gases are microwave excited and transforrned into the plasma state. The other part 
of gases, SiH4 diluted also with N2, are supplied in the vicinity ofthe substrate table via a second 
gas distribution ring. The CFi02 mixture, which can be introduced in the top ofthe reactor as 

c::::=::===:=::o gas ring j 
I 

' h t d substrate table , 

LJ .----

- ~ rotary dry pump 

gate valve ~--/:::;;:·\--~ exhaust to 
~scnbber 

roots pump 

Fig. 3.18 Schematic layout ofthe microwave downstream PECVD reactor used for the silicon oxide 
deposition [23]. 
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well, is destined for the chamber cleaning purposes. The flow of all gases is regulated by rnass
flow controllers. The process pressure is adjusted by the bottorn gate valve and the substrate table 
can be heated until400 °C. The microwave power is supplied at a frequency of2.45 GHz, using 
an antenna located outside the quartz tube. Opposite to the antenna in the cavity there is a manual 
tuning stub to reduce the reflected power. 

In this reactor configuration the Si02 deposition is a four-step process [71] . First the top 
supplied gases, N20 and N2, are microwave excited and reactive species are created in the plasma. 
The main plasma constituents ofthe Np are N2 and 0 2 molecules and 0 and NO radicals [72]. 
Then, in a second step, the different species, in majority neutra!, are transported by diffusion and 
pwnping outside the plasma region. There, during the third step, the activated species mix with 
neutral silane or disilane and gas phase reactions result in the formation of precursor molecuJes 
or radicals. NO radicals are relative unreactive [73], so the oxygen atoms play the main role in 
the generation ofthe gas phase precursors. Finally these precursors and, ifneed be, excess atomie 
oxygen are involved in CVD reactions on the heated substrate resulting in deposited Si02 

materiaL 
In analogy with the plasma deposition of the organic polymerie materials, it is believed that 

the gas phase precursors contain the bonding group which is the structural building block in the 
deposited Si02 film [71]. If this is true, the local bonding groups observed in the Si02 film can 
be traeed back to precursor species with the same particular structural building block. Thus, the 
low temperature deposited films contain beside the local bonding groups Si-0-Si, present at all 
temperatures, the Si-OH structural block. This suggests that one possible precursor species is 
silanol ((SiH3)0H). Increasing the temperature deposition the film content of Si-OH groups 
decreases and the general structural block is Si-0-Si linkage. The precursor species responsible 
for the incorporation of this bonding group is disiloxane ((SiH3)P) [74]. Starting from these 
precursors the surface reaction ofthe CVD process involves the elimination ofhydrogen (H) atom 
from the SiH3 group of disiloxane via areaction in which the H terminal atoms are replaced by 
bridging oxigen (0) atoms. Such a deposition process reflects two different aspects observed in 
the plasma polymerization as wel!: the above-mentioned retention ofthe local bonding groups 
found in the precursor molecules and a crosslinking reaction that requires atomie species. In this 
context the CVD surface reaction necessitates 0 atoms too and can be written as 

(3.13) 

The etching of Si02 has been performed in the station 1 of the OPT cluster system. This is 
an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma etch reactor. The contiguration ofthe reactor is 
shown schematically in Fig. 3.19. The ECR discharge is generated in the upper cavity of the 
reactor, remote and independent from the substrate stage, situated downstream, in the process 
chamber. The key elements in producing the ECR discharge [75] are the nonuniform static 
magnetic field produced by the pair of magnets (magnetic coils) which surrounds the discharge 
cavity and the microwave power, supplied on top ofthe reactor using a wave guide. The magnetic 
field is mirror like. In the absence ofthe accelerating electric field ( microwave power), the motion 
of an electron in such a magnetic field is wel! known: it wil! spiral with ever decreasing transverse 
orbits into the converging field until it is reflected (see Fig. 3.20a). Then, the electron reverses 
direction and spirals out of the mirror with increasing orbits. The radii of these orbiting 
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Fig. 3.19 Schematic layout ofthe ECR plasma etch reactor used for silicon oxide etching [23]. 
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trajectories are smal!. For example, an electron with 4 eV energy will have a radius of0.05 mm 
in a field of0.0875 T (see below). Now, ifthe transverse, time varying microwave electric field 
is present in the mirror astrong acceleration ofthe electron takes place when it passes through 

(b) 

Fig. 3.20 Electron motion in a mirrorlike static magnetic field (a) without an accelerating electric field 
(b) with a perpendicular electric field E0e

1
"'"' where the shaded region represents the ECR layer [75]. 
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a region where the microwave excitation frequency w equals the electron cyclotron frequency wee 
(see Fig. 3.20b). This is in fact the electron cyclotron resonance condition which reflects the 
optimum coupling of the electron to the microwave energy. The condition can be written 
quantitatively as 

eB 
(J)ce =-= (1). 

m, 
(3.14) 

where e is the electron charge, m. is the mass of electron and B is the strength (induction) of the 
static magnetic field . Since the used microwave excitation frequency is 2.45 GHz eq. 3.14 gives 
a value for B of0.0875 T. The accelerating region is very thin (<1mm) and referred to as an ECR 
layer. Ifthe electron is outside ofthis region, little microwave energy is coupled to it. However, 
the electron can experience in principle many oscillations during the time it spends in the ECR 
layer. Consequently, if there are less (no) collisions, considerable energy can be imparted to 
electrans in this layer with relatively small electric fields (10-lOOV/cm) [75]. Upon teaving the 
ECR zone the accelerated electrans possess energies usually greater than 10 eV. They move 
throughout the discharge volurne and excite, dissociate and ionize neutrats and ions. From the 
above, it is clear that ECR is a coupling technique for low-pressure discharges where the electrens 
can orbit many times between elastic and inelastic collisions. Depending on used gases (variable 
gas mixtures) and flow rates, the ECR dischargescan operate over a relatively wide range of low 
pressure, 10"5 Torr to over 100 mTorr [75]. At these low pressures collisional energy coupling 
through the discharge volume can be ignored. One can say that the ECR layer serves the function 
of a hot cathode filament in de discharges, providing the high-energy electrans required to sustain 
the discharge. The plasma generated using ECR phenomenon can be varied from weakly to highly 
ionized state by changing discharge pressure, gas flow rates, and input microwave power. 

As in the case ofthe PECVD reactor, it is possible to introduce gas mixtures at two different 
levels. Thus, there is a top gas inlet ring for the access of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) , 

trifluoromethan (Freon® 23)(CHF3), argon (Ar) and 02> and a bottorn one, in the process chamber, 
which make possible the use of CHF3 in the vicinity ofthe substrate. The gas flow is regulated 
by mass flow controllers. The bottorn valve and an automatic pressure controller ensure the 
adjusting ofthe process pressure. The substrate table position can be changed with respect to the 
plasma region. Also, a heating/chilling system establishes and maintains the desired table 
temperature. On the substrate table additional RF power, at a frequency of 13.56 MHZ, can be 
supplied to obtain a certain DC bias. 

For Si02 etching we have used a mixture ofSF6, CHF3 and Ar introduced through the top gas 
inlet ring. All the gases traverse the ECR discharge zone and dissociate. The plasma chemistry 
is extremely complex and not entirely established, especially for SF6 [76, 77]. Both SF6 and CHF3 

supply species which are involved in the Si02 etching [76,78]. Thus, SF6 dissociates in fluorine 
(F) atoms and fluorosulfur (S, Fy) radicals. AtomieFis an active etchant for Si02, the reaction 
which takes place resulting in the formation ofvolatile silicon fluoride (SiF4) and 0 2: 

(3.15) 

Since the etching process in this case is of chemica! nature it bas an isotropie character. 
Concerning CHF3, the low working pressures promate the formation of fluorocarbon radicals 
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(CF"' x:d) in the plasma. The CF. radicals does not etch spontaneously Si02, the etching process 
being more complex and involving the ionic component ofthe plasma as welt. Thus, it is believed 
that the unsaturated CF x species which impinge on the oxide surface form and maintain 
continuously a thin fluorocarbon layer (~ 10 À). From this layer halogen atoms are transferred 
to the substrate and by ion-induced reactions gaseous species are produced, resulting finally in 
the Si02 etching [59]. The entire processcan be expressed by the following general reaction: 

(3.16) 

The involving of i ons determines this etching process to be anisotropic. 
The etching mechanism depends on the balance between the main reactive plasma species, 

F atoms and CF x radicals, which can be controlled by changing the flows of the generating feed 
gases, SF6 and CHF3. Besides the role which it has in the second etching channel mentioned 
above, Ar is important to stabilize plasmaand to reduce the etch rate by dilution [76]. Finally, we 
point out that the etching process stops when the GaAs surface is reached. This selectivity is 
caused by the involatility of the gallium fluoride (GaF3) formed on the semiconductor surface 
and/or the formation of a fairly thick fluorocarbon layer (as in the case of Si [76] there is no 
reaction with GaAs that can gasify the polymer film) which prevents attack by sputtering or 
chemica! etching. The parameters of the Si02 dry etching process used for our DBRT device 
fabrication are presented in the Appendix B. 

3.3.2 Selective Etching 

In the processing of the new generation of electronic and opto-electronic devices, from lil-V 
compound semiconductors the selective etching represents a very helpful toot. The procedure is 
based on the specificity manifested by some etchants against the material nature. 

Forsome quanturn devices, e.g. the three terminal DBRT devices described in chapter 5, the 
etch depth control during their fabrication must be less than the thickness ofthe 'active' layers, 
which very often are in the range of several nanometres. Also, the etch uniformity is very 
important for the performances of such devices and this requirement imposes even higher control 
[79]. The use ofetchants with very low etch rates could be, in principle, a solution in these cases, 
but there is another aspect. All the quanturn devices have the 'active' layers embedded in specific 
cladding layers for contacting. These are, usually, much thicker than the functional structure. 
Consequently, it is unrealistic to consider the use oflow rate etchants because ofthe too long etch 
time and consequences which devolve from that, such as etching mask destruction, strong 
underetch, etc .. In this way, a highly selective etch that removes one material much faster than 
another can resolve the problem in a satisfactory way. Therefore, inthelast period much interest 
has been paid to develop highly selective etch processes, using both wet and dry etchants. The 
most studied combination in this sense has been GaAs/Al,Ga1 • .,As, which constitutes also the 
system used in the fabrication of our resonant tunneling devices. Accordingly we refer in the 
following only to this system. Here, we specify that the problem ofthe GaAs/Al,Ga1 • .,As selective 
etching, as of any other combination of materials, presents two aspects in conjunction with the 
symmetry ofthe situation. One can speak about the selective etching of GaAs over Al,Ga1 • .,As and 
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conversely of AlxGa1._As over GaAs. In genera!, the device processing necessitates the use ofthe 
GaAs over AlxGa1_~ selective etching but there are also situations when the opposite selective 
process could help. This circurnstance explains the much higher interest in finding etchants which 
concerns the first aspect. As we shall see, in the processing of our three terminal resonant 
tunneling devices both aspects have been involved, so the entire problem ofthe GaAs/AtGa1 _ _As 
selective etching is presented. 

Selective etchants are classified after their selectivity. The quantitative expression of this 
property is given by the ratio of the etching rates of the faster removed material (GaAs or 
AlxGa1._As) to the slower removed one (AlxGa1 _ _As or GaAs). 

Initially, the selective wet etching of GaAs over AlxGa1._As has predominantly utilized 
NHPH:Hp2 solution. The selectivity ofthis salution has been improved by salution agitating 
[80], by providing a steady jet stream ofthe etching salution [81], or by adjusting its pH values 
[82]. However, the selectivity values reported with NH40H:Hp2, less than 30, are too low to 
permit the etch control at the scale ofthe new quanturn devices. Moreover, this salution attacks 
the photoresist mask, requiring dielectrics for masking during etching. A salution that has 
demonstrated much higher selectivity and no resist attack is citric acid (C6H80 7):Hp2• Many 
investigations using this salution have shown that, in specific concentration of the two 
constituents, the selectivity is dependent on Al mole fraction and varies from over 100 for 
GaAs/Al03Gao~s [79, 83, 84, 85] to around 1500 for GaAs/AlAs [79]. These very high values 
permit a good control ofthe etch depthand uniformity. 

Dry etching offers also several possibilities for GaAs over AlxGa 1_xAs selective etch 
processes. Selective reactive ion etching in Freon® 12 (CC12F2)-based plasmas [86,87,88] and 
silicon tetrachloride (SiC14)/silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4) or SF6-based plasmas [79, 89, (90, 91)] 
have become alternatives of choice for the processing of many quanturn devices, due to the high 
selectivities (> 200) achievable, also dependent on the Al mole fraction. 

Conceming the selective etching of AlxGa1 _ _As over GaAs only wet etching technique offers 
a solution. Thus, for x> 0.5 hydragen fluoride (HF) manifests a very high selectivity (~ 107

, for 
x= 1) [92], being used in the epitaxiallift-off experiments. 

In the following we discuss the selective etching processes that have been used for the 
fabrication of our three terminal resonant tunneling devices. First, the selective characteristics of 
the C6HgOJHP2 salution are described as they result from our experiments. In the same part, a 
short analysis of the selective removing of very thin AlAs layers, as components of DBRT 
structures, is inserted. Then, the main aspects of the selective dry etching using CC12F2 are 
presented. This procedure has been investigated and developed at Duisburg University, 
Semiconductor Devices Department, but we have used it in our device processing [98]. 

a) Selective Wet Etching 

As mentioned above, C6H80 7:H20 2 salution at specific volurne ratios manifests very high 
selectivity for GaAs over AlxGa1 _ _As. The etch characterization ofthis salution differs, toa certain 
extent, between sourees from literature [79, 83, 84, 85]. For this reason and, of course, for the 
establishing ofthe selective properties in the conditions of our laboratory, we have done detailed 
etch tests. We focused on the determination of the etch characteristics and selectivity for the 
GaAs/ AlAs system, involved in the structure of our resonant tunneling devices. All the etch tests 
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have been realized at room temperature, with low stirring. We used photoresist masks (AZ 13501) 
and measured the etch depth with a Tencor Alphastep. Details concerning the C6Hg0

7
/HP

2 
solution preparation are presenled in Appendix B. 

In the frrst stage of our experiments we have established the etch rates of GaAs for different 
volume ratios (rJ ofthe C6Hg07:H20 2 solution. Because the resonant tunneling structures have 
the largest part of the top cl ad ding layers made from n +-GaAs we have used in this tests n • -GaAs 
substrate wafers. Before each etch operation in C6Hg07:H20 2 solution, the native oxide has been 
removed from the surface ofthe GaAs sample, using HCl:Hp (I :4). Without this stepthereis 
an uncontrollable delay ofthe normal etch start in the C~g07:H202 solution. Fig. 3.21 shows the 
results. These are very similar to those reported in [79]. The etch mechanism is reaction rate 
limited for rv > 2 and diffusion rate limited for rv < 2 [93]. Intheinset of Fig. 3.21 the linear time 
dependenee of the etch depth demonstrales the reaction-rate limited behaviour of the 
C6Hg07:H20 2 solution, for rv = 4. 

For AIAs, the etch rate measurement of any solution is complicated by the fact that the 
surface of this material is notstabie in the atmosphere. A lso, it is known that for 3 < rv < I 0 of 
the C6H80 7:HP2 solution, there is a significant decrease of the etch rates of AtGa1.,.As in 
comparison with GaAs when x increases from 0.3 to 0.45 [79]. So a very low etch ra te of the 
AlAs in the samevolume ratio range was expected. Forthese reasons the etch rate of AlAs and 
than the selectivity for GaAs over AlAs have been established indirectly, only for one 
composition ofthe C6Hg07:Hp2 solution. In this sense, we have used a particular structure with 
an AlAs stop layer of3 nm (see Fig. 3.22). The layer sequence on top ofthe AlAs layer reflects 
the structure used for our resonant tunneling devices, in front ofthe first harrier, but with a much 
thicker undoped GaAs layer. Also, we have chosen a C6H80 7:Hp2 salution with rv == 4. The 
reason has been dictated by the highest selectivity demonstraled by this solution composition for 
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Fig. 3.21 Etch rate of GaAs as a function ofC6H80 7!H20 2 volume ratio at room temperature (21 °C). 
The inset shows the etch depth versus etching time for GaAs in 4: I C6H80,1H20 2 solution. 
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Fig. 3.22 Etch depth versus time forthetest structure sketched in the right side ofthe graph using a 
sol ut ion of 4: I C6H80,1H20 2. 

GaAs over Al045Gaa_65As [79]. Fig. 3.22 shows the etch depth as a function ofthe etch time for 
the test structure mentioned above. As observed, the GaAs layers were etched rapidly. After this, 
the etch rate decreased precipitously, when the AlAs layer was encountered. Immediately the 
AlAs was etched through to expose the lower GaAs layer, the etch rate increased again. lt should 
be noted that it took over 10 min to etch through only 3 nm-thick AlAs layer. This translates to 
an etch rate of less than 0.3 nmlmin and a selectivity for GaAs over AlAs of around 1500. Also 
this experiment has shown that there is no visible difference in etching of doped and undoped 
GaAs, with the C6HgÜ7:HP2 (4:1) solution. 

In our three terminal DBRT device fabrication we also had to remove selectively the first 
AlAs barrier ofthe structure. As mentioned above HF can be used for selective etching of AlAs 
over GaAs. In epitaxiallift-off experirnents [92] it was shown that the selectivity in concentrated 
HF (48%) can be higher than 107

• In these experiments the etch rate of A!As has been reported 
as being as high as 1 mrn/hour, depending on HF concentration and temperature. Our processing 
conditions are different than those of the epitaxial lift-off process. Thus, if in our case the etch 
is accomplished in the usual way, vertically through resist opened pattems, in the epitaxiallift-off 
the etching proceeds in the horizontal plan, the solution using an as narrow access space as the 
thickness of the A!As layer. So we expect that the A!As etch ra te is considerably higher in our 
case. Because the thickness ofthe A!As barrier is very small (2.5 nrn) and the underlying GaAs 
layer (quantum well) is also thin (5.0 nrn) we have used a very diluted HF solution and the 
etching process takes place at low temperature and for a very short time. In this way we have 
avoided any risc ofthe GaAs layer penetration. Details conceming this selective process are found 
in the Appendix B. 
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b) Selective Dry Etching 

Selective RIE of GaAs to AlAs, using pure CC12F2 etching gas, has been successfully tested 
and then used for three terminal DBRT device fabrication at Duisburg University, Semiconductor 
Devices Group. The work was performed in a conventional planar RIE system, developed by 
Oxford Plasma Technology, using RF power at 13.56 MHz to ignite and maintain the plasma. 

In the etching process of GaAs the main role is played by chlorine (Cl) atoms which forms 
by ion-induced reaelions volatile products with both Gaand As, gallium chloride (GaC13) and 
arsenic chloride (AsCI3). Removal ofGaC13 is slower than AsC13 (high vapour pressure) and in 
pure chlorine plasmas will be the limiting step ofthe etching rate [76]. Besides Cl atoms, other 
species contained in the plasma, as CF x radicals, are involved intheGaAs etching [94, 95). As 
mentioned above, when we discussed about Si02 dry etching, halocarbon radicals can deposit on 
the substrate surface to form a polymer thin layer [86, 94). In the present case this layer is 
continually removed by ion bombardment but it slows down significantly the etch rate in 
comparison with the etching process using pure chlorine plasmas. 

Conceming A!As, the very low etching rate in CC12F2 discharges is caused by the formation 
ofnonvolatile AlF3, with a high sublimation temperature of 1291 oe [86]. Although we did not 
measure exactly the Al As etch rate, establishing only the evident role of etch stopping played by 
a very thin AlAs layer (2.5nm), we expect that the selectivity in our processing conditions is 
- 450 [87]. The exact description ofthe process parameters is presentedinAppendix B. 

3.3.3 Gold Plating and Airbridge Fabrication 

Plating in microelectronics serves to many purposes. Thus, it may be used to create a second 
level of metallization, which increases metal thick.ness and improves conductivity, to provide 
propitious (favourable) surface for wire bonding, to form backside plated heat sinks, or to 
fabricate bridge interconnections. On GaAs and in general III-V compound based devices the 
plating metal is almost always gold. Comparative withother metals, suitable for plating and used 
in the silicon processing, gold has many advantageous properties. Of course, the first of them is 
that gold plates very wel!. Then, it has high electrical and thermal conductivity, is easily soldered 
or welded, is resistant to oxidation, and is ductile. Many of these parameters exhibit degradation 
as other metals are alloyed with gold. For this reason, the gold used for electronic devices is 
highly pure, usually 99.99% or better. Obtaining of such a purity and also some other 
requirements, specific for gold plating in microelectronics, can be accomplished easiest using 
commercial plating compositions intended for semiconductor use. In this way we have proceeded 
for our plating necessities in the processing ofthe DBRT devices. As a main goal, we have used 
electroplating of gold for air bridge fabrication. In the same time, however, we have obtained 
thick metal on the device pads which has been benefit for 'on wafer' ac and de measurements and 
of course for wire bonding when it was necessary. In this section the gold plating process is 
described, first, as it was developed in our laboratory. Then, we show how this process has been 
used for the fabrication of airbridges. 

The plating equipment has been assembied in our laboratory. As seen in Fig. 3.23, in 
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it looks as a classica] deposition equipment used in electrochemistry. There are, however, some 
special requirements, imposed by the nature of plated material (gold) and the characteristics of 
the plating area. To avoid any contamination the anode material is from platinized titanium. Also, 
its cylindrical shape ensures a radial symmetry of the electric field and therefore of the current 
lines. The platingfactor (exposed area divided by total wafer area) of our samples is, in genera!, 
very smal!. This makes the achievement ofthe correct current density difficult by simple use of 
the sample as a cathode. To resolve this problem the sample is mounted on a plate whose exposed 
area is much larger than the sample plating area and is also plated during the electrodeposition 
process. In this way the larger exposed area ofthe cathode determines the current density, almast 
independent of the variations in the pattem on the sample. The bath is maintained at a constant 
temperature using a hot plate controlled by the electrical response of a thermometer. The hot plate 
ensures also a tunable magnetic stirring ofthe solution. At last, the current is driven by a constant 
de current source-monitor. Not figured in Fig. 3.23, a pH-meter and a gravimeter are used to 
check periodically the corresponding bath characteristics. 

The plating bath has been prepared using a PUR-A-GOLD 202 B proprietary composition 
from Enthone-Omi. This bath, as the most dedicated to semiconductor use, is a mild acidic 
salution which utilizes for plating the gold cyanide complex (Au(CN);). The souree of the 
cyanide complex is the potassium gold cyanide (KAu(CN)2), and the buffered acidic character 
is ensured by the orthophosphoric acid (H3P04). We suppose that except these basic components 
other ingredients are included, such as carrying current species (conductive salts) and leveHing 
agents. The role of the leveHing agents is to improve the throwing power, which expresses the 
ability ofthe plating bath to produce uniform deposits of uniform thickness on cathodes having 
irregular surfaces. 

TheAu(CN); complex is very stabie in aqueous solution, with the equilibrium constant of 
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5xl0"39 [96]. This means that the Au is tightly bound in the cyanide complex and few free Au' 
ions exist in the solution. Therefore, gold plating does not proceed in the simplified manner of 
the classica! free roetal ion electrodeposition. The electrochemical reaction involves the entire 
complex and can be expressed by 

Au(CN); + e- =Au+ 2CN .. (3 .17) 

Although gold plating has an old and vast utilization, in very different fields, fundamental, well 
documented studies of the kinetics and electrochemistry of the process are surprisingly sparse. 

The thickness and quality of the deposited gold layer is determined by many parameters. First 
of all, there are of course, the two parameters contained in the Faraday's electrolysis law, the 
current density and time. Other factors are temperature, agitation, solution gold content, pH, 
specific gravity, leveHing agents, and cathode geometry, position and orientation. The producer 
of the bath components indicates the vaiues of airoost all the above parameters, for an optimum 
process (see Appendix B). In practice, however, for specitic lab conditions and especially plating 
pattems, starting from the producer specifications the value of some parameters has to be altered. 

Our plating experiments have beendoneon thin gold layers, deposited on a GaAs substrate. 
The plating pattem, defined in photoresist, was similar with that one used later in the fabrication 
of the air bridges. As a rule, the photoresist thickness has to be Iarger than the thickness of the 
layer to be plated, so we used AZ 4330 resist, also involved in the air bridge processing. Initially, 
the plating conditions have been generally in the limits indicated in the process specifications: 
density current J = 0.15 A/dm2

, temperature 8 = 40°C, pH= 5.7, solution gold content eAu= 
lOg/I, and agitation r. = 80 rot/min. We made an option fora lower temperature value to avoid 
too much solution evaporation during the process, our plating bath being open, in an extractive 
cabinet. In these conditions we obtained an Au plated layer which had a good aspect ( surface 
morphology) but was quite nonuniform in thickness. The Jack ofuniformity has been observed 
both at the individual pattem level and along the whole sample. On the individual pattems the 
plating rate was higher near the resist wal! than in the middle, giving rise to the so called "rabbit 
ears". This phenomena of the "rabbit ears" appearance seemed to be the most important 
drawback. To explain it and how a uniform plating on our patterns can be obtained, some 
considerations concerning the transport ofthe ions and leveHing agents at the plating surface have 
to be done [97] . The local rate of electrodeposition varies with position depending on how many 
gold complex ions and levelling agents reach the open catbode surface. In genera!, the different 
ion species are transported in the solution both by the action of the established electric field 
(migration) and also by diffusion. When stirring is involved, we speak too about the transport by 
convection. In the case ofthe gold cyanide complex anions, because the deposition reaction (eq. 
3.17) takes place to the cathode, the diffusion ( convection) and migration flux es are opposite. To 
obtain deposition the ditfusion (convection) must dominate the migration ofthe gold containing 
i ons. So we consider that in normal plating conditions the prevalent mechanism of transport of 
the Au(CN); ions to the cathode electrode is by diffusion (convection). Conceming the leveHing 
agents, it is assumed that they are transported to the plating surface only by (convective) diffusion 
[97]. There, they are adsorbed and direct or indirect, by their reaction products, act to inhibit the 
roetal deposition. In these conditions we can suppose that both ions and inhibitors move in the 
solution mainly by diffusion (convection). Now, since a higher concentration of inhibitors is 
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expected at points on the electrode that are exposed to a high diffusive flux, metal deposition is 
selectively suppressed in this points. Hence, as the surface plating advances, protrusions tend to 
attenuate and cavities tend to til!. The rather complicated geometry of the resist pattem would 
result in highly nonuniform diffusive fluxes which make difficult to estimate the evolution of the 
process. In a simplified picture, however, consictering the overcut profile of the resist edge 
pattem, we can consider that at low agitation levels the diffusion fluxes are lower in the middle 
of the pattems and higher nearby walls, as predicted in [97]. This determines the "rabbit ears" 
appearance of the plating profile, indicating a low level of the leveHing agents. Explaining the 
nonuniform plating causes we could discem the way to obtain a better profile layer. Thus, in the 
quasi-absence ofthe leveHing agents, the modality of equalization ofthe diffusion fluxesalong 
the pattem surface is the increase of the agitation and/or temperature. And, indeed, experiments 
performed using the same starting conditions, except the agitation and temperature, which have 
been settled to higher values, gave much better results. Other improvements, as the u se of a disc 
shape like cathode instead of an rectangular one and a stirrer which gives a more uniform 
agitation, contributed also to the establishing of the optimum plating process. The conditions of 
the optirnized gold plating process are specified in the Appendix B. 

After finishing the gold plating process we could start the fabrication of the airbridge 
interconnections. In conneetion with this, we have benefited by collaboration with the Duisburg 
University [49, 98]. 

The airbridges have several advantages over the dielectric crossovers extensively used in 
microwave integrated circuits (MI Cs). These include low parasitic capacitance, the ability to carry 
substantial current and immunity to edge profile problems [31]. Our choice for this type of 
interconnection was determined especially by the first two qualities. Low parasitic capacitance, 
between the bridge and any metallization beneath, follows from the large spacing and low 
dielectric constant of the intervening isolator materiaL Air has a much lower dielectric constant 
than any other dielectric, and the space under the airbridge is usually considerable higher than the 
thickness of typical dielectrics (several hundreds of nanometres). In this way the airbridge 
crossovers are less capacitive than the dielectric type by a factor (typically) offive to twenty [31]. 
The substantial metal thickness of plated bridges permit device operation at high current density. 
Also, the risk of shorts between metallizations, at high current densities, is al most inexistent in 
the case of airbridges. 

The fabrication process ofairbridges involves many steps (see Fig. 3.24). We have discussed 
about the photolithographic steps in subsection 3.2.2a. Here, we stress only some processing 
aspects specific to the airbridge fabrication, contained otherwise in a technica! form, in the 
process recipes presentedinAppendix B (processes B.8 and B.9). As seen in Fig. 3.24-1 the 
processstarts with a lithographic step by which windows are opened in the resist mask over the 
metallization places that necessitate interconnection. Then a thin Au layer (50-lOOnm) is applied 
over the entire sample. Further on, the second lithographic step follows. This time the resist 
patteming involves the windowing of bath the areas opened in the first resist layer and the 
conneetion areas between these (see Fig. 3.24-3). The sample is then plated, the thin metallayer 
conducting the plating current to all parts ofthe wafer. After the plating operation, the two resist 
layers and the thin Au coating betweenthem are removed, leaving the plated bridges. For the first 
lithographic eperation we have used AZ 4330A, a 3 ~m thick resist. After development and rinse 
a prolonged bake have been performed (see process B.8). This postbake is very important to 
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ensure a perfect dryness of the resist layer, otherwise, during the softbake of the second resist 
layer, the metal coating swells up insome places and the whole process would be compromised. 
The thin Au intermediate layer can be evaporated or sputtered. Sputtering, however, produces 
better coverage of all the features than does evaporation. The second lithographic process uses 
the 6 11m thick resist AZ 4620A. To avoid the stress on the metallayer and its deterioration the 
soft bake ofthis resist has been done aftera special procedure: first drying at room temperature, 
then baking on the hot plate and finally keeping the sample again at room temperature a certain 
interval of time before resist exposure (see process B.9). As in the first lithographic step, a 
postbake operation has been performed too, but using different conditions. In this case the resist 
layer must be sufficiently baked to withstand the plating environment. Finally, the resist and metal 
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Fig. 3.25 Gold bridges on a three terminal DBRT device. 

iayers have been removed individually, one after the other. Proceeding in this way any damage 
of the airbridge structure is avoided. The entire procedure is presented in the Appendix B. 
Fig. 3.25 shows air bridges realised during three terminal DBRT device processing. 

3.4 Design and Fabrication of Masks 

In this section we present some guiding lines conceming the design and fabrication of the 
masks, as they have been "crystallized" during our involving in this field . Here we specify that 
usually the proper design ofthe device "physical" aspect and that one ofthe corresponding masks 
is accomplished in parallel. For this reason the term "mask design" designates very often both 
types of activities and we adopted this acception. 

The mask design is very important in the processof device fabrication and, of course, for its 
later functioning. A "well thought" set of masks will ensure a "smooth" processing afterwards, 
without insurmountable difficulties. The device geometry together with the shape, dimensions 
and disposing of the contacts and pads have impact on the device performances. They determine 
too the access to the electrical and/or optica! measurements for device characterization and 
testing. So it is evident that the design of the masks has to be accomplished with discernment, 
taking into account also that high quality masks (see below) have considerable costs. 

In the previous sections about technology, we have seen that the device processing is 
structurized into two main categones ofprocesses, subtractive and additive. Also it was pointed 
out that each process is preceded by a lithographic step, which uses a specific mask. A mask 
consistsof a high quality glass plate (slide) which surface is coated by a pattemed thin film. For 
the pattemed layer hard-surface (chromium, iron oxide, silicon) or soft-surface materiais 
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(photoemulsion, photoresist) can be used. The pattems contained in a mask destined to a certain 
process form a reliele or layer. The term "reticle" is used particularly in the mask fabrication 
activity and "layer" in the mask design. As a rule, if the lithography is accomplished with a 
positive resist, the mask consistsin a light field reticle (layer) fora subtractive process and a dark 
field reticle for an additive one. Of course, the above rule reverses when a negative resist is used. 
Light and dark field terms refer to the fact that the "drawn" pattems on the mask are opaque or 
transparent, respectively, for the specific energetic souree of resist sensitizing, the rest ofthe mask 
being in opposite condition. 

During the mask design we distinguish many stages. In the first one, the different ''physical 
elements" ofthe devices (mesas, contacts, pads, etc.) and additional test configurations tagether 
with their form and dimensions are established. This is done in concordance with their 
functionality and working conditions, with the goal to obtain an optimum access to the properties 
of the device structure. All the options outlined during this step have to take into account the 
technologicallimits existing in the laboratory. 

The data from the first stage are then used in the next step to establish the shape and 
dimensions ofthe mask pattems corresponding to the different elements ofthe devices. This is 
perhaps the most important and difficult part ofthe mask design because now it has tobetaken 
into account all the deviations from "ideality" introduced by the different techno logica! processes, 
later, during device fabrication. The correct estimation of these deviations permits the design of 
mask pattems which will reproduce, after processing, the initia! data of the device elements 
without technological difficulties. We discuss some aspects conceming this delicate problem. 
When photolithography is used for pattem definition as in our case, this constitutes the most 
important souree of deviations. Insection 3.2.2 about photolithography we have pointed out that 
the edge diffraction effects determine in the resist image dimensional deviations from the mask 
features. If we define the dimensional deviation o as the difference between the dirneusion of the 
resist image and that one of the resist pattem (see Fig. 3.26a) then for the light field reticles 
(masks) o< 0 and for the dark field ones o> 0. An estimation ofthe ovalues for different types 
of resist is given in the Appendix B. Another type of deviation from ideality which can be 
introduced during the photolithographic process is the deviation from the designed superposition 
of two (consecutive) resist images (see Fig. 3.26b). This kind of deviation is caused by the 
misalignment. There are many sourees of misalignment. One of them proceeds from the 
impossibility to focus in the same time both the reticle and sample surface planes. This leads to 
the impossibility to use correctly the alignment marks from the mask. The above drawback 
proceeds from the gap between the mask and sample surfaces, introduced by the resist thickness 
and/or edge beads (see subsection 3.2.2a). There are means to remave the edge beads but ifthe 
resist thickness is the cause ofthe misalignment, this represents an unavoidable reality which has 
to be considered. Estimations of the misalignment introduced in this case, for different resists 
used in our photolithographic processing are presented in the Appendix B. Other sourees of 
misalignment are the design of the alignment marks, the bending of the mask plate, and the 
alignment mark shifts introduced in the different layers during the mask fabrications (see below). 

Between the two main groups of subtractive processes, wet and dry etching, the first one 
produces dimensional deviations of the pattems transferred in the sample versus mask features. 
Because ofthe underetch phenomena registered during the wet chemica! etching, the transferred 
features can be smaller (mesas) or larger (holes) than the designed ones on the mask. The 
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Fig. 3.26 Deviations from "ideality" introduced during the photolithographic process: (a) dimensional 
deviations due to diffraction edge effects and (b) misalignment. 

underetch depends of the resist adhesion: it can be limited by a proper choice of the resist, but 
never be avoided. In the Appendix B, the underetch produced of the wet chemica! etching 
processes used in our device fabrication is evaluated. 

After the complete estimation of the mask feature geometry they are drown using a specitic 
software program. For our masks we have used the XDALI program, developed at the Delft 
University for IC mask design. The drawing strategy is to realize a "horizontal" grouping ofthe 
pattems, on devices and test configurations, and a "vertical"one, on layers corresponding to all 
lithograpbic processes during device fabrication. Finally, we get layered patterns for each device, 
separately. During this stage we have to design the alignments marks too. The alignment marks 
permit the correct superposition ofthe resist images corresponding to patterns which belong to 
different layers. During processing the alignrnent marks from a layer are transferred onto the 
sample, via the resist image. Subsequently, these "marks" on the sample are used for the 
alignrnent ofthe next layer. These marks always have to ensure an alignment with an accuracy 
better than the smallest geometrical difference between the superirnposed layer features. Evident 
in this calculus we have to take into account also the deviations from ideality appearing during 
the device processing, discussed previously. When the difference is very small the adequate 
design of the alignment marks becomes crucial. The problem involves in fact, the foresight of 
sufficient and suitable geometrical elements which, by sequentia! transfer onto the sample using 
specific processes, ensure the alignrnents of the features with the desired accuracy. As an 
example, in Fig. 3.27 there are shown the alignment marks designed for the processing of our 
three terminal DBRT devices. Usually the alignment marks on the different layers determine a 
strict sequence of the processing steps initially established. lt is much better, however, if the 
design of these permits the change ofthe processing sequence, in this way offering tlexibility to 
the device fabrication. The alignment marks presented in Fig. 3.27 ensure such a flexibility for 
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Fig. 3.27 Alignment marks designed on the masks destined to the three terminal DBRT device 
fabrication. 
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The last stage of the mask design consists in the integration of all the pattems drawn 
previously for devices, test configurations and of course, alignment marks into a ma in cel!. The 
arrangement of the features has to be logically and clear. Different "fields" of pattems are 
realized, the grouping of these being made after common characteristics of the devices they 
represent. The fields are labelled in a concise and suggestive marmer. Finally, the device patterns 
have to be arranged in a matrix form with lines and rows spacial separated, which go along the 
whole cel!. In this way, after processing, ifnecessary, the separation ofthe devicesin chips is easy 
to be accomplished, without the risk to be damaged. 

The mask fabrication comes to materialize the former design activity. We havenotbeen 
directly involved in the fabrication of our masks for the DBRT devices, but our experience shows 
that a permanent contact with the mask manufacturer (maker) during the whole period of 
fabrication leads to a rapid and good quality execution. Some aspects which can appear after the 
mask fabrication have to be pointed out. Actually, the mask fabrication is accomplished in a 
nurnber ofways [99]. In principle, all ofthem arebasedon a lithographic process, during which 
a sophisticated electron-beam or optica! imaging system is used. The imaging systems realize the 
conversion of the digitized data representing the designed layers into a "physical" image, 
developed in the radiation sensitive material lying on the mask plate. Our masks have been 
realized with an optica! imaging system at MESA Research Institute, University of Twente. This 
system is a pattem generator which takes the digitized data and converts them to a series of 
optica! flash exposures on the photoresist-coated chromium plate [99,100] . Using the pattem 
generator, reticles have been fabricated after all layers representing the main cel!. After this, 
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because our lithographic technique is basedon the contact printing optical exposure (see section 
3.2.2), from each reticle (layer) obtained previously, arrays ofthe main cel! have been generated 
on other chromium plates. This eperation has been accomplished with a photorepeater, which is 
a laser interferometer-metered step-and-repeat camera [99,100]. So, each ready mask contains 
finally arrays of the main cell corresponding to different technological steps of the device 
processing. 

After fabrication the masks must be checked attentively and all the nonconformities with the 
design or defects due to processing have to be rectified. The glass plate of the mask can have 
different thicknesses. The choice ofthe plate thickness must be done in conneetion with the own 
lithographic equipment. If there is any possibility of plate bending then thicker plates will be 
preferred. This wiJl delermine a higher energy absorption by the plate, but with a longer exposure 
time the problem can be resolved. Finally, we point out a drawback which can appear during the 
second main step of mask fabrication, the photorepeating of the main cell reticles. The 
photocopying operation is submitted to positioning errors during the horizontal movement ofthe 
stage on which the mask glass plate lays. The errors translate finally in misalignments of the 
corresponding array elements situated on different masks (layers). The alignment deviations can 
be in this situation as high as (up to) 0.5 ~m [100]. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Except for the epitaxial growth, the technological processes used for the fabrication of the 
two and three terminal RT devices are presenled in detail. The basic idea ofthe presentation is 
the understanding of the process mechanism and their direction of evolution. In this sense an 
exhaustive description ofthe processes is carried out, basedon pertinent studies in the literature 
and our own experience. Special attention has been paid to the dual image resist photolithography 
for specific applications, wet chemical etching, selective etching of GaAs and Al GaAs, and gold 
plating for air bridge interconnections. Based on accepted descriptions of the metallurgical 
behaviour of two of the most used metallization schemes for ohmic contacts, the contact 
formation of our Ge/Ni/ Au contact sequence is illustrated. 

Some guiding lines conceming the design and fabrication of masks, as they have been 
"crystallized" during the development of a mask set for the 3T device processing, are also 
inc!uded. It is concluded that between this activity and the knowledge gained in the technological 
field there is a strong interdependence. 

The level of optimization of the technological processes described in this chapter permits a 
high quality processing ofthe 2T and 3T DBRT devices presenled in the next sections. Also, they 
can be used in good conditions for the approach of other kinds of modem compound 
semiconductor devices, such as HBT's [98], MESFET's [23], and HEMT's [23, 101]. 
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4 
Two Terminal DBRT Devices 

4.1 Introduetion 

Tostart the three terminal (3T) DBRT device approach without being sufficiently involved 
in all problems conceming the DBRT diodes it would undoubtedly be nonrealistic. So, naturally, 
an important part of the work spent during the etaboration of this thesis has been devoted to the 
study of the two terminal DBRT devices from all points of view, fabrication, characterisation 
(electrical measurements) and modeling. This activity not only paved the way for the realisation 
ofthe 3T resonant tunneling devices but affered us interesting insights conceming the physics of 
the DBRT diode. 

For our DBRT diodes we made use of structures grown from GaAs/Al0.4Gao.6As and 
GaAs/AlAs material systems, which have been grown by MBE at the Solid State Physics 
Department of Eindhoven University. 

The DBRT diode processing has been accomplished in several ways. One can say that there 
existed a natura! evolution in this sense, from simple to complex. The first diodes have been 
processed in the most direct way, using only three main fabrication steps, device area definition 
by mesa etching and twice contacting.These normal (vertical) diodes, contacted on the front and 
back side, proved to be a true confirmation of the quality of the structures which we have used, 
giving the "green" signa! for more complex processings. The necessity of such processings was 
imposed by measurement reasons. Both the DC and especially AC measurements require devices 
with an active area as small as possible. In this situation the electrical access to the device is 
realised with connections via measurement pads placed on the front si de of the sample. This idea 
has been carried out in two ways. In a first variant the interconnections between top cantacts and 
pads lie directly on the sample, the mesa edges being isolated from them with a thin Si02 film. 
In the second variant no isolation was necessary because air bridge interconnections have been 
used. All the three rnadalities of processing are presented in the following. The first two 
processing ways constitute the subject ofthe next section from this chapter and the third one will 
bedescribed in chapter 5 because it is in conneetion with the fabrication ofthe 3T-DBRT devices 
(simultaneous processing using the same masks). During processing activity we have realised the 
optimization of many of the processes involved in the different ways of device fabrication. A 
detailed presentation of all these processes has been done in the previous chapter. Here we point 
out only the fact that in conneetion with the first two procedures of device processing we paid 
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special attention to the wet chemica! etching, the lift -off process using dual image photoresist, 
in both direct and image reversal variants, and the photolithographic process (with the same kind 
ofresist) suitable for the limitation ofthe dimensional deviation ofthe resist image versus mask 
pattem. 

After the device fabrication this chapter describes the electrical measurements of the 2T
DBRT devices. Both room temperature and temperature dependent DC measurements are 
presented and evaluated comparatively conceming the different device structures, with reference 
also to the performances of similar devices described in the literature. We refer then to the AC 
measurements, carried out at room temperature. 

The last part ofthe chapter is devoted to the modeling ofthe DBRT diode. First, the model 
developed in the group is presented. Then the results ofthe model are discussed in comparison 
with our DC measurements previously introduced. 

4.2 Device Fabrication 

As mentioned above the 2T -DBRT devices have been fabricated from MBE grown structures 
basedon the GaAs!Al.Ga1_,As material system. Totally, three structures have been processed, the 
layer sequence and their characteristics being shown in Table 4.1. For identification we have 
maintained the structure name used at the growth place. As can be seen, conceming the thickness 
and doping profile ofthe layers forming the cladding regions, the structures are quite sirnilar. The 
superlattice (layer 3) inserted before the active (double harrier quanturn wel!) region for the 
structures W309 and W488 is intended to improve the quality ofthe next grown layers. Bothof 
the structures WilS and W309 have been grown on n++-GaAs substrate while for the structure 
W488 a semi-insulating (SI) substrate has been used. The active region has AIAs harriers in the 
structures W309 and W488, and lower Al04Gao_6As harriers in the structure WilS. 

The first processing way we describe in this section represents the most usual and simplest 
procedure to fabricate semiconductor (GaAs) diodes. This means that it includes notmore than 
three main steps: one for the device defmition and another two for the fabrication ofthe contacts. 
Sometimes a sample polishing step is used for device separation reasons. This kind of processing 
necessitates only one mask containing pattems which finally will be replicated on the sample, 
leading to the corresponding device fabrication. In our case we have benefited of a mask with 
square, rhombic and circular patterns with characteristic dimensions of S, I 0, 20, 30, 40 and SO 
!Jm. The mask has been available in both variants, light and dark field. The use of one or the other 
variant depends of the photolithographic process intended to be used, direct or image reversal 
process. Also, using one of the mask variant, filled patterns (dots) of the above shapes are 
replicated intheresist film and then transferred into the sample but making use ofboth ofthe two 
variants, in a suitable sequence, piereed patterns (rings) with the same geometries can be 
obtained. In the following we refer to both possibilities. Everywhere, an image reversal 
photolithographic process has been used. As seen in Fig. 4.1 the dot device processing contains 
three main steps. First, using the mask, the top device contact is deposited by the lift-off 
procedure. This means that at the end ofthis step (specific) metal dots !ie on the sample surface. 
These dots are subsequently used as mask for the next main step, the mesa wet chemica! etching 
for device definition. Finally, the second contact is deposited on the whole back side of the 
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Table 4.1 Structure ofthe MBE grown wafers WilS , W309 and W488. 
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Fig. 4.1 Processing flow for the dot 2T DBRT device fabrication. "B.i" denote the process "recipe" 
detailed in the Appendix B. 
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sample. The ring processing is very similar with the above description of the dot device 
fabrication except that in the first main step a supplementary lithograpbic process with the 
complementary mask is used. 

The second modality of2T-DBRT device processing has been accomplished using masks 
from a set designed in collaboration with Duisburg University of Technology (DU), 
Semiconductor Devices Group, for the fabrication ofboth HEMTs (MESFETs) (1] and DBRT 
diodes. The mask pattems used during the processing to obtain the different device components 
(mesas, contacts, pads) are likewise those introduced in our masks for the fabrication of the same 
kind of devices (see section 5.3 ofthe next chapter). A typical device layout is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The specific design of the pads permits the access with Cascade probes for microwave 
measurements and of course better conditions (on wafer) for other kinds of electrical 
measurements. We specify also that square shape devices with the charactenstic dimeosion of 4, 
6, I 0 and 25 1-J.ffi are obtained using these masks. The processing procedure contains four main 
steps in this case (see Fig. 4.3). Because of the mask design the most difficult step is the 
deposition ofthe contacts (step 3). Thus, between the pattems destined for mesa etching and those 
for top contact deposition there is a relative small difference ( ~ 1.5 1-J.ffi ). Moreover, the pattems 
for both top and bottorn contact deposition are situated on the same mask. In these conditions, 
using opticallithography and wet chemica! etching, the positioning of the top contact on the mesa 
surface without reaching its edges have constituted a real problem. We have surmounted this 
difficulty developing a specific lithograpbic process for the limitation of the dimensional 
deviations ofthe resit image from the mask pattem (see section 3.3.2b and Appendix B, B.2). 
With the same purpose, the mesa definition has been performed using a wet chemica! etching 
process with low underetch. Because the interconnections between the top contacts and 
measurement pads lie on the sample surface we have to choose the suitable orientation of the 
sample before the lithographic process for etching, which can ensure fmally the positioning ofthe 
middle pads on the part ofthe mesas with overcut profile (there is no rotational symmetry ofthe 

Fig. 4.2 2T DBRT layout on the EUT-DU mask set. 
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Fig. 4.3 Processing flow ofthe 2T DBRT device fabrication using EUT-DU mask set. "B.i" denote the 
process "recipe" detailed in the Appendix 8. 
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1J 

Fig. 4.3 (continued) 

masks). At last, the use ofthe Si02 for electrical isolation imposes the use ofthe primer in the 
subsequent photolithographic processes and also a specific metallization for the pads, both of 
them from adhesion reasons. Fig. 4.4 shows a 2T-DBRT device processed by means ofthe EUT
DU mask set. 

The third procedure for 2T DBRT device processing, with air bridge interconnections 
between the top contact and measurement pads, is part of the 3T DBRT processing and, as 
mentioned, will bedescribed in the next chapter. We here only specify that the devices fabricated 
in this way have square active areas with the characteristic dimension of 10, 14, 20, and 28 J.lffi . 
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Fig. 4.4 2T DBRT device processed by means ofthe EUT-DU mask set. 

4.3 Measurements 

4.3.1 DC Measurements 

As known, the I-V characteristic ofthe DBRT devices represents a powerful characterization 
tooi of the device structure. In the following we make a minute analysis of the DC data for our 
2T DBRT devices from which we infer specific features ofthe resonant tunneling process. 

a) Room Temperafure DC Measurements 

The .room temperature (Kf) DC measurements have been accomplished on-wafer, using high 
quality probes, with an HP 4141B DC souree/monitor system, computer controlled by the IC
CAP 4.4 software package. The system is equipped with four programmabie souree/monitor units 
(SMUs), two programmabie voltage sources, two voltage monitors, and an active ground unit. 
The SMUs can be used in the voltage mode - constant voltage supply with the measure of the 
corresponding current- or inverse, in the current mode. Each SMU output is connected to a 
triaxial output connector. The centre conductor is connected to the Sense line, a high input 
impedance voltage monitor. The inter-conductor, Force line, is the output ofthe voltage souree 
or current source. This "Force" and "Sense" contiguration enables accurate voltage measurements 
regardless ofthe voltage drop along the output cable (Kelvin connections). The outer-conductor 
is connected to the Guard terminal ofthe SMU, which maintains the samevoltage as that ofthe 
"Force" terminal. This helps to accurately measure low currents. The ground unit (GNDU) has 
a "Force" and "Sense" line similar to that ofthe SMU with the view to keeping the input voltage 
at 0 V, which helps more the accurate voltage measurements by the SMU. For our 2T DBRT 
device measurements we have used a SMU and the GNDU. 
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Before to present the DC results ofthe 2T DBRT devices we specify that after processing, 
for each sample, we have detennined the contact resistance of the device ohm ie contacts. This 
has been accomplished using the "classica!" transmission line model (TLM) [1,2] on specif'ic 
metallized test pattem defined during processing. The test pattem is composed from similar 
ohmic contact areas, differently spaced, as illustrated intheinset of Fig. 4.5. The contacts have 
the width W, the length L, and are separated by a variabie distance l;. The who1e pattem is mesa 
isolated to restriet current to flow only across the distance 1;. In this conditions the total resistance 
between two consecutive contactscan be expressed as: 

_ I;_ Lr I; 
R,- 2Rc + R5"-- 2Rshc-+ R5" -, for Lr« L w w w (4.1) 

where Re is the contact resistance of the ohmic contact area, R51, is the sheet resistance of the 
semiconductor contact layer between the contacts, R51.c is the sheet resistance of the material 
under the contact and Lr the transfer length (the lateral distance required for the current to flow 
into ( or out of) the ohmic contact. The plot of the Rr versus the contact separation (/;) yields Re 
and RSh. Fig. 4.5 exemplifies the procedure in the case of a processing ofthe sample W488, using 
our designed masks where the sequence of l;'s is 3, 6, 12, 24,48 llffi. The EUT-DU masks contain 
also test patterns for ohmic contact detennination with l;'s of2.5, 5, 10, 20 and 40 11m. In genera!, 
we have obtained for our DBRT devices Re ~ 0.1 Omm, which indicate a good quality of the 
ohmic contacts [2]. As observed in Fig. 4.5, if we know R510 which in alloyed contacts is 
different from Rsh (lower), the plot Rr (l) pennits also to detennine Lr and then the specific 
contact resistance r0=ReWLr [8]. These two quantities arealso used for the characterization ofthe 
ohmic contacts. Technically, the RSJ.c can be found by measuring the contact end resistance RE 
[!, 2, 3]. However consictering RSJ.c = RSh we found values of the re around 1x10-6 Ocm2

, 

6.0 .... 

~ 

: ~· 
........... R

1
=2Rc+ ~I 

0.0 \ 
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I,= 2 f4,c Lr 
RSJ. 
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/[Jlm] 
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Fig. 4.5 Plot ofthe measured resistance versus distance between consecutive test ohmic contacts on a 
pattem as shown in the inset. The sample has been processed from the W488 wafer. The characteristic 
ohmic contact quantities extracted in this case have the values Re= 0.045 !lmm, Rsn = 32.2 Q/o, Lr= 
1.38 J..lm and re= 1.24xl 0-6 !lcm2

• Lr andreare evaluated consirlering Rs11e = R51,. 
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which, even taken into account the underestimation of this quantity caused by the approximation, 
proves again the good quality of our ohmic contacts. 

Fig. 4.6 shows representative I-V characteristics ofthe 2T DBRT devices proceeding from 
the three different samples which we have processed, namely WIJS, W309, and W488. 
Characteristic data of these measurements are given in Table 4.2. The positive polarity 
corresponds to the situation when the electrous are injected from the substrate side towards the 
top ofthe device. 
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Table 4.2 Characteristic DC data of2T DBRT devices from samples WilS, W309, and W488. 

As observed, the negative differential resistance (NDR) region of the characteristics is 
distorted by oscillations of the devices in the measuring circuit. From this reason the values of 
the valley current density Uv) and voltage (V.) can not be determined quite accurately. To have 
a discussion basis we iterate here that the structure of the devices proceeding from the three 
samples have the same geometry and doping profile in the cladding regions. The differences 
regard the substrate used for growth, n++-GaAs for WIJS and W309, and SI-GaAs for W488, and, 
much more important, the harrier materialand thickness, AI04Gao.6As/S.6 nm for those from 
WilS and A!As/2.S nm for those from the other two samples, W309 and W488. 

It is quite difficult to make a real comparison of the DC properties of our devices to the data 
from literature. On the one hand they refer to structures with a high variety of structural 
parameters, which do not fit from a study to another and of course with ours. On the other hand, 
they are sometimes inconsistent with each other, that is understandable if we take into account 
the high sensitivity ofthe DBRT device electrical properties to the quality ofthe active structure 
(growth conditions) [4] . However systematic experimental studies descrihing the influence of 
some structural parameters, such as the harrier thickness and energetic height [5-9] or the 
quanturn well width [9, I 0], are useful in the DC analysis of our devices. The above remarques 
suggest us that a comparative analysis ofthe DC results seems to be the most indicated, some 
defming characteristics ofthe tunneling processin DBRT devices being pointed out. In this sense, 
we first ob serve that the devices proceeding from all the structures have asymmetrie I-V 
characteristics regarding the polarity. However, conceming this aspect we retain that the I-V 
characteristic asymmetry ofthe W488 devicesis in opposite sense than that corresponding to the 
other two kinds of devices. Then, the WilS devices have the lowest peak current density (Jp) 
corresponding to the lowest VP. JP's for the W309 and W488 devices (identica] structures on 
different substrates) are different but correspond to the same V P for the forward bias. Further on, 
we remarque that besides the main peak all the I-V characteristics show a small feature 
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Fig. 4.6 1-V characteristics for 2T DBRT devices proceeding from samples WIJ5 (a), W309 (b), and 
W488 (c). (d) and (e) show all the characteristics, by comparison, for the positive and negative polarity, 
respectively. 
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(undulation) at lower biases. Finally, we mention that the peak to valley ratio (rl>'v) increases from 
sample to sample in the order Wll5, W309 and W488, manifestinga similar asymmetry for all 
the samples. 

To explain some of these characteristics first we makesome remarques conceming the DC 
behaviour of a DBRT diode. These are also useful for the discussion of the I-V characteristic 
temperature dependenee whîch we present later on, in the next paragraph. Fig. 4.7 shows a 
detailed picture of the band diagram for the emitter and barrier (active) regions which mainly 
determines how the current flows through the device. As mentioned already in chapter 2 and is 
clearly presented in Fig. 4.7, under bias conditions an accumulation layer arises in front ofthe 
first harrier where, energetically, the electrans reside in bath usual conduction band three
dimensional (3D) states and in quasi-two-dimensional (2D) states. Using Fig. 4.7 and the 
expressions of the current density corresponding to the two energetic domains from the 
accumulation layer (see Eqs. 2.24 and 4.5) we can assert that the current flow depends on two 
main factors: the longitudinal electron supply and the transmission probability through the DBRT 
structure. The first factor is in conneetion with the 3 D electron energy distribution in the 
tunneling direction and 2D electron concentration corresponding to the different emitter quasi 
levels. Conceming this aspect a common quantity for the two kind of electrans used to calculate 
the current density is: 

g(E.}= m~:~T ln[l+exp( E~~:· )] (4.2) 

g(EJ is the integral ofthe Fermi-Dirac distribution function.f(E) times the density of states over 
the 2D k space parallel to the interfaces and bas the meaning of electron surface concentratien 
in the plan perpendicular to the tunneling direction corresponding to a certain longitudinal 
energyE=. In Eq. 4.2 EF and Ez are measured from the minimum ofthe conduction band (Ec) at 
the interface with the first barrier. Fig. 4.8 shows the dependenee of g(Ez) fora particular EF and 

Fig. 4.7 Detail ofthe accumulation and harrier region band diagram. 
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Fig. 4.8 g(E,) function for EF = 70 me V and different temperatures. 

taken the temperature as a parameter. As observed g(E:) monotorrous decreases with energy and 
monotorrous increases with temperature for all energies. Changing bias conditions g(E=) is 
changed because EF is changed and the eruitter quanturn wel! is modified, resulting the change 
ofthe position ofthe quasi-levels, both versus Ec and EF. As known, the transmission probability 
(T101) peaks sharply at electron longitudinal energies corresponding to each quasi-level in the 
quanturn well DBRT structure. Also, the quasi-levels have a certain energetic width (I' 7), which 
corresponds to the full energetic width at half maximum of the transmission probability. r T is 
deterrnined by the intrinsic characteristics ofthe active region (geometry and materials) (I',) and 
the scattering phenomena in the well (I's) (see section 2.2). The peak of T,01 decreases with bias 
(the increase ofthe energetic asymmetry) (JJ) while r T increases because Ofthe increase ofrw 
The position ofthe quasi-levels in the quanturn well are mainly deterrnined by its width (narrow 
quanturn well higher position as has already shown in Fig. 2.2a), the harrier thickness and height 
having less influence in this sense. One can say that rn depends on the effective harrier 
( V:,ff- = V8 - E.) seen by the electron with the energy equal with the corresponding quasi-level (see 
Eq. 2.11 and Fig.2.2b ). Therefore the higher levels in the quanturn wel! have larger r •. A lso the 
increase of well width results in the decrease of rn in conneetion with the above mentioned 
phenomenon of lowering of the quasi-level position. Finally, as expressed by Eq. 2.11, r. 
decreases exponentially with the increase of the harrier thickness. Within this picture we can 
assert that changing the bias conditions the main peak of the current density occurs when the 
ground state EA 1 ofthe accumulation region quanturn wellis aligned with the ground state E1 or 
the next level E2 ofthe active region quanturn weil, depending on the device structure [12, 13, 
14]. Here we point out that the contiguration of the accumulation quanturn well depends not only 
of the eruitter layer but also on the harrier region in front of it. The position of the peak current 
density on the voltage axis ofthe I-V characteristics depends both ofthe initia! position ofthe E1 

(E2) in the DBRT structure quanturn wel\ and of the evolution of the accumulation region 
quanturn well with bias, which finally gives the position ofthe EA.J (both levels are referred toa 
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common energy reference level, for example Ec outside the emitter band bending region). 
Ex perimental results show that the peak current decreases with the increase of the harrier 

thick.ness and height [5-9] and the increase of the quanturn well width [9,10]. This can be 
explained taking into account that in all the above situations r" decreases. Now, if we consicter 
the Eq. 2.18, an expression for the transmission probability at resonance (E = E") can be written 
in the form: 

T"·"• = r" = ~ = _1_ 
l Ol r r 

r r"+r, 1+--2.. 
(4.3) 

r" 
The above equation shows that a decrease off" results in a decrease of r,;;res, as well, explaining 
the peak current density behaviour with the change ofthe DBRT structure parameters. The current 
density manifests a very high sensitivity to the change of the barrier thickness and height, as can 
beseen also in the sectien 4.4 ofthis chapter. 

The lack of symmetry observed in the 1-V characteristics of DBRT devices is attributed to 
factors connected to the growth conditions. Thus, it is k.nown that the interfaces between GaAs 
and harrier material ( AlGaAs or AlAs) are not chemically abrupt and flat, a transition region of 
1-4 monolayers [ML], function of the growth temperature, being observed [4, 15]. In this 
situation we speak about an effective thickness ofthe harriers and/or quanturn well. The difference 
in the effective thick.ness ofthe two harriers represents one ofthe reasons ofthe asymmetrie I-V 
characteristics [4]. For example, in the case of AlAs harriers the lower harrier can be several ML 
thinner than the upper harrier [ 4 ], which in fact could be available for AlGaAs as wel!. Another 
reason, available in the case ofthe n++-GaAs substrate, is the segregation ofthe dopant (usually 
Si) towards the double harrier region. In these conditions we consicter that the I-V characteristic 
asymmetry of the W 488 devices is due to the different effective thickness of the harriers and a 
correlation between this factor and doping segregation results in the reversed I-V characteristic 
asymmetry ofthe W115 and W 309 devices. 

The fact that W115 devices (Al04Gao 6As harriers) manifestintheir DC curve a lower JP than 
W309 and W488 devices (AIAs harriers) is explained by the much higher harrier thick.ness 
(double) ofthe first. In the samecontext the larger JP ofthe W309 devices versus W488 devices 
(the same designed harrier thickness) can be attributed to the possible thinner grown harrier 
thick.ness ofthe first -less than 1ML it is enough to get the difference in JP. Here we have to point 
out that differences until 1 ML have been observed between the designed and grown harrier 
thick.ness [ 4, 16]. Further on, the same V P observed for the last two categones of devices in the 
positive bias regime demonstrate they have the same quanturn well width and the lower V P 

corresponding to W115 devices shows a different contiguration fortheir accumulation region 
quanturn well. 

The undulation observed in the I-V characteristics of all our 2T DBRT devices represents a 
proof of the quantized levels developed in the accumulation layer under bias conditions [ 13, 17, 
18]. Explicitly, the undulation occurs when the ground quasi-level ofthe active region quanturn 
well intersects the bottorn of the 30 energetic region or the undemeath quasi-level of the 
accumulation layer. This is demonstraled also by its behaviour with temperature (see next 
paragraph). 
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b) Tempera/ure Dependent DC Measurements 

Our 2T DBRT devices have been DC tested also at temperatures below RT. The 
measurements have been accomplished at the Institute of Material Physics, Quanturn Devices 
Group from Bucharest. The measurement set-up included a Keithley 236 SMU and a cryogenic 
system (model LTS-C320) from Cryophysics. The SMU is a programmabie system, PC 
controlled, which can be used both in voltage and current mode. The cryogenic equipment - He 
circulating system and Lake Shore temperature controller with Si calibrated diode - can reach a 
temperature of 1OK, in medium vacuum conditions (I o·3- 104 torr). 

We have measured devices processed from W488 sample (AlAs harriers), using the EUT-DU 
mask set. The devices have been mounted on special packages and wired to the cryostat crossings 
to ensure the electrical connections. The 1-V characteristics for different temperature are shown 
in Fig. 4.9 and characteristic data are summarized in the Table 4.3. As seen, the devices oscillated 
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Fig. 4.9 Temperature behaviour ofthe 1-V characteristic for devices processed from W488 sample using 
EUT -DU mask set. 
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Table 4.3 Characteristic data ofthe I-V characteristics at different temperature, for devices processed from 
W488 sample. 

in the NDR region ofthe I-V characteristics, as in the case ofthe RT DC measurements, making 
again difficult the precise determination of Jv and Vv. 

Several important features can be distinguished in the 1-V characteristic behaviour with 
temperature. First, we observe that JP increases with the temperature lowering and the 
corresponding V P shifts to higher voltages. Then, the decrease of the temperature determines 
lower Jv and higher V v values. These trends are most evidently in the range 300-77 K. At last, 
decreasing the temperature, the undulation which precedes the main peak moves to higher 
voltages and have the tendency to disappear. 

The above described evolution of the 1-V characteristic with temperature can also be 
explained in a qualitative manner as we proceed before, in the case ofthe RT measurements. As 
we pointed out in chapter 2, carrier scattering phenomena during the tunneling process have an 
important impact on the transport characteristics ofthe 2T DBRT devices. Between them, the 
electron scattering on interface roughnesses, LO phonons and other electrous play the most 
important role. Scattering processes broaden the width r Tof the resonant transmission probability 
peaks ( quanturn weii quasi-levels), because ofthe r , contribution, and diminishes their amplitude, 
T,;;res, (see section 2.2.3). Therefore any change ofr, alters the above mentioned two parameters 
of the transmission probability. The scattering mechanisms are in general very sensitive to the 
temperature modification. So we expect that the main contribution regarding the temperature 
behaviour ofthe DBRT processis due to scattering. The decrease ofthe temperature means less 
scattering, i.e. a lower r ., which, consiclering Eq. 4.3, determines a higher T,~; res . Besides 
scattering, some other factors can be considered in discussing the temperature behaviour of the 
I-V curve. Thus, the decrease ofthe temperature results in the increase ofthe Fermi level (EF)[12, 
19] and electron m· [20]. Bothof these parameters and the temperature explicitly influence the 
g(E;) function (see Eq.4.2), which we have defined in the previous paragraph in conneetion with 
the carrier supply in the tunneling direction. Conceming the accumulation layer not only the 
distri bution ofthe carriers (- g(Ez)) is changed with temperature but also the contiguration of the 
2D electron region (see Fig. 4.8): the temperature decrease lowers E;ax and the position of the 
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quasi-levels, versus EF and Ec outside the emitter band bending region. In these conditions, the 
total effect ofthe temperature lowering is that the carrier popwation decreases drastically in the 
3D energetic region ofthe accumulation layer but increases in the lowest subband EA 1 ofthe 2D 
region and both the bottorn side of the 3D region and the position of EA 1 shifts to lo~er energy. 
The change ofm· alters also r,;;'.., in opposite sense and in a higher degre~ thang(EJ [19]. Within 
the above description we consider that the increase of JP with temperature decrease is due to the 
concerted effect of the rise of r,;;res and the electron popwation corresponding to EA.1 quasi-level 
in the accumulation layer. The fact that the most change happens between 300 K and 77 K 
suggests that phonon scattering mechanism is mainly involved in the al tering of r,;;'es. Then, the 
position ofthe main peak shifts to higher biases because ofthe EA.1 descending. Conceming Jv, 
this decreases at lower temperature mainly due to the decrease ofthe width ofthe first quasi-level 
in the active region quanturn wel!. Finally, the evolution of the undulation is caused by the 
reduction ofthe popwation in the bottorn side ofthe 3D energetic region andlor subsequent quasi
levels and the above mentioned lowering oftheir position. 

4.3.2 AC Measurements 

As we mentioned in the first chapter much ofthe interest in DBRT devices has stemmed from 
the fact that they can provide a fast room temperature NDR region in their current-voltage 
characteristic, which can be used as the basis for high-frequency applications. Therefore, the AC 
measurements play an important role in the device characterization offering information about 
the intrinsic electrical properties involved in the low and high frequency behaviour. Based on the 
considerable experience and large faciEties existing in the field of microwave measurements 
within the Electronk Devices Group of EUT a comprehensive AC characterization of our 2T 
DBRT devices has been carried out, which can not be found in similar approaches communicated 
until now [21, 22, 23) . 

A common and direct procedure todetermine the AC properties ofthe 2T (one-port) or 3T 
(two-port) microwave devices is to measure their S-parameters using a network analyser. A 
schematic representation of a two-port device measurement and the definition of the S-parameters 
are presented in Fig. 4.1 0. Sn and S22 have the character of reflection coefficients and can be 

a
' 

bI 

Port I 

Reference 
Plane 

Forward Parameters: 
S11= b,la, 

s2,= b/a, 

Port 2 

Reference 
Plane 

Reverse Parameters: 
S2,= b,la, 

s22= b/a, 

Fig. 4.10 Schematic representation of a two-port microwave device measurement. In the definitions of 
the S-parameters a; and b; represent normalized complex amplitudes. 
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represented in a Smith chart [24]. The other two S-parameters, S12 and S21 , have the meaning of 
transmission coefficients and are often plotted in the same diagram, although this is an impraper 
use ofthe Smith chart since the impedance coordinates have no meaning. In the case ofnon-linear 
devices (ports), as are also the DBRT devices, the S-parameters are used in the small-signal 
approximation, i.e. smal! AC quantities are superimposed on the DC quantities [24]. The S
parameters can be converted to impedances or admittances. 

The 2T DBRT devices have been tested in microwave conditions using an HP 851 OB network 
analyser, in a one port configuration. In this way only one S-parameter is involved, the reflection 
coefficient Sn. The measurements have been accomplished on-wafer, using Cascade probes, 
thanks to the suitable design ofthe pad configuration, both on the EUT-DU and our designed 
masks (see this chapter and chapter 5). This avoided many complications regarding the 
subtraction of the parasitic contribution of the package or test fixture used in the past for 
microwave DBRT device characterization [25]. Even in this situation the measurement ofthe S
parameters with the network analyseris quite complex and we do not describe it here, being out 
ofthe aim ofthis work. Details about the measurement procedure can be found elsewhere [24, 
26]. The netwerk analyser data have been transferred to a MDS® program within which, using 
an equivalent circuit for the measurement configuration, correction and optimization operations 
have been accomplished. The most of the measurements have been done on devices processed 
from the W488 wafer using the EUT-DU masks, with an active area of6x6 J.lm2

. The microwave 
tests have been performed between 50 MHz and 40 GHz. 

The entire procedure developed for the AC characterization of our 2T DBRT device involves 
many steps. For their description we refer to Fig. 4.11. First, the S11 has been determined for a 
shorted pad contiguration similar with that ofthe device under test (DUT) (curve Jin Fig. 4.11a). 
In this way the impedance corresponding to the inductance L. and resistance R •• (see Fig. 4.11d) 
can be specified (Z, in the equation description of the Fig. 4.11 c ). Also the values of these 
extrinsic circuitelementscan be deterrnined by matching the experimental S11 data over the whole 
frequency band with those ca1culated from the equivalent circuit, using the MDS program. As 
seen in Fig. 4.11 d apart L. and R •• , which correspond to the device contact-pad intercotu1ections, 
the DUT extrinsic circuit also contains a parallel capacitance c. between the measurements pads 
(see Fig. 4.2). The value ofthis capacitance is found in a similar way as that described above for 
L. and Rse but using a open pad configuration. The values ofthe extrinsic elements are considered 
to be constant in all the subsequent DUT measurements, for all the frequencies and applied DC 
bias ranges. The next step consists in the measure of the S11 of the DUT ( e.g. curves S, R and P 
in Fig. 4.11 ). This has been carried out for an important number of DC bias points (51 ), co vering 
the whole I-V characteristic ofthe device, i.e both positive differential resistance (PDR) regions 
and the NDR region. lt is worth to mention that the NDR region was completely stabie in the 
microwave measurement environment, without any oscillations. For each bias, S11 has been 
measured for the entire frequency range, 0.05-40 GHz. In this way a complete map ofthe device 
S11 for different biases and frequencies has been obtained. These data could be used further on for 
the optimization procedure. This means that an equivalent circuit for the intrinsic part ofthe DUT 
(the device itself) has been also considered (see Fig. 4.11 d). Then the intrinsic element values 
corresponding to the DUT equivalent circuit have been calculated in the same way as before in 
the case of the extrinsic elements, i.e. within MDS, in the above mentioned frequency range, the 
measured Sn have been matched to values calculated for the DUT equivalent circuit, taking 
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Fig. 11 Microwave measurement results of a 2T DBRT device processed from the W488 wafer using 
EUT-DUT mask set. (a) S11 's plotled on the Smith chart for the shorted pad contiguration (curve J) and 
DUT for different bias points: 0 V I 0 mA (curve R), steepest point in the tirst POR region, 0.849 V I 0.497 
mA, (curveS) and steepest point in the NOR region, 1.028 V I 0.777 mA, as measured (curve P) and after 
corrections for the extrinsic contribution ofthe pads and interconnections (curve Q); (b) S 11 magnitude 
corresponding to the shorted pad contiguration (curve H) and the steepest point in the NOR region 
(minimum ofthe NOR) as measured (curve L) and after corrections (curve M); (c) mathematica! procedure 
used to make the corrections for the contribution ofthe DUT extrinsic elements; (d) the equivalent circuit 
ofthe DUT, used for the optirnization and correction procedures- the intrinsic element values correspond 
to the steepest point in the NOR region. 

always constant the extrinsic element values determined previously. Some comments about the 
intrinsic equivalent circuit of the DUT are necessary. As shown in Fig. 4.11 d, apart from the 
differential resistance Rd due totheresonant tunneling process and the capacitance Cd accounting 
for the space charge in the device active region ( considered also in the circuit modeling of the 
Esaki tunnel diode), the circuit includes an intrinsic self-inductance Lqw in series with Rd. This so 
called quanturn inductance is related to the physical parameters by Lqw = r:"Rd, where r:n is the 
lifetime of the quanturn well quasi-state involved in the tunneling process (for example the 
ground-state). The above relation is established assuming that the tunneling current varies 
exponentially with a time constant r:n when the device bias is suddenly changed [27] . Intuitively, 
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an inductive reaetanee might be expected in any circuit model ofthe resonant tunneling devices 
since the time required for the buildup or decay of the wave function in the quanturn weilleads 
toa delay ofthe current with respect to voltage. It is worth noting that many AC analysis ofthe 
2T DBRT devices have been done without including the quanturn inductance [21, 23, 28, 29),just 
ignoring it or consictering that the effect of the quasi-bound state lifetime (L ) becomes 
significant when this is higher than the RC time constant ('tRC) ofthe simple parallel RcrCd circuit 
[27], e.g. for thick harriers. What we want to stress here is that our device analysis in microwave 
conditions demonstrated clearly that the use of the Lqw results in a perfect match between the 
measured and calculated Su's for all the biases and over the whole frequency band (0. 05-40 
GHz), which otherwise can not be obtained [26]. The remaining component in the intrinsic 
equivalent circuit is the series resistance R, that arises from ohmic dissipation, due to contact 
resistance, device structure resistance, spreading resistance, etc .. 

Fig. 4.12 shows results of the element values for the intrinsic equivalent circuit at different 
DC biases, obtained after the previous described optimization. On each plot beside the 
representation ofthe circuit element versus voltage we have included also the corresponding I-V 
characteristic that may be helpful in doing easier different useful correlations. In Fig. 4.12a we 
preferred to represent the differential conductance Gd= li(Rd+Rs) versus voltage instead the 
RJV), which presents spiky behaviour in the critica! bias points (peak and valley), because of 
lirnited number of voltage points used to obtain the I-V characteristic. Further on, we makesome 
remarques concerning the behaviour of these elements with bias. As seen in Fig. 4.12a there is 
a perfect fit between the differential conductance obtained from the DC I-V characteristic 
differentiation and that resulted from the optimization procedure using the AC data. This means 
that we cantrust the accuracy ofboth the network analyser measurements and the optimization 
procedure within the MDS program. Concerning the CjV) curve (see Fig. 4.12b) we mention that 
the peaked behaviour around the maximum (negative) NDR point, observed when an intrinsic 
equivalent circuit without Lqw is used [23,26], does not appear in our case, the device capacitance 
being more uniformalong the considered bias range. We specify also that the undulation observed 
in the I-V characteristic, before the main current peak, corresponds to specific behaviours 
(undulations) in both GjV) and CjV) curves. If Cd doesnotchange notably with bias, on the 
other hand Lqw demonstrates astrong variation in the NDR region ofthe I-V characteristic (see 
Fig. 4.12c), where it takes negative values. This means that in this region the intrinsic impedance 
shows an obvious inductive character consistent with the physical interpretation introduced 
previously, Lqw = •,(Gd with lifetime values around "18.5 ps. Inside the NDR Lqw goes 
asymptotical to minus infmity for the voltage points corresponding to peak and valley current and 
reach a maximum (negative) value when the Gd is minimum (negative). The absence of 
inductance (very low values) in the PDR regions indicates a much shorter resonant-tunneling 
traversal time C•n) than that in the NDR region. One possible explanation is that the scattering 
reduces significantly the quasi-levellifetime [30]. The last plot in Fig. 4.12 presents the intrinsic 
Rs versus voltage. The nonconstant behaviour could have many sources. First, we have to consider 
that R" as mentioned above, represents the result of the contri bution of many re si stances in series. 
The contact resistance is not voltage dependent, but we can ex peet that the change of the space 
charge profile within the multilayered device structure during biasing may result in a voltage 
dependenee of the corresponding resistance. Then, in the optimisation process R. is considered 
constant for all biases. This is not totally true because during the measurements the contact 
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Fig. 4.12 Intrinsic elements of the DUT equivalent circuit, Gd (a), Cd (b), Lqw (c), and R, (d), versus 
voltage as result ofthe optimization process using MOS program. 

resistance between the pads and the Cascade probes can vary as aresult ofthe different pressure 
the probes stay on the wafer. At last, in the 1-V characteristic regions with low slope Rd is much 
higher than R,, resulting in a less accurate detennination ofthe intrinsic series resistance. 

From the application point of view an important parameter ofthe 2T DBRT devicesis the 
maximum oscillation frequency,f=- If such a device is DC biased in the NDR region, it is 
capable of oscillating up to a frequency at which the magnitude of the reflection coefficient 
becomes less than one, i.e. the device is not anymore an active electronic component. The 
maximum oscillation frequency is obtained when the device is biased in the steepest point of the 
NDR region (IR~ is minimum). For our DUT we can detennine thefmar from Fig. 4.11 b. In this 
figure the magnitude ofthe S11 is plotted versus frequency for the extrinsic DUT elements (curve 
H), DUT (curve L) and after corrections (curve M). The correction procedure consists in the 
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subtraction of the extrinsic element contribution (as seen previously obtained from separate 
measurements) from the DUT impedance using the equation sequence presented in Fig. 4.11 c. 
In this way the reference plan for the measurements is moved from the pads, where the Cascade 
probes are positioned, to the device contact level (see Fig. 4.11d). On the corrected plot ofthe S11 
magnitude fmax corresponds to 26.25 GHz, a value comparable with that reported for a similar 
device structure (28). 

An analytica! expression for the limit frequency at which a 2T DBRT device oscillates when 
biased in the NDR region can be obtained using an equivalent condition with that considered 
above for the reflection coefficient: the real part of the impedance corresponding to the intrinsic 
DUT equivalent circuit equals zero. This condition gives for the limit or resistive cut-off 
frequency /,. the following expression: 

(4.4) 

If Lqw, Cd and Rs are taken in the steepest point in the NDR region (see Fig. 4.11 d), i.e. IR~ is 
minimum, from Eq. 4.4 results the devicefmm· In our concrete case, using the intrinsic element 
values from Fig. 4.11d we get af== 24.41 GHz, very nearly to the value obtained from the 
microwave measurements. 

4.4 Modeling 

A physical model to calculate the static characteristics ofthe 2T DBRT devices has been 
developed within the Electronic Devices Group of EUT [31-35]. The model is based on the 
steady-state transport picture already described in chapter 2 and in the previous section of this 
chapter. This means that the device can be considered to consist ofthe DBRT structure itself and 
two independent electron reservoirs. Under bias one reservoir will be accumulated and the other 
one depleted, the electrous tunneling mainly from the first to the second. Although the main 
feature ofthe transport through the device is deterrnined by the DBRT structure, the accumulation 
and depletion regions have a considerable influence on the device characteristics because the 
former provides the supply of the tunneling electrous andthe latter absorbs most of the bias 
voltage. In fact the model is constructed from distinct roodels for the three regions separately. 
They combine the semi-classica! and quanturn mechanica! treatrnents. The roodels are connected 
together by demanding continuity of the electric field and the electron wavefunctions. In the 
accumulation region is taken into account that part of the supplied electrons resides in 3D states 
and part in 2D subbands. The modeling of the harrier region includes the partial incoherent 
character of the electron tunneling due to interface roughness scattering. A lso the effect of the 
charge build up in the quanturn well ofthe DBRT structure over the potential configuration along 
all the three regions is selfconsistently considered. 

We start this section with a short description ofthe model, for details mak.ing reference to the 
main sourees (23-25]. Then, results of the model which confirm the above analysis of the 
experimental measurements are presented, completing our understanding over the subject ofthis 
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chapter. 

4.4.1 Model Description 

a) The Accumulation Region 

As we have pointed out previously, due to the doping profile, under bias conditions, the 
conduction band in the accumulation region has a maximum (E:;'"') and a potential wellis formed 
in front of the first barrier (see Fig. 4. 7). Although the situation resembles that in NMOS or 
HEMT channels, the modeling is more complicated in this case. Here the carrier transport which 
determines the device characteristics is not parallel with the layer interfaces but perpendicular on 
them (parallel with the quantization direction). Therefore, the 3D electrous play a much more 
important role in a DBRT diode than in the other mentioned devices. In the same context, the 
height and position of the potential energy maximum changes with bias and they have to be 
determined selfconsistently (for each bias) together with the energetic position and occupation 
of the sub bands. In these conditions the modeling of the accumulation region is based on the 
extension of an accurate and efficient selfconsistent method which has been developed earlier to 
study the quanturn effects in the inversion layers [36,37], adapted to describe the specific situation 
ofthe 2T DBRT devices. 

The calculation starts by assuming a value for the Fermi level , taken constant throughout the 
accumulation region. This is based on the assumption that the tunneling current does not 
appreciably disturb the electron concentration in this region and consequently it is in quasi
equilibrium conditions. In a first approximation the 2D character of the electrous which could 
reside in the quasi levels of the accumulation region is neglected and a semi-classica! local 
density approach is used in which Poissons' s equation is solved iteratively (successive relaxation 
method) using the electron concentration calculated as if all of them obeyed a Fermi-Dirac 
distribution. In this initia! 3D analysis for electrous plane wave functions are used taking into 
account the actual reileetion coefficient at the interface with the barrier region [35]. As soon as 
the potential profile is known the 3D electron concentration is extracted from the total 
concentration consictering that the classica! energetic border line separating the 3D and 2D 
electrans is at the E:;'ax level. 

Further on a model potential (analytic approximation) is constructed in which the influence 
ofthe 3D electrous and doping effects on the 2D electrous is considered [35]. Using this model 
potential, the subband energies , the wave functions of the 2D electrons and the 2D electron 
concentration are found solving together the Schrödinger and Poisson equations, with a reduced 
self-consistency requirement [35]. All the procedure represents in fact the 2D analysis within the 
accumulation modeland is similar with the above mentioned approach ofthe quanturn effects in 
inversion layers [36, 37]. 

Making distinction between the 2D and 3D electrons, the potential profile and 3D electron 
concentration are calculated again. This time, however, the local density approach applies only 
to 3D electrons, whereas the 2D electron concentration substituted in the Poisson equation results 
from the 2D analysis. 

When the above calculations are performed the potential profile, the electron concentration, 
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the subband energies and the wave functions in the accumulation region are obtained. Using these 
quantities, the harrier and depletion regions can be further on analysed. 

b) The Barrier Region 

The analysis ofthis region has to result in the calculation of the transmission probability for 
a eertaio electric potential profile along the double harrier structure. The trapezoidal harriers and 
well are replaced by a smal! number ( 1...5) of rectangular steps resulting a piecewise constant 
potential. Then the calculation is carried out using the transmission matrix method, in the same 
way which we have described in the Appendix A, section Al. The effect of scattering due to 
interface roughness is included, the incoherent parameter being extracted from an emirical model 
described in [33]. Because the electron charge build up in the quanturn well changes in its turn 
the potential profile ofthe region, increasing the electric field at the interface with the depletion 
region, a selfconsistent procedure in c01mection with the analysis ofthe later is considered. The 
sheet charge in the well is assumed to be concentrated in the centre of this and is calculated from 
the square of the coherent and incoherent wave functions integrated over the wel i. 

c) The Depletion Region 

In this region there exists a mix oftwo completely different electron populations: on the one 
hand electroos are injected from the heavy doped contact layer and diffuse backwards against the 
electric field and on the other hand there are the electroos that tunnel through the barriers, arriving 
with high kinetic energies. Therefore a proper analysis of this region could only be done by a 
Monte Carlo simulation. Fortunately, the density of the tunneling electroos is very small 
compared with the doping, so their influence on the space charge is quite unimportant. In these 
conditions the latter is mainly determined by the doping and the electrans diffusing back from the 
contact, which behave as if they are in an quasi-equilibrium state. The consequence of this 
situation is that one can treat the depletion region in the same way as it has been proceeded in the 
first approximation for the accumulation region (30 analysis), i.e. applying a local density 
approach. Oue to the large width of the depletion region there are no quanturn effects (20 
electrons) in this case. 

d) Calculation ofthe Current-Voltage Characteristic 

Fora given value ofthe Fermi level, using the above described models, the current flowing 
through the device and the voltage drop along the whole structure can be finally calculated. The 
calculation of the tunnel current density corresponding to the 30 electroos has been discussed 
previously in chapter 2, section 2.3. Here we only make several specifications. In the model, both 
the current from the left to the right and that from the right to the left are calculated consictering 
the states where the electroos tunnel empty(the factors (1 - fr./.E)) are 1). Then, the current from 
the right to the left is significant only at near-zero bias, at higher voltages becoming negligibly 
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smal!. At last, sirree the 2D subbands are taken into account in the electron supply region, in the 
expression ofthe current density from left to the right the integration has to be carried out over 
a reduced energy range, from the energy maximum, E;ax, upwards (see Fig. 4.7). 

Calculating the tunnel current from the accumulation region quasi-levels poses a problem 
because a standing wave in the tunneling direction cannot carry any current. In reality the 
electrons do tunnel, however, and the loss of electrons from the subbands is compensated by 
scattering of electrons from higher subbands or 3D states. To overcome this problem several 
approximations are made [35]. First, the 2D wave functions resulted from the 2D analysis are 
spatial translatedover some distance into the harrier. The distance is chosen such that the values 
and the derivatives ofthe 2D wave functions match with damped functions in the harrier at the 
interface. Then, assuming that the tunnel current is relatively small and does not disturb the 
electron distri bution significantly another approximation is introduced replacing the true 2D wave 
function, ljl;, found in the previous step by an effective plane wave,ljleff.i• expressed as Iinear 
combination ofplane waves, right and left travelling (see for example Eq. A.3 in the Appendix 
A). The coefficients (amplitudes) of the combination terms are chosen such that the effective 
plane wave and the true 2D wave function coincide at the harrier and the corresponding effective 
wave reflection coefficient matches the wave reflection coefficient of the structure, determined 
in the 2D analysis. In these conditions, the current density contri bution ofthe 2D electronsin the 
subband i can be written [33]: 

_ 2qk8 T ksub, [ (EF- Esub, )] Jsub ---·-- T;0 ,(Esub) In 1 + exp , 
' 81tn dsub, ' ksT 

(4.5) 

where dsub, = {[ \jl eff,;(zinteif.) r + [ \jl:ff,;(Z;nteif.) I ksub,r r and can be associated with an equivalent 

spatial width ofthe subband i. Here Z;n~eif. corresponds to the position ofthe interface between the 
accumulation region and the first harrier. 

The total voltage on the device is the sum ofthe voltages corresponding to the main regions 
considered above (forexample in Fig. 2.4 this is e(VA + Vw + V0 )), which are obtained within the 
analysis of each region. 

Repeating the calculation of the current density and total voltage fora range of Fermi energy 
values the I-V characteristic ofthe 2T DBRT device can be obtained. 

4.4.2 ResuJts 

This section presents some results conceming the modeling of the static characteristic of a 
DBRT diode using the above described physical model. The results refer toaspects considered 
previously insection 4.3.1 to explain the 2T DBRT device measurements. 

First we have checked how the model explains the behaviour of the I-V characteristic with 
changing the structure parameters, namely the thickness and height of the harriers and the 
quanturn well width. This is shown in Fig. 4.13. In Figs. 4.13a and 4.13b A!As harriers are 
considered and in Fig. 4.13c the harrier thickness is 2.5 nm and the well width is 5.0 nm. As a 
general remarque we can say that the model reproduces, qualitatively, the experimental behaviour 
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Fig. 4.13 The influence ofthe structure parameters on the modelled I-V characteristic for the 2TDBRT 
device. In (a) and (b) the legend indicates "harrier thickness/quantum well width" and A lAs harriers are 
considered. In (c) the structure has 2.5 nm harriers and 5.0 nm quanturn well, x indicating the Al index 
composition. 

in all situations. The modeling results show that the I-V characteristic is very sensitive to the 
altering of the harrier thick.ness, whose influence is much higher than the quanturn well width 
modification (see hy comparison Figs. 4.13a and 4.13h). We notice that hy decreasing the harrier 
thickness with less than 2 ML, which is in the growth tolerance, the peak current increases with 
almost one order of magnitude. Also, as expected, the change of the quanturn well width is 
reflected in the shift ofthe peak voltage hecause the quasi level position in the wellis changed. 
A small voltage peak shift with harrier thick.ness change is ohserved as wel!, caused most likely 
hy the modification ofthe accumulation regionenergetic configuration. The altering ofthe harrier 
height has the samehigh influence on the I-V characteristic hehaviour (see Fig. 4.13c). Changing 
the Al index composition from x = 0.4 (low energetic height harrier) to x = 1 (high energetic 
height harrier) the peak cuerent decreases with more than 2 orders of magnitude. For this reason 
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Fig. 4.14 Peak to valley ration versus temperature for different scattering lengths and as obtained trom 
the experiment, fora W488 DBRT structure. 

the representation ofthe correspond.ing 1-V curves is semilogarithmic in Fig. 4.13c. Also, the peak 
voltage shifts to higher values with the increase of the harrier height, which in this case is 
determined both by the change of the resonant level position but also by the change of the 
contiguration of the accwnulation region quantwn well, the latter being dominant. 

Another aspect that we considered has been the behaviour of the I-V characteristic with 
ternperature. As we mentioned befare the only scattering phenomenon included in the model is 
the interface roughness scattering. Besides this, of course, other scattering mechanisrns have to 
be taken into account, the most important being the phonon scattering. In this sense, although the 
roughness scattering is introduced in the model as a temperature dependent phenomenon this is 
not enough to explain cornpletely the experirnental results versus temperature. A fitting parameter 
used in the roughness scattering model is the scattering length, L,. Representing the peak to valley 
ratio rp~v versus temperature for different Ls and in comparison with the experimental results we 
can already conclude about the existence of other scattering rnechanisms (see Fig. 4.14). At room 
temperature the model curve for Ls = 5 nm (higher scattering) intersects the experimental curve 
and at 77 K the intersectionis happened for L, = 8 nm (lower scattering), with a more visible 
temperature dependenee of the model curve. From these facts, we can assert that the Ls value 
corresponding to lower temperature has to be considered and for the complete fitting with the 
experirnental results is necessary to include the phonon scattering. Therefore, taking L, = 8 nm, 
we have calculated the 1-V characteristics for three temperatures, consictering the sarne structure 
parameters as those ofthe real measured device (see section 4.3.1 b). The results are shown in Fig. 
4.15. Camparing the rnodeling and experimental results (see also Fig. 4.9) we observe a 
qualitative agreement concerning the behaviour of the 2T DBRT I-V characteristic versus 
temperature. 

Finally, taken into account the argwnents which are used to explain the DC measurements 
regarding the growth conditions (see section 4.3.1a) we modelled the 1-V characteristic of the 
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W488 devices (AlAs harriers) consictering lower values for the active region layer dimensions and 
asymmetrie harriers, namely the first harrier thickness 1.8 nm, the quanturn well width 4.5 nm, 
and the second harrier thickness 2.1 nm. The modelled and measured results are shown in Fig. 
4.16. The agreement between modeland experimentsis good. The difference observed in the first 
positive differential resistance region could be caused by the rnadeling ofthe accumulation region 
and the not taking into account of some factors, e.g. phonon scattering, band nonparabolicity, r-X 
coupling, etc. 
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Fig. 4.16 Modelled and measured I-V characteristics fora W 488 hased 2T DBRT device. For rnadeling 
the active region has the following parameters: first harrier 1.8 nm, quanturn well 4.5 nm, and second 
harrier 2.1 nm (see the text). 
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4.5 Conclusions 

2T DBRT devices are studied comprehensively including fabrication, characterization and 
modeling. Normal diodes and 2T devices in planar contiguration , with both on surface and air 
bridge interconnections between the top contact and the corresponding pad, have been fabricated 
fi:om GaAs/AlGaAs MBE grown DBRT structures. 

DC measurements carried out on 2T DBRT devices, at room temperature and below, are 
explained qualitatively, taken into account the impact of several factors: the geometrical and 
energetica! parameters ofthe device active region, the characteristics ofthe accumulation region 
where, energetically, the electrens reside in both 3D and 2D states, the longitudinal electron 
supply fi:om the ernitter and the possible scattering mechanisms involved in the tunneling process. 
The DC behaviour of the 2T DBRT devices is analysed also using a self-consistent physical 
model which considers both of carrier types from the accumulation region involved in the device 
transport process. The results ofthe model indicate a good description ofthe I-V characteristic 
when different parameters ofthe active region and the temperature are altered. 

Accurate AC measurements up to 40 GHzhave been made on 2T DBRT devicesin stabie 
DC conditions over the whole bias range of the I-V characteristics. It is found that the S
parameter measurements can be described very well, for all biases and over the whole fi:equency 
band, byEssaki equivalent circuit model ofthe device which includes also a quanturn inductance. 

Referring to the 2T DBRT devices processed fi:om GaAs/AlAs based structure, their best 
room temperature DC performances, IP = 4.16xl03 A/cm2

, VP = 0.96 V, r!>'v = 3.42, and AC 
performances, fmax. =26.25GHz, are comparable with those reported for similar structures. 
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5 
Three Terminal DBRT Devices 

5.1 Introduetion 

As we mentioned in the first chapter, one of the main aims of this thesis has been to 
materialize the idea of fabrication of a three terminal (3T) DBRT device whose third terminal 
(base) is realized by direct contacting ofthe resonant tunneling structure quanturn well. The main 
difficulty of making contact to such a thin layer (- 5nm) as the quanturn well has been succesfully 
surmounted using high selective etching processes. With the help of the third terminal the 
quanturn well potential can be separately altered, resulting in changing of the main I-V 
characteristic ofthe device in such a way that important switching propertiescan be obtained. 

One can say that we have approached the problem ofthe 3T DBRT devicefabrication in a 
total way, based also on the experience accurnulated during the DBRT diode processing. In this 
sense, we have started with the detailed knowied ge of the processes intended to be used at the 
device fabrication, resulted from our own experiments. Afterwards, the design and fabrication of 
suitable masks have been performed. Finally, the "true" processing, with some inherent 
corrections has resulted in the obtaining ofthe 3T DBRT devices. As in the case ofthe DBRT 
diode processing now other processes have been optimized, namely the se!ective etching and the 
airbridge fabrication using goldplating. All the processes involved in the 3T-DBRT device 
fabrication have been described in detail in chapter 3. In this chapter we add more a presentation 
ofthe mask layout which completes the complex image ofthe processing. Also, the next section 
explains concretely the flow of the device fabrication process. 

The last section is devoted to device electrical measurements. Mainly, the DC measurements 
at room temperature and low temperature are presented and analysed. The explanation of the 
results is done through the device physics point of view. These measurements reveal clearly the 
positioning ofthe base contact on the quanturn well ofthe DBRT structure and the influence of 
the base potential on the I-V characteristic between collector and emitter. Using AC 
measurements an estimation of the device switching time is accomplished. This kind of 
determination is much simplified by the presence ofthe third terminal (quantum well base). 
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5.2 Mask Layout 

For the fabrication of our 3T DBRT devices we have designed and fabricated a specific mask 
set. The set contains nine layers (masks): three for the mesa definition ofthe collector (emitter), 
base and emitter (collector), three for the corresponding contacts, one for the measurement pads 
and two for the airbridge interconnections between the pads and contacts. A general view of the 
mask (main cell) layout is shown in Fig. 5.1 . On this layout many fields can be distinguished, 
which are easily identified by specific labels. Thus, besides pattems for the 3T devices there have 
been included also pattems for the 2T devices, for both AC and DC measurements. The specific 
design ofthe padspermits the access with Cascade probes for microwave measurements. For each 
type of device destined to AC testing, there exist two fields, one with l 00 Jlffi di stance between 

Fig. 5.1 Overview ofthe mask (main cell) layout for the 3T (2T) DBRT device processing. 
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the measurement pads and the other one with 150 1-1m, which corresponds to the Cascade probes 
available in our laboratoxy. Both 3T and 2T device fields contain square device pattems with the 
caracteristic dimensions of 10, 14, 20,and 28 1-1m. The minimum dimension has been imposed by 
the use of opticallithography and the airbridge interconnections. Although, in the last row of the 
layout we have included device pattems with 6x6 11m2 active area. The first three colons of the 
device pattem fields contains pattems for active devices and the next two are pattems for test 
measurements. Besides device pattem fields, the layout contains test pattems for ohmic contact 
resistance determination and Hall measurements and, of course, the alignment marks pattems. 

The layer pattems for a 3T device together with their use during processing are shown in 
detail, in Fig. 5.2. The data indicate the dimensions (in 1-1m) of the different layer pattems and 
interspaces. 

5.3 Device Fabrication 

3T DBRT devices has been processed from the W488 sample (see Table 4.1). The whole 
processing procedure contains eight main steps. As we did in the case ofthe 2T DBRT devices 
we describe these steps in diagramrnatic form in Fig. 5.3. Each processin this complex processing 
scheme has been presented in detail in chapter 3 and the corresponding process recipe can be 
found in the Appendix B. The proper mask design and the optimization of some other important 

ms1 
ms2 
ms3 
mt1 
mt2 
mt3 
jYd!; 
bfl 
I'K.! 

HH 

msi: 28/1!3; 20/20; 14/14:; 10{10. mtll: o; a; a; 8/6. 

ms2: 54144; 46{36; 40/30; 32/26. ?Jtl;;: 2ll; 1'fl; 10; ') !l. 

H~H 
~~~· ~ ~ 

.. ·tl ·:·,. 

ms3: 80/57; nt49; 66/43; ~- br1: 22/22; 14/14; 818; 6,'6. 

mt1: 24/24; 16{16; 10{10; 6,'6. 

mt2 ; 8; 8; 8; 8{6. 

Fig. 5.2 Detail ofthe layer pattems fora 3T DBRT device. Their use during processing is also sketched. 
The data are indicated in j.tm. 
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Fig. 5.3 Processsing flow ofthe 3T DBRT device fabrication. "B.i" denote the process " recipe" detailed 
in Appendix B. 
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Fig. 5.4 SEM picture of a 3T DBRT device. 

processes besides those mentioned at the 2T DBRT fabrication, such as selective etching and air 
bridge fabrication by gold plating, resulted in the successful processing of our 3T DBRT devices. 
Fig. 5.4 shows the SEM picture of such a device. 

5.4 Measurements 

5.4.1 DC Measurements 

As in the case of the standard DBRT diodes DC measurements of the 3T DBRT devices 
represent the most accessible and powerful tooi to verifY the chosen design and processing 
options. Fora complete investigation ofthe DC behaviour our 3T DBRT devices have been tested 
both at room temperature and low temperatures. 

The room temperature measurements were accomplished on wafer, with the same 
measurement setup as for the DC testing of the 2T DBRT devices, e.i. a HP 4141 B DC 
souree/monitor system, computer controlled by the IC-CAP 4.3 software package. Each terminal 
has been connected to a separate souree/monitor unit (SMU), thus providing great flexibility, 
permitting measurements in any device contiguration without probe interchange. For low 
temperature measurements we used the faciEties from Duisburg University, Department of 
Semiconductor Devices. These included a HP 41408 DC souree/monitor system, PC controlled, 
and a vacuum chamber with a microscope table and probes which could be manipulated from 
outside. The He circulating system connected to the table allowed temperature-dependent 
measurements between 80 K and room temperature. All the measurements have been done on 
devices with 20x20 11m2 active area. 
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic cross section ofthe 3T DBRT device. The paths I, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the possibilities 
ofthe current flow. 

Fig. 5.5 shows schematically the device cross section, indicating theeruitter (E), base (B) and 
collector terminals. First we analyse separately the two-terminal I-V curves. The biased terminal 
is indicated by the subscript "bias" and the grounded one by "grd". As we should expect the 
Cbias-Egrd I-V characteristic with floating base corresponds to the standard DBRT diode (see Fig. 
5.6a). 

The discus si on of the other two situations, with Bbias-Egrd and B bias-C grd> necessitates the 
analysis of the base and underlying regions, before and after the contact deposition. The base 
surface is reached by selective etching til! the quanturn welllayer ofthe DBRT structure. With 
any precautions between the etching step and the contact deposition, we can not avoid the 
appearance of surface states and the formation of a thin oxide layer. In the case of GaAs the 
surface stales delermine the pinning of the Fermi level approximately in the middle of the 
forbidden band and consequently the formation of a depletion region. In our case the width of the 
depletion layer is much larger than the base thickness. Moreover, because the low doped layer 
underneath the base is only 500 A truck it is very well possible that the depleted zone reaches the 
following high doped layer. The contact deposition (TiPtAu) alters the nurnber of surface states 
and their energetic distribution, changing the harrier characteristics. This change is not very 
drastic and the Schottky behaviour of the contact has little dependenee on the used metal. The 
extension of the depleted region til! the high-doped layer has a direct consequence on the harrier 
properties in electrical conditions. The electric field is constant along it and the harrier width wiJl 
be independent ofthe applied bias. We speak in this case of a Mott harrier [8] . The oxide layer, 
ignored in any other situation , has importance in our case for the explanation of the electrical 
properties ofthe base contact. To surnmarize, we consider that a depletion region is developed 
under both the contact and the open base surface ( see Fig. 5.5) and the contact harrier is the result 
of three interfacing layers, metal-insulator-semiconductor. 
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Fig. 5.6 Separate two tenninal I-V characteristics ofthe 3T DBRT device: Cbias-Esrd (a), Bbias-Esrd (b) and 
Bbias-C81d ( c ). 
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8 E 8 E 

Fig. 5.7 Band diagram representation ofthe B-E path, withoutand with bias voltage on the base. 

Further we refer to Fig. 5.7 to explain the Bbias-Egro I-V characteristics shown in Fig. 5.6b. As 
one observes in the band diagram, a double barrier structure (DBS) is formed on the top of the 
Schottky (Mott) barrier, the metal side barrier being formed by the thin oxide Jayer. We expect 
then that the I-V curve reflects both the Schottky (Mott) and DBRT characters. This is in fact 
what is observed. The forwardandreverse turn-on voltages of the junction of V/ "' 1 V and V T. 

"' -7 V (nol shown), respectively indicate the Schottky (Mott) behaviour ofthe base contact. Then, 
the I-V curve presents a negative differential resistance (NDR) region typical for the DBRT 
structure. One can observe that the peak voltage, measured from the V/, and the peak current 
have higher values than in the C-E I-V curve. This can be explained by the different 
characteristics ofthe "contact" DBS in comparison with those ofthe "active" DBS from the C-E 
path. Thus the "contact" DBS has an expected thinner barrier (the oxide layer) and the quanturn 
wellis also less thick, which delermines a higher position ofthe resonant levels. Moreover the 
whole "contact" DBS lies in a depleted region and we also expect the emitter properties to be 
different. 

As one observes in Fig. 5.6c the Bbias-Cgrd I-V characteristic presents at the beginning the same 
Schottky behaviour and then two NDR regions in the forward direction. An explanation can be 
found ifwe refer to the possibilities ofthe current flow represented in Fig. 5.5 by the paths 3 and 
4. The path 3 is practically inaccessible because ofthe large depleted zone in the direction ofthe 
device quanturn well ( under the open base surface). The other possibility, using path 4, is due to 
the extension of the electric field till the high-doped layer and ha ving less resistance this will be 
the preferred way for the current flow. This path corresponds to the situation oftwo DBRT diodes 
connected in series, from which results the two NDR regions of the I-V characteristics. The first 
NDR region is associated with the "active" DBS and the second one with the "contact" DBS. 

The low-temperature measurements ofthe B-E and B-C I-V curves show us that this is not 
the whole "story" regarding the DC behaviour ofthe B-C path (see Fig. 5.8). At temperatures of 
180 K and below we distinguish three current peaks in the B-C I-V characteristics. 
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Fig. 5.8 Low temperature I-V characteristics for the two terminal biasing configurations ofthe 3T DBRT 
device: Cbias-Ecro (a), Bbias-Ecro (b) and Bbias-Ccro (c). 
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Of course, we could attribute the new NOR region (the first one) to the possible path 3 for the 
current flow. Such a situation would correspond toa picture with two DBS's in series (path 4) 
connected in parallel with a third one (path 3). But why is this not observed at room temperature? 
A possible explanation is in conneetion with the temperature behaviour of the I-V curves 
associated with the two types ofDBS's from our 3T device. Figs. 5.9a and 5.9c indicate that the 
"active" DBS I-V characteristics change visibly with the temperature variation. With increasing 
the temperature the peak current decreases, the valley current increases and there is significant 
shift ofthe peak voltage towards lower values. It is not the same in the case of"contact" DBS. 
The analysis of Fig. 5.8b showsus a relatively smal! change ofthe corresponding I-V curves. 
With these considerations the disappearance ofthe fust peak at higher T can be explained by the 
shift ofthe second peak over it and in this way its masking. 

Taking into account the complex nature ofthe current flow between B-E and especially B-C 
terminals, the associated I-V characteristics demonstrate without any doubt that the base contact 
lies on the quanturn wel! ofthe DBRT structure. In fact this represents the first step intheattempt 
to control the potential ofthe quanturn welland thus to influence the current flow between emitter 
and collector. In the following, analysing the current characteristics ofthe 3T DBRT device, we 
shall demonstrate that, even with the impediment of a large depletion region between the base 
contact and the active DBS, this is possible. 

Before explaining the conunon emitter and collector I-V characteristics we demonstrate, in 
principle, how a 3T DBRT device works, when there is no separation between the controlling and 
current-carrying carriers. We consider the case in which the base contact is ohmic and lies in the 
middle ofthe quanturn wel! width. To illustrate our description we use the band diagram ofthe 
E-C path shown in Fig. 5.9. The device operales in the common emitter contiguration which 
means that at the beginning when V CE= 0 both E and Care grounded, Fig. 5.9A. A positive bias 
on the base changes the band diagram as in Fig. 5.9B and deterrnines a current flow between both 
B-E and B-C terminals. The position of the quasi states in the quanturn welllowers versus the 
emitter and collector quasi Ferrni levels. Now, if we apply a positive increasing bias on the 
collector relative to the emitter the B-C voltage decreases. The base potential remains 
approximately unchanged until it becomes equal with the collector potential ( the corresponding 
quasi Ferrni levels are equal). In this conditions the collector current first decreases to zero and 
then increases in the opposite sense, and the emitter current increases continuously. When the 
collector voltage is increased further the corresponding current has the same behaviour as in the 
case without bias on the base. Finally we obtain an I-V characteristic almost identical with that 
ofthe 2T DBRT diode but shifted to the right on the positive voltage axis. The superposition of 
the two I-V curves, with and without excitation on the base, indicates, for the first one, a smal! 
shift to the left on the voltage axis, but because the shift of this to the right is much bigger the 
resultant effect wil! be, in fact, the displacement to higher voltages. In terrns of the band diagram 
description this means that the initia! change of the position of the quanturn well quasi states 
relative to the emitter quasi Ferrni level wil! be maintained, even though during the increasing of 
the collector bias this can be diminished. The general behaviour of the I-V characteristic wiJl not 
depend on interchanging the applied voltage on the emitter and collector. Also the constant 
current base excitation gives the same result. 

For our specific situation the I-V characteristics, in the common emitter and collector 
configurations are shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. In both cases the base poten ti al is 
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Fig. 5.9 Band diagram mustration ofthe principle of a 3T DBRT device withno separation between the 
cantrolling and current carrying carriers. 
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altered using a constant current source. From the beginning it comes out that the shift sense ofthe 
curves with the base current depends ofthe contiguration and in both situations most ofthe base 
current is found again in the emitter current. These aspects can be explained if we take into 
account the new features introduced in our structure during the processing, which make it 
different from the ideal case presenled above. As we pointed out previously, when we discussed 
the two terminal I-V characteristics, between the base and the quanturn well ofthe "active" DBS 
there is a large depletion region. We have seen that in this situation the B-C current flow is almost 
entirely along the path 4 indicated in Fig. 5.5. The effect wil! be that in both configurations the 
base current changes the potential along the whole "active" DBS, the highest potential value 
being in the emitter side ( with our notation convention from Fig. 5.5). This is equivalent with an 
ideal situation in which the base contact is positioned undemeath the DBS (at theeruitter side) 
and the base current alters directly the emitter triangular quantwn well potential. Thus, the shift 
of the I-V curves with the base current increasing is to the right for the common emitter 
contiguration and to the left for the common collector one. It is not yet clear why the base current 
flows almost entirely through the eruitter terminal because the turn on voltages are almost the 
same for both the B-E and B-C I-V characteristics (see Fig. 5.6). In conneetion with this the B-C 
current is smal! and the base influence on the C-E I-V curve is not so high. Even in these 
conditions the transfer characteristic, for instanee Ie = f(ls) in the common eruitter configuration, 
demonstrales an important switching property of our 3T DBRT device (see Fig. 5.12). As one 
observes, applying a fixed collector voltage near the valley (peak) point of the forward (reverse) 
principal 1-V characteristics, and varying the base current, an abrupt variation of the collector 
current is registered. In the cases shown in Fig. 5.12 the effect is disturbed by the instability of 
the device in the NDR region. This effect is also analysed in the next paragraph where a switching 
time is estimated. 

The behaviour of the 3T device Ie-V CE characteristic does not change with temperature ( see 
Fig. 5.13a). Camparing Figs. 5.l3b and 4a it is interesting to point out that the influence ofthe 
base excitation on the principal device current is practically independent oftemperature. 

The static characteristics ofthe 3T DBRT device presenled in this section demonstrate that 
the idea ofthe DBS controlled by the direct action on the quanturn well potentialis feasible. Of 
course, with our device the optimwn is not yet achieved. The main problem remains the reduction 
( elimination) of the depletion region under the open base surface and the base contact. We believe 
that, in comparison with the few trials conceming the same basic idea from literature [2, 3, 4, 5], 
our results show more clearly the technological way to follow in this direction, even if important 
difficulties still have to be overcome. 

5.4.2 AC Measurements 

Microwave measurements have been carried out on the 3T DBRT devices in a two port 
contiguration (see Fig. 4.1 0), using the same HP 851 OB netwerk analyzer as for the 2T devices. 
Again the frequency range has been between 50MHz and 40 GHz. Maintaining the same 
convention conceming the device terminals as in the case ofthe DC measurements (see Fig. 5.5), 
during the microwave testing the device emitter has been grounded. The measurements have been 
done on devices with 20x20 J..Lm2 active area. 
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Fig. 5.10 Constant base current 1-V characteristics in the common emitter configuration: Ie -V CE (a), 
IE -VCE (b) and VBE -VCE (c). 
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Fig. 5.11 Constant base current I-V characteristics in the common collector configuration: IE -Voc (a), 
Ie -Voc (b) and Voc -Voc (c). 
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Fig. 5.12 Transfer characteristics for different collector voltages. For VCE of 1.37 V and -1.09 V the 
collector current has abruptjumps. 
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Fig. 5.13 Temperature dependenee ofthe 3T DBRT device I-V characteristics : le-V a at 80 K (a) and 
Ie-V CE at different temperatures for rb = 4 mA (b ). 

Two sets ofmeasurements have been considered. In the frrst set the base-emitter DC bias has 
been kept constant, at zero value, and the S-parameters for different collector-emitter DC biases 
have been determined. Fig. 5.14 shows the results in a self explanatory way. As expected, S11 

reflection coefficient corresponding to the B-E port, doesnotchange with C-E OC bias. Also, S22 
at the C-E port shows the usual behaviour of a simple 2T OBRT device when the DC bias is 
changed. Both the transmission coefficients, S21 and S12, are identical fora certain C-E OC bias. 

In the second measurement set the S-pararneters are measured for a fixed C-E DC bias when 
the B-E OC bias is varied. The results are presented in Fig. 5.15. Sll shows the known diode 
behaviour when the OC bias (current) is increased. Instead, S22 behaviour demonstrates the DC 
influence ofthe base excitation on the C-E OC I-V characteristic, as we have observed during the 
measurements. Again the transmission coefficients have the sarne behaviour. 
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Fig. 5.15 S-parameter measurements on a 3T DBRT device, for five B-E bias points and constant C-E 
bias (-1.02 V). 
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Fig. 5.14 S-parameter measurements on a 3T DBRT device, for constant B-E bias (zero) and five C-E bias 
points. 
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Besides the possibility to produce high frequency oscillations (see section 4.3.2), the NDR 
region ofthe DBRT device I-V characteristic is also the basis for switching from the peak to the 
valley region and vice versa. The switching process occurs by·Dc biasing the device near the 
peak point through a load resistance R1oad that is consistent with two possible DC bias quiescent 
points, one above and one below the NDR region. This resistance must satisfy the condition 
R,oad > ó.V/ Äl. In these conditions, a slight increase of the bias voltage will result in a switch to 
the valley point or beyond. The switching time of the resonant tunneling devices represents an 
important characteristic parameter demonstrating once more that these are very fast [6, 7]. 

For the standard DBRT diode the switching time has been measured in the past using the 
electro-optic sampling technique [6, 7]. With 3T DBRT devices as we fabricated the 
measurement procedure of the switching time becomes much sim pier. After the DC biasing of 
the device between C-E near the peak point, the small additional signa! (bias) can be directely 
applied on the quanturn well base, which, as we have seen before, produces the shift of the main 
1-V characteristics. The measurements have been carried out with the setup presented in Fig. 5.16. 
As in the case of the microwave mesurements we made use of Cascade probes to access the 
device terminals, with the emitter grounded. Also, the tested device had a 20x20 J.Lm2 active area. 
A negative bias near the peak V CE= -1.097 V (!CE= -16.1 mA) has been applied between C-E and 
the base has been positively biased with V8e = 1.30 V (18e = 0.51 mA). The results are shown in 
Fig. 5.17, indicating a switching time t....,1,cJr = 55.4 ps. Taking into account the corrections needed 
because ofthe measurement procedure [8] we finally get the value t_,,.1,cJ, = 42.1 ps. We have to 

de bias 

HP54120A 20GHz 
Digitizing Oseilloseope systern 

OOI == 
~0 = cc 

0 

printer 

B-T= 0.1-20 GHz 
Bias-Tee 

de bias 

Fig. 5.16 Measurement setup for the switching time ofthe DBRT structure using a 3T device. 
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Fig. 5.17 Switching time measuring with the digitizing oscilloscope. 

mention that in our experiment the device switched not between the peak and valley points but 
between the peak and an intermediate point in the NDR region, because the device was not totally 
stabie in the measuring circuit (see also the DC results descrihing the same problem). A 
theoretica! evaluation of t switch can be obtained using the approximate formula [9] t iWilch " 4.4 
(I:!..V/M)C, where .1V= VP-V'"' !::.1= lP-!"" and C the static capacitance ofthe DBRT structure. In 
our particular conditions this expression gives tswitch " 42.5 ps which is quite close to the measured 
result. 

5.5 Conclusions 

Using high selective etching processes we have fabricated for the first time a 3T DBRT 
devicebasedon the direct contacting ofthe quanturn well. This is demonstrated without doubts 
by the I-V characteristics between the B-E and B-C terminals. The base excitation determines a 
shift of the collector-emirter 1-V characteristics on the voltage axis. Consequently the transfer 
characteristic, collector current as a function of the base current or voltage, shows important 
switching properties. The switching time ofthe DBRT structure used in the 3T DBRT devices 
has been measured, indicating a value of 42.1 ps that is quite close to the estimation obtained 
from an approximate theoretica! formula used in the literature. 

The electrical properties of our 3T DBRT devices can be used in switching applications and 
for tunned oscillators. 
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Conclusions 

In this work 2T OBRT devices have been studied and a new 3T OBRT device bas been 
fabricated and characterized. All the devices were processed from MBE grown GaAs/AIGaAs 
based structures. 

The technological processes used for the fabrication of the devices have been investigated 
minutely. A detailed description of these is presented (chapter 3 and Appendix B), the basic idea 
of the presentation being the understanding of the process mechanism and their direction of 
evolution. Important results have been obtained in the development and optimization of the dual 
resist photolithography, wet chemica! etching, selective etching of GaAs and Al GaAs, and gold 
plating for airbridge interconnections. In the sarne field of the technology, a mask set for the 3T 
OBRT device processing bas been designed and fabricated. 

In a separate section (chapter 2) the physical basics ofthe resonant tunneling phenomenon 
are presented in the Breit-Wigner formulation of the process, an approach used in quanturn 
mechanics to describe the resonant scattering phenomena in genera!. Also, main elements 
necessary for the measurement interpretation and rnadeling are introduced. 

GaAs/AlAs and Al04Gao 6 As based 2T OBRT devices, processed in planar configuration, 
have been OC and AC characterized (chapter 4). OC results, at room temperature and below, are 
dicussed and explained from the point of view of device physics in a qualitative manner and using 
a self consistent physical model. These descriptions are based on the theoretical considerations 
developed in chapter 2. In both approaches one emphasizes the role played by the accumulation 
region (where the electrans are distributed both in 30 and 20 states)in the oe behaviour. An 
accurate AC analysis reveals that the most proper equivalent circuit representation of our OBRT 
structures has to include besides the Esaki model elements also a quanturn inductance. For the 
used active region configuration, the OC and AC performances of our 2T OBRT devices are 
situated at the superior limit, indicating a high quality fabrication and accurate characterization. 

GaAs/AlAs based 3T OBRT devices with direct contacting ofthe quanturn well have been 
fabricated for the first time, using highly selective etching processes and airbridge 
interconnections (chapter 3). oe measurements indicate clearly the positioning of the base 
contact to the quanturn welland the shift ofthe collector-emitter I-V characteristics on the voltage 
axis when the base potenrial is altered. The devices show an important switching property which 
characteristic, the switching time, bas been determined in AC conditions. 

Further developments concerning 2T OBRT devicescan be done in two directions. One of 
them refers to the fabrication of devices with high electrical performance necessary in high speed 
electronics, an aspect in which the theoreticallimits have not been attained. In these sense the 
problem must be approached by using other material systems for the device structure, some of 
them and their advantages being mentioned in chapter 1, e. g. InGaAs/InAlAs, InAs/AlSb or 
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lsolation Isolalion 

Base ~ Emitter Base ~ Emitter 

(a) 

Fig. C.l 3T DBRT devices with the base contact on the quanturn well: (a) unipolar device using the 
"classica!" GaAs/AixGa1_"As DBRT structure; (b) bound-state resonant tunneling transistor (BSRTT) [IJ_ 

lnAs/GaSb/ Al Sb. 
The other direction of investigation regards the improverneut of the physical model developed 

within the EUT Electronic Devices Group, that because of its accessibility can become an 
efficient tooi for the design of different DBRT structures_ 

The investigation ofthe 3T DBRT devicescan be continuedas wel!. Here we also think of 
two directions. The first one refers to the improverneut of the approach developed in this 
dissertation_ On the one hand this can be done by reduction of the open base surface using the 
actual mask set in a different device processing. On the other hand, in a much more elaborated 
fabrication procedure, one can try the realization of a 3T DBRT device with banging base using 
a two side sample processing. 

The second direction bas in view the fabrication of a 3T DBRT transistor. To illustrate this 
we refer to Fig. C.l. For the fabrication of our 3T DBRT devices we made use of a simp ie DBRT 
structure. In such a configuration the equilibrium electrons in the quanturn well base occupy the 
lowest quasi-states. On the other hand, as known, in the DBRT structure the lowest quasi-states 
are typically also the electron resonant tunneling states (path AA' in Fig. C.l a). Therefore, there 
is no separation between the base controlling and collector-emitter current-carrying electrons, as 
it is required fortransistor action. Moreover, the base-collector tunnel harrier (path BB') is also 
not sufficient to confine the electrons to the base, as it must be thin enough to permit resonant 
tunneling (this could be overcome by the "hanging base" solution suggested above). 
Consequently, in this kind of device transistor action is not obtained. A configuration which 
overcomes the above drawbacks, separating the controlling and current-carrying electrons is 
shown in Fig. C.l b. In this bound-state resonant tunneling transistor (BSRTT) a narrow-bandgap 
quanturn well is used to hide the lowest-lying electron state from the tunneling electrons. The 
base electrons are supplied to the ground state by direct electrical conneetion to the well (base 
contact) and confined by the heterojunction collector (see section BB'). Resonant tunneling 
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base electrons are supplied to the ground state by direct electrical conneetion to the well (base 
contact) and confined by the heterojunction collector (see section BB'). Resonant tunneling 
occurs when the quanturn well excited states align with the emitter electron distribution, an 
alignment which is controlled by tbe base-emitter bias. In the practical realization ofthis salution 
the quanturn well was not directly contacted but using other technological modalities [2, 3]. 
Besides the uni po lar devices described above bipolar DBRT transistors can be also conceived. 
This solution has been materialized in several variants [4-8], contacting ofthe well not being 
realized in a direct way. So, combining our realization with the solutions which ensure transistor 
action an important progressin the field ofthe 3T DBRT devices could be registered. 

Apart from this developments aiming for fabrication of devices destined to high speed 
applications one can not ignore the possibility of fundamental research of some new ex perimental 
situations encountered in the fabrication of our devices such as metal-2D semiconductor layer 
junction. 
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Appendix A 

A.l Transmission Probability in a General DBRT Structure 

For the structure shown in Fig. Al the transmission probability is found, first for the coherent 
tunneling and afterwards consirlering scattering by introducing an "incoherent parameter". We 
use for this task the well known transmission matrix method [1, 2]. 

In the effective-mass approximation the motion of an electron along the structure is described 
by the following time-independent Schrödinger equation in one dimension 

[ 
/i

2 a 1 a J ----. --+ V(z) 'ljf (z) = Eljl(z) 
2 az m (z) az 

(Al) 

where ljr(z) is the envelope function, m*(z) is the effective mass ofthe electron and V(z) is the 
potential energy, i.e. the energy in the minimum ofthe conduction band. 

The probability to fmd the electron in a certain place z is proportional to lw<zW and the 
current density per electron is 

1 = qli 1m( + a"'J 
z m' "' az (A.2) 

where q is the electron charge and we adopted the '+' notation for the complex conjugate. 

r v4 

V 

E E 

v1 
2 3 4 

0 
0 

. v3 

w2 w3 w4 

Fig. A. I Schematic band diagram fora general DBRT structure. The electron wave function 
corresponding to the energy E > V1 is incident on the double harrier from the left. The wave reflects at 
the harriers and transmits through the structure to the right. 
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For each region 'j ', where V(z) is constant, the general solution of Eq. A.1 may be written as a 
combination of plane waves, right and left travelling, or growing and decaying exponentia1s, 
depending ofthe re1ative magnitude of Eversus V(z), 

(A.3) 

where 

(A.4a) 

2m' ( ) =±i -f ~-E =±iaj, E<Tj 
h 

(A.4b) 

Here, Js· and ~ denote the electron wave vector and attenuation coefficient, respectively. 
The different solutions on both si des of an interface are matched each other with the boundary 

conditions: 1 d . 
1jJ (z) continuous and -, - \jl(z) continuous [3). 

m dz 

Referring to the junction from Fig. Al.2 the salution to the Schrödinger equation in 
immediate vicinity of z = z; is: 

{ 

a e ik,z + b e-ik,z < 
I I ' z -Z; 

\jl= k k a,e' ,z + b,e-' ,: , z ~ z;. 
(A.S) 

The app1ication ofthe continuity conditions yields a1, b1 in terros of a" b, and vice versa. Because 
the matching conditions are linear, a1, b1 must be linearly related to a" b" i.e. there exists a 2x2 
matrix M'' satisfying, 

(a,) (incoming amplitude on left) 
b1 = outgoing amplitude on left 

( 
outgoing amplitude on right) 

=M'' 
incoming amplitude on right 

(A.6) 

The matrix Mz, is called the transfer or transmission (T) matrix and can easily be put in the 
following useful form 

M'' =- (A.7) 
1 ((1 +y)ei(k,-k1)z, (1-y)e-i(k,+k,)z,) 
2 (1- y)e'(k,+k1)z, (I+ y)e-i(k,-k,)z, , 

with y = m,: k, . If k1 is imaginary the expression of M'' continues to be valid provided that this 
m,k1 

is replaced by ia1• 

The T-matrix of a chain ofheterojunctions is equal to the product ofthose ofthe components. 
So, in this T-matrix approach a potential harrier can be represented by the matrix product oftwo 
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E E 

V~---------1 

r-------- vr 

z 
z =z, 

Fig. A.2 Energy band diagram of a heterointerface. It is assumed that E > V1 > V" so that there is 
physical electron wave propagation on both immediate sides of z = z1• a., b1 and a" b, are the incoming 
and outgoing wave amplitudes on the leftand right side, respectively. 

interface matrices, and a double barrier structure by the product of two single barrier matrices. 
Consequently, for the structure represented in Fig. A. I we can write 

Mo' = MB, ua.' 
with 

in self-explanatory notation. ~ and MB, can be expressed in a condensed form as 

+ +J; + +J; l z12z23X2 ':>2 + z12znX2 ':>2 , 

z;2z;3x;Çz + zlzznx;ç;1 
(A.8a) 

and 

(A.8b) 

• .. Ir • 

h -1 . ~ ~ -I . -1 . ~"J -I . -I .1n:Ja.4 -I · w ere z12 - +l-,-- +ty1, z23 - - l-,-- -ry2, Z 34 - +l-,-- +ty3 , ~'G 11'l:!a.2 m4Js 
Z -1-; ~ks -1-iy ·x -eikaw.z x -eika<w.z+w..> andx -ei.%<w.z+w..+w,> . 
45- " • - 4, z- ' z- ' 3- ' 

~(l4 

and 

~: -ea4w4 
':>4- . 

It turns out that ~ = ( ~~ r and M~ = ( ~~ t, i = I, 2, which is generally valid for any barrier 
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[ 4]. The total T -matrix of the double harrier is then calculated using the single harrier matrix 
elements: 

[M

B, MB' +MB, MB, 
11 11 12 21 

MIOI =_!_ 
16 MB, MB, +MB, MB' 

21 11 22 21 

MB, MB' +MB, MB' ] 11 12 12 22 

M~' M1~ + M~ M;i 

(A.9) 

Any harrier or chain of harriers are characterized by the wave transmission and reflection 
coefficients. Wedefine these coefficients first fora single harrier and then extend the definition 
for the whole structure. Considering, for example, the first harrier of our structure, for a wave 
incident from the left the corresponding coefficients are: 

- the wave transmission coefficient 

- the wave reflection coefficient 

MB,' 
11 

and for an incident wave from the right they are: 

- the wave transmission coefficient t~ = ~I = M! - M:; ~~ 
b3 Gt=O Mu 

- the wave reflection coefficient r!J. = ~~ =- M~. 
a,. b:J=O Mll 

(A. IOa) 

(A. lOb) 

(A.! la) 

(A.llb) 

Conceming the whole structure we are interested to express these coefficients only for the 
situation described in the Fig. A. I, where one considers the incident wave travelling from the left. 
In this case the wave transmission coefficient is 

-~~ - 1 -( a,Ma, a,Ma,)-1- ta,ta, - ( ')-1 t=- - .~~o~- M11 1\ +M12 21 - , =ta, 1-ra,ra, ta,, (A.12a) 
a,. bt;=O 1v111 1- ra, ra, 

and the wave reflection coefficient has the form 

1 =-2-1 = a, 8
' a, a, a, a, =ra, +ta,ra,(1-r!J,ra,r1t~. (A.I2b) 

bi M!','.1 r+r(t't-r'r) 

r =a,. bs=O ~~ 1- r~ra, 
If in Eqs. (A.12a) and (A.l2b) (1- r; ra, r 1 is expanded in a power series the transmission and 
reflection coefficients can be written as . 

(A.13a) 
and 

(A.l3b) 

The above form of t and r reflects very well the physical mechanism of the resonant tunneling 
process through a double harrier structure. Thus, the n+ I term in the expression of t expresses the 
fact that fust the tunneling through the first harrier takes place, then the wave is reflected n times, 
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back and forth, in the well, and finally this escapes through the second harrier. Similarly, the 
reileetion coefficient includes, besides the first harrier reilection, terms which take into account 
the multiple reilections between the harriers, in the quanturn well. These multiple reilections 
encountered in the transmission and reileetion of the electron wave function can interfere 
constructively or destructively leading to resonances in the transmission. 

The wave transmission and reileetion coefficients can be further used to calculate the 
transmission and reileetion probabilities. These probabilities are defined in conneetion with the 
probability current densities, as we already pointed out in section 2.2.2, for the transmission 
probability. Evident they can refer toa single harrier or multiple harriers. For our necessities we 
fust introduce the transmission and reileetion probabilities ofthe first harrier ofthe double harrier 
structure. Thus we have on the left hand side 

I = J,..,. l - m;k31t 12- m;k3 _I_ 
B, - J B, - 'k B, - 'k I 8 12 ' ,.... m3 1 m3 1 M 11' 

(A.14a) 

R = J,._i =Ir 12 = _IM:_d2 
B,- J B, B, IMB'I2' 

H 11 

(A.l4b) 

and on the right hand side 

7: = ~ .... ~ = "'~ lt' 12 = ~~ !..._lde_tM---:~~~2 
~- ~ .... ~ rr(~ ~ rr(~ IM~I2 ' 

'R' = ~--~ =Ir' 12 = _IM:i_l2 
A"B,- ~ .... ~ ~ IM~I2' 

(A.l5a) 

(A.lSb) 

in self-explanatory notation. Because the diagonal elements ofthe harrier T-matrix are complex 

conjugate each other and det MB, = ~~ one verifies TB, = T~, RB, = R~ and 

T~ +Ra, = T;, +R's, = 1. The last equalities guarantee in fact the current continuity which we cou1d 
expect because the Schrödinger equation together with the continuity conditions conserve the 
probability current density. In a similar way, we can now define the transmission and reileetion 
probabilities for the double harrier structure and, using Eqs. (A.12a) and (A.l2b ), write 

J 'k T. T. 
T=.....!=l.=m: sltl2= IJ, B, (A.l6a) 

J1_. m5k, 1+RB,RB, -2JRB,RB, coscjl 

and 

J . 2 RB, + RB, - 2J RB, R8, cos cjl 
R = __r=_ = lrl = ' J,.... 1 + Rs, RB, - 2J Rs, RB, cos cjl 

(A.l6b) 

where cjl = arg(r~) + arg(r B,) = -1t + arg( ~! ) + arg( ~ ) . Again T + R = 1 is valid , reilecting 
~. ~. 

the continuity ofthe current density for the double harrier resonant tunneling in the coherent case. 
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Further on we consider that scattering processes occur during the electron tunneling. In this 
situation the coherence of the wave function is lost and we speak about the incoherent case. 
Following [5], we model this introducing an incaherenee parameter(, without specifying the 
nature of the scattering process. ( is specific for a DBRT structure and it reflects the loss of 
coherence during every intemal reflection. For one bouncing back and forth ofthe wave function, 
with one reflection on each barrier, the expression for ( can be taken as 
( = exp(-2w3eJ!Àc), where w3.ff= w3kl~ represents the effective width ofthe quanturn well, with 
k the total wave vector in the well, and Àc == ;;,v. is the coherence length, with v. the electron 
velocity and 't, the scattering time. Using this (, now the expressions (A.13) ofthe transmission 
and reflection coefficients in the coherent case are replaced by 

and 

which written in a concentraled form become 

and 

t t 
t(Ç) = çl/2 81 ~1 

l-Çr8 r8 I 1 

t r t' 
r(Ç) = 'n, + Ç B, B,. B, 

1-ÇrB,ro, 

(A.l8a) 

(A.18b) 

With t(() and r(() thus expressed we find for the transmission and reflection probabilities 

rT. T. 
T(Ç) = 2 "' 

8
' 

8
' (A.19a) 

1 + Ç RB, Ro, - 2ÇJ R8, Ro, cos <\l 

and 

(A.l9b) 

The sum of T(() and R(() no Jonger equals unity. But it represents only the fraction of electrans 
that tunnel coherently and consequently the difference I - T( () - R( () is interpreled as the fraction 
of electrens that are stuck inside the well and leave it in a separate process, i.e., incoherently. The 
incoherent electrens tunnel to the left and to the right in the same ratio as the transmission 
probabilities of the left and right barriers, that is the corresponding probabilities are 
~ I(~ + TBz) and TBz I(~ + T13z) and respectively [6]. Hence the total transmission probability 
is obtained as 

T. 
J;o,=T(Ç)+[l-T(Ç)-R(Ç)] 82 

, (A.20) 
'Fa,+ To,_ 

or, in worked out form 

T =[I+ (1-t;)(l +t; RB, )Ter). 
tot Ç(T~ +TB,) '=' 

(A.2l) 
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The expression (A.2I) ofthe transmission probability in the genera!, incoherent case can be 
used at the calculation of the current density and charge in the well for <1 particular DBRT 
structure ifwe specify the form of(, corresponding to different scattering mechanisms involved 
in the resonant tunneling process. 

A.2 Breit-Wigoer Form of the Transmision Probability in a 
Symmetrical DBRT Structure 

Following [7] we show how the transmission probability fora symmetrical DBRT structure 
(see Fig. 2.1), obtained with the T-matrix formalism, can be expressed in a Breit-Wigner form 
at energies near resonances. 

We start from Eq. (Al.12a) ofthe transmission coefficient, which is detailed here using Eqs. 
(A.8a) and (A.8b): 

t(Er1 =M1~M1~ +M~~M:t = 

(A.22) 

+ ( znz;3x;ç2 + zt2z23X;ç2 )(z;4z4sX3x4Ç4 + z34z;sx3x4Ç;
1
)] 

For the symmetrical DBRT structure k1 = ~ = k5 = k, a2 = a4 =a, m; = m; = m;, m; = m~, ~ = 

m~a. m;k I 
d4=L8 and d3=Lw from which results "( 1 = "(3 = ---;-k = "( and "(2 = "(4 = -.- = -

1
; 

ms mwa. 

and 
i 

Z23 = Z4s = I --; 
"( 

Ç
2 

= Ç
4 

= eaLs. In these conditions Eq. (A.22) reads: 

!(Er·= 1~ ,,.,.,.", . ., .. {[(l+;y(1-~ )+(1-;y{t +~ }-'·'· r ,-·,. + 

+[(1 + iy{ I +f J + (1- iy{1-f }-
2aLa I (I- iy{ I- f ]+(I +iy{ I+ f }-2aLa }ikLw} 

(A.23) 

After ordinary but elaborate algebraic manipulations (calculations) we obtain the folowing 
condensed form for the transmission coefficient: 

{ [ 

2 ll-1 I i 1-i I-i 
t(E) = Q -(I +iy)(I--) L +2--!- Pexp(-2a.L8 ) + (--!-J N exp(-4a.L8 ) , (A.24) 

y y I+zy I+zy 

where 

exp[ik(2a.L8 +Lw)] exp(2a.L8 ) 

Q= 8 ' (A.25a) 
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L = (y2 -1) sin(kLw) + 2y cos(kLw ), 

P = (y2 +I) sin(kLw ), (A.25b) 

N = (y2 -I) sin(kLw)- 2y cos(kLw ), 

As observed from Eq. (A.24) the pol es E~ of t(E) generally are complex. They can be associated 
with the eigenvalues ofthe energy in the quanturn well, i.e.: 

E 0 = E -i r,, 
n n 

2 
(A.26) 

where En and Tn are positive. _ 
We analyse the behaviour oft(E) at real energiesin the vicinity of E~ from which we obtain 

the Breit-Wigner form ofthe transmission probability. The poles ofthe right side ofEq.(A.24) 
in the complex energy plane are the roots ofthe following equation: 

( )

2 
1-i 1- i 

F(E) = L +2 -.-'Y P exp(-2aL8 ) + -.-'Y N exp(-4 aL8 ) = 0. 
l+1y l+1y 

(A.27) 

Using the transformation I+ iy =(I+ y2Y12 ein with 1J = arctgy and separating the real and 
imaginary part Eq.(A.27) takes the form: 

where 
F(E)=U -iW=O, 

U(E) = L + 2M exp(-2aL8 )cos(2ll) + N exp(-4aL8 )cos(4'Tl), 

W(E) = 2M exp(-2aL8 )sin(2ll)+ N exp( -4aL8 )sin(4ll). 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 

We consider that the individual harrier penetrabil i ties in the structure are smal!, otherwise any 
quasistabie state will very rapidly decay through the harriers. In this "thick harrier" limit aL8 »I 

and, therefore, e-aL. «1. It follows that W(E) « U(E) except at values of E near the roots of 
U(E) = 0, which we call E,. U(E), as seen from Eqs.(A.29) and (A.25), is a linear combination 
of sin(kLw) and cos(kLw) with real coefficients for real E. For this reason, in genera!, its roots, E, 
are real. Now, for any root E, of U(E)=O, the corresponding root E~ of Eq. (2.8) is given to very 
good approximation by Newton's Rule: 

F(E~) = F(E,) + (E~- E,)F'(E,)+ .. . = 0, (A.30a) 
from which results: 

(A.30b) 

lt follows, cernparing Eqs. (A.30b) and (A.26) that in the approximation of"thick harriers" 
the quantity E, satisf)ring U(~ 0 is the real part En of the associated complex zero E~ of F(E) 
and that the imaginary part of~,- iT ,/2 equals iW(E) I F'(E), calculated for E = E, = Err This 
last correspondence gives for rn the expression: 

-4Pe-2rxLs sin(2ll) 
r = (A3!) 

n L'(E) IE=En=Er 
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where using the same "thick harrier" approximation, the term involving N has been dropped in 
W(E) and we have kept from F'(E") only L'(E") . In the frame ofthe same approximation the 
values of Er to be used in Eq. (A.31) are given sufficiently accurately by solving the equation L(E) 
= 0 instead ofthe equation U(E) = 0 that originally specified Er. In this sense, one observes that 
the energies Er satisfying L(Er) = 0 occur when the equations 

. kL -+ 2Y sm w ---2-, r +I 

2 -1 
coskL =+_r_ 

w r2 +I 

(A.32) 

are satisfied. The above equations help us to obtain P(E) and L ' ( E), for E = Er , as P(Er) = ±2 y 
and 

(A.33) 

Thus, the expression ofr" from Eq. (A.31) can be worked out thereby and the fmal result is: 

r = 16h
2
ky 

2 
exp(-2aL8 ) (A.34) 

n mw(l+y
2 {(1 +y

2
)Lw +(1 + :; Y2 }a·'] 

Eqs.(A.24) and (A.27) imply that at any real energy t(E) reads: 

t(E) = [ Q~(l +iy)(l-~)F(E)r 
At real energies near the complex zero ~ of F (E), 

IE=En 

F(E) = F(E~)+(E -E~)F' (E~)+ ... =: (E-En +i; )L' (En), 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 

The factors other than F(E) in Eq. (A.35) are slowly varying near E = En= E" and at such 
energiescan be computed at E = E". Using Eqs. (A.25a), (A.36), and (A.33) in Eq. (A.35) we see 
that at real energies E near En 1 

-r 
t( E) = +iexp[ -ik(2L8 +Lw)] exp( -irl) 2 " r 

E-E +i_!!. 
n 2 

(.!. r )2 
1
2 2 " 

T(E) = lt(E) = ( )2 · 
(E - E")2 + ~ 

(A.37) 

and 

(A.38) 

Eq. (A.38) represents the Breit-Wigner form of the transmission probability through a 
symmetrical DBRT structure at energies near those corresponding to resonances. 
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Appendix B 

Details about the Technological Processes Involved in the 
Resonant Tunneling Device Fabrication 

In this section a complete description of the processing steps used for the faorication of the 
resonant tunneling devices is presented. The presentation contains also information about the 
chemieals involved in different stages of the processing chain, equipments and special 
requirements. The step recipes are grouped in the frame of the same subdivision introduced in 
chapter 3 for the technological processing. 

All the processes, except gold plating, have been accomplished in a clean room with high 
level of cleanliness. Thus, in the spaces destinated for sample handling in different processing 
steps - lithographic processes, wet chemica! etching, loading for metallization, annealing or 
plasma processes, etc.- a class-100 is ensured. The other spaces have a class < 10,000. In the 
photolithographic (yellow) roomthereis a strict control ofthe temperature and humidity: 21 oe 
± 1 oe and 40% ± 5%, respectively. The temperature is controlled also in the chemistry room 
(21 oe ± 2°C) and in the spaces destinated to contact fabrication and plasma etching and 
deposition (21 oe ± 2°C). Where necessary, for cleaning and drying purposes, nitrogen of high 
purity (SN) is delivered, using pistol tools. 

The solutions used in different steps are in general obtained from many components, so their 
composition is specified indicating the proportion in volumes from each component. Aftereach 
process a visual inspeetion is performed with a Polyvar optica! microscope, which permits a 
maximum magnification ofx 1000. The dimensions ofthe pattems transferred into the resist as 
well as of those subsequently defined by the subtractive and additive operations have been 
checked using the samemicroscope or, when necessary, the scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
Jeol JSM 6400F. Also, the thickness ofthe resist films and ofthe different deposited layers , or 
the etching depths were measured with a Tencor step profiler or the SEM. 

B.l Cleaning Processes 

Some useful properties of solvents, used in cleaning processes and other several processing 
steps, are listed in Table B.l. The data are from reference [31 ], chapter 3, and sheet specifications 
of the producers. 

The isothermal control of the hot plates, used for heating or drying, has been of± l oe. Rinse 
has been performed first in reverese osmosis (RO) water and than in deionized (DI) water, with 
resistivity higher than 6 MO. In both cases, the water has been kept flowing. 
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Chemica/ 

]?ormula . 

' CHCI
3 

.«'···,~~'i'·"·~~7~. 
~ 

-\n;!;'\" 
·C2H~~ 

·,,.,,{;-

0.7899 

0.7855 
'"· 

I .4832 

Appendix B 

100% 

;,'.;. ~):· f' .... i{ 

100% 

1% 
-,~, . 

_,..:,:, 

Tabie B.l Physical properties ofthe solvents used in resonant tunneling device processing. 

0 Cleaning process before photolithography: 

. ~o ),. ~ • . 'T':!l'C" •. ,, '· 

·.~ Irih'n.ersión ( with agitäi}o!l) in boiling aéetorlÎf~2 i;Ilin; 
, - ImmersiÖn<'~witb !lgitation) in bóilirtg ~-propànol: 'i niio; 

m:" Immersion (witll~figitaticm) in boiling.chlorpform: 2 min; 
0 - HqtpJate ärying:' i OS~Ç/ 5 !llirt; ' ~--:- ;,, ..... 

- Vi~ál iilspectjon. ' · ''"1. . "1- . , 2?' -;. 
'" . .••. -._,~ - ~-- ;p-i>' 

0 Cleaning process before metallization: 

- Immersio~~ iiJ.f!Cl:H:p (I :4) sol~tioé-zo,oc 1 3o s; 
··..;·'?--· ·--~ 

-Rinse in RO,water: -I min; 1?' 
, -Rinse inDT~ater;.2 min; .·. ,,>.· 
'· ~Witr,{Jgen blow dzyln'g; · ·'' ·· •· 

- Visual iJ1spection. 
~-'·' t" ·1. 

0 Cleaning process after photolithography: 

(B.l) 

(8.2) 
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- Oxyge~ p/asma'étching: Ö2flow = 3Wsccm/p~T.-20mJordP flW·il:' 1.:00 W I 
. · · · .Jj}C biiis =~167 V/ »-1 miri. · (B.3) 

- ViSual inspedtrpn.'' 
.:~-~ ~ ' . ·. '· 

0 Cleaning process for removing (stripping) the resist after an etch process: 

·~; ~-.?~ •: -~·-- :- .. : .. -~ t"'. 

- lmniersiQn in. boiling acetorie:· 5 min <. 

- Immersion (with agitation) in 2-propanol: I min. 
-Rinse in RO water: 30 s, .-,..~-è;;,;-: · 
-Rinse in DI wàtèr: 2·.min. · 
.:.Nftrogen blow drying. 
- Visual ins.pection. 

B.2 Photolitbograpbic Processes 

(B.4) 

Helpful properties ofthe AZ type positive and dual image resists and developer, used in our 
lithographic processings, are shown in Table B.2. The data proceed mainly from sheet 
specifications. 

( continued) 

•'ft': 

' 29.5 

' ., 

34.5 

'ir·(k, 
18.0 

'' 

Water1 .. 

Content 

·~-'~"'" max;. 0.5 .. ;;.. .• 'EGMEA . 

+ ·f. ~. 

~~: Q.S 

ma~. 0.5 

·' 

.m~l5 
~-

AtL ~ylene . ' 
'- ?~-

·,.·· 'ö· '!lax;· 0.5 

(a) 

2~08/1 .61 

' --~-

''f(.•".· 

. . . 
SpectrcJ/ 

.. 'i~ 
365-436 

:;; ~_;;:·. 
310/440 ' 

·~·"·, :;.. ,.,_ 
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I · Normality Çconc.) I 
~lilil!l!!!il!!ïllll!li!~!~!llllllll~.·: :,,~ éf. , . ,· p 

(b) 

;:_· .r · •. :·· 

0.600 ± 0. 005 N 
-·:"-.':<'. {i ~~i- ;:,...{:...\;.-_, é~' .::..- ~-- ~> 

Table B.2. Main properties ofthe AZ type positive and dual image photoresists (a) and developer (b), 
used for the lithographic processings. In (a) "IR" stands for Image Reversal and indicates that the 
corresponding resist is a dual image one. 

The application of the resist film has been performed with a Headway Research spinner, 
ha ving continuos speed variation between 0-10,000 rpm and variations in the constant speed 
regime of± 100 rpm. 
The SUSS MJB 3 UV 400/300 mask aligner, used for our lithographic necessities, is equipped 
with a 350 W mercury short-are lamp, providing primary exposure wavelengths in the range 350-
450 nm. This is endowed with a high precision alignment stage allowing alignment accuracies 
to 0.1 microns. We have worked withit in the contact printing technique, clamping the sample 
against the mask with vacuum, hard contact mode (HCM), or mechanically, soft contact mode 
(SCM). The exposures around UV h-line (405nm) and i-line (365) can be performed using 
specific filters, UV 400 and UV 300, respectively. Normally, with a good lamp, the light intensity 
for the two UV lines, in each case ofthe two filters, is approxirnately: 

-UV 400: 19 mW/cm2 for h-line and 8mW/cm2 for i-line; 
-UV 300: 3 mW/cm2 for h-line and 8mW/cm2 for i-line 

0 Photolithographic process using the AZ 1505 resist: 

. ~~- - :_ '\"'''' : ' •·:/'-~.:!' ·-.: .''·~-<- - . '( 

- Application 'oftlie 'tesj~~ fil!n by spinning: iö - speèd ~ 1 sI 3000 rpm > SO ~; 
· ·-Soft. bakeonthehotpiat<:':' 9S°C~ ~5min;.r~· .. ,,;., ·· .,,., "'~'""', 
·,-Exposure: HCM I DY"<!OO > 4 s; '''?:\ 
~ - Developmentin 'AZ l'fey :·DJwater (1 :1): MA );>.20 sr:f;/ (B.5) 
· -,Rinse in RO water: 1 îil lfi·•: : · · · · 

-'RmseinD/ water: 2 min;' i>:· . , 
- Nltrogen blow drying; · ·· 

: - Visual inspl~Hon . 
.... .., · ,"'~- ~ . .. ~ . 

0 Photolithographic process using the AZ 13501 resist: 

·_ ·'_ -:Yl}i--:·{ . : ·.. . ~. ',~ 'i' . .?'"' ···~ 

- Applicatiqn :~fth~<~sist film by spinning: low speed»< 3;;~] 5()Qq:rp_m > 30 s; 
" - Softbakeon th~ot,pláte;~-~.rc > 1 o mm;. ~ ·•· .~f .. · (B.6) 
T, ~J~XJ?()S~.e:_ HCM l UV 40'0"> 12 s;y .\<i'' . ·. .· 

·A;<; .. 'i<.":. ...... ·"'~:"':>: 

( continued) 
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0 Photolithographic process using the AZ 4330A resist (specific for air bridge fabrication 
by plating): 

$, >~ ' . ' :' ;~,' ~--;·-r ~ . . • . . .. '.}f;' . 
- Applleatión ofthe resist film.by spinning: low speed>~ s/ S()~ rpriî :> 30' s'; 
-Soft bakeon the·hot pl~ctte: 95"-C > 15 min;.,~<; ·,,; ., ... - ·: 

• . ' y '· --~-- • ... .... , :~ 

- Ex~sure .+ ·SCM L U\f 40'0 ~ &5 s; )'ti ~ '!' · ·. : . 
- Development in AZ Dèv:Dlwclter€1:1): MA> -120 s; 
- Rinse i(l RO water: 1 mîit; 

'

0

- Rirtse in IJl water: 2 min· . . ':: ~.. ' ~ . 
. - Nit;:ogen ylo"' dry~ 

(B.7) 

- Hárél bakëil20°C > 120 min; 
~NisuaJ inspection. - ' ,,. '· · 

0 Photolithographic process using the AZ 4620A resist (specific for air bridge fabrication 
by plating): 

~ • - :-;; ~- ;1;-:p>'. -·· r··- · ·-~:...~~·-:} ·: > '. ~~,;., - ~-.- ... :.s .,.: .. ·-= 
· -"App!jcatió~,9fth;J:~~îst ~~by sp!nni~g: low speed(»" ·~ s /'~000 Fpm ~;·30 s; ·· 
- So.ft bakeon thelio~plàte;RT > JO mm;l95°Ç > 15mm/ RT > 3Q·nun; ~ 

~':~~pÖ~,urê : HCM I UV 400 > 45 .s; '"' t;?r::;; • . . 

~ Deye!O:pmenfin AZ~ev.:~/, wçt:et;~I: 1 ): (B.&) 
- Rinse ih RO water: I min; · ·· 

. - Rinse 'in IJl wqt~tr: 2 mjn; 
".:·Nitrpgê.h bló~iQryi~gf · 
- Hard bàke: 1 ÎÖ o C »' 30 mm\ · . 

0 IR photolithographic process using the AZ 5206E resist, suitable for lift-off metallization 
technique: 

~ · \ r • :· --~· · • 1""" ~ w '.,%'' -Y2> '· 

~ 1RP!icatjp~ o~'-'tlî~res~st (ilm _,. spinron~: low·speed >I sI 3000:rpm > 30 s; 
- Prebake·on the hot pl~e: lOO,. ;(i:c> JpJ.m;. _,J'"• ·::..~ .. ·" '~'- .:.. :~ 
- Expos!Jre : UCM I UV 300 > 6 s; ' . ..., " . 

~ - Póst· èxpg~ure !?,~4::'.on !~e hot plate: 1} -~ o C > 2 mln; 
. -Floodexp'osure: ,W:Y40'0>8s; _ : .·. < · (B.9) 
· - ti~velopment ibA:Z Dey: :DI ~it,t~r (f{p: M~~'20• .. > -~~(~~~~,su!;,'~y); ~-

-Rinse in RO water 30 s· ··~ •"·' -~~ .~.,,.. :xo ,v,. 1) · ,. . • ' •' . ·~ ~~~·) -:;,._, . . t.. 
· - Rinse in Dl water: 2min; · · 
,.r: Nitr,pg_en ~)Q;W 9ryin~; 
~'i Visti~1 msn~>'!tîon.·; : • %. ,, 1 "...; , . .,. f" . .~ :~;· 
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0 IR photolithographic process using AZ 5214E resist, suitable for lift-off metallization 
technique: 

"_ '· -~·"· .. ·,~-· ··'··- ' 

- Application~·oft~~;t~Sj_s,t fil~:.byspin~in:g: low speed> 3 sI 5000'rpm > 30 s; 
- Prebakeon the lfot'platé:, t <Wc > .~.;min;.~,) : . . , . · · 

i! ~ Exposure : HC~ I UV 300 > t~Ó s· . .;~, .. !t ·i:!'' 'i: 
-Post e,;'~q~re ~ake on the hot plat~: 115 oe > 2· min; 4 
- Fiood expósurè: lJV 4Çj > .. 12 s; 't: (B.l O) 
-·D,~velopfn.ent in AZ Dèv. :DI Wàter:(l ::I~: MS.<f20~Ç > -50 s (visual survey); 
-Rinse in RO w~r: 30 s; ' ·~:r.1# ,\i ·~. "• . 

r · -·.R. inse in DI wàté'r: :t:m .. 'in·, " "· · ... ~· '· r.r: .. J • 
" :'1' ~{/ -€4J 

- Nirr(igen blów dt'ying; ·. ~':. ' .,. 
-~-

. - Yisual inspection. 
. "'v~ '.:< ~-· (; • ""---~~~ 

0 Direct photolithographic process using AZ 5206E resist, suitable for lift-off metallization 
technique: 

;,_,. ::_. ..~~ ... ,.-- . :% :<';. ·. \ -~::- :.=:. 

- Appfit:\tion"?fthe resist fi!tp'by1,spJ.m~ing: low spêedf;?"" I sI 3000 rpm > 3Jl•s;':· 
I.-Prebake on~~e. h!'>t pbtte: 95°C > :S mi,n;. i 
~ ,•:f1ood expostiféf\JV 300 > 2.5 s;i ••it}:• .. 

- Post *-l'.posure bà!{éón thehot p·Jate: 105'~(: '> 5 ·min; .; .. . 
' '"">~ ''· . --t·· ·_ ,;·,. ~ 
~- ExBosuré: !1C~ I UV 300 > :4;4 s; · •,.· '· .;{. . . · .i!; . :; .. 

-·Deveiopment in' AZ I)ev. :DI water (Pfl): MS I 20°C >. --~0 s-(visual sur'Vêy); \, 
.• ·,.. .;.:·· . ..~. :y· - /, 

.•- Rinse'in RO water:30 s·; ·•., ""· · ·'··· 
'rit Mlse in iJi ~at~r: 2 min; . 

- NftJ:Qge/1 blow drying; :.· 
• - Visual ins~ctjon. ' ·'· · 

"·\.." .. '<,.;.<- "'~{·;: 

(B.l I) 

0 Direct photolithographic process using AZ 52I4E resist, suitable for lift-offmetallization 
technique: 

.,- Àpp;i~at~~n\ibftfie resist tllm tî'y"$p~~g: lo~ s~~e<r'> ~:sI 50~~ rP~'~:~o s;:j,:· 
... Prebake on the hotplate:· .95 o-e > 5 ·mm;.. ··~· -:- ~ ·· '~ 

.-::k . . .. ~. . ~:tf.; ;F~· ·. 

- Flood èxB<)~ur~: UV 300 > ;u; s; · "ta. ,_, ">! • • ., 

~ - Po~t exposure bake OJ?- ~e hot piatè 'IiWCJ>:: 5 m~; · • ·. ~- ,.;_ . 
' , Exposure: HCM (UV:JOO > 24 s; . ~1>· _ ., • · (8.12) 
· :: ~eveiopment in AZ ~e~. ;l)I water (1: 1 ): M~f(~O.~Ç > -1 mi.n 3~ s '<'ii~ua;l survey)~ 
-~insein RO watè,r: 3.0 ;~; ·~r z·; ~· . 

'' J:'Rinse iri Diwatèf. 2miir ,:, . .f.i .. 
: Nitrogen blow J&ing;J. ' 

4
"1 '5. .~ ; . 

"<'.}" • <. " ~~ ·, . 

- VisuàHnsp~ption. •, ..• ,.. " ·:" 
'.."";.{. ·'-'; -.<'..-- • ..~....... '• • ·~, • -"l: 

0 Direct photolithographic process using AZ 52 I 4E resist, suitable for the obtaining of very 
smal! deviations from the mask dimensions and specific for the dielectric resist support: 
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' ··~ ~:11. ':Oj' .. :;. '.;i~~»ff . . . ,_ \ -~~\ 
,, - Application·oftheJIDMS flbn by spinning: 3Ç.QO rP.m '> 3os; "'' ,"~ ~ 
' - Applicàtion oft~te rèsistfilll)_by.spini:iing: low speed> 3 sI SOOO{tPm >' 3o s; 
- Prebáktl on the bo~ ~late: l00°C > 5 min;·. • ,,.:,. · v, 'v , 

-.. Flood exposure: QY300 ~ - L2 -~;- ·. :·, .. .,.~- · >r:·' ~~"<: 
- ·Postexposurébakeonthehi;)ïplate: ll5°C> 1 min; 
-Exposqre: HC~tuv 300 > 7 s; ... , :_ . ., -~-· ·. ·'·4 · ' . .. ? ~-:.- · 

-~ D~vel~~ment1n 'A::Dev::Dl wat~~ (1: l~_(MS ?0°C > - 5
1
0 s (Vislla,I~~rVé't; 

~se m RQ wgter .. ~,q,s, , . 0., .: • k};f .:~•: 
-Rinse ~Dlw<Jter: 2min; • '· ·· ••·:. • · 
- Nitr(Jgén blow drying; . 
- Visual inspection . .;;· ~~: 

B.3 Wet Chemical Etching Processes 
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(B.13) 

Table B.3 shows the initia! concentrations for the reagents used in our cleaning and wet 
chemica! etching processes. 

Table B.3. Initia( concentration ofthe reagents used in cleaning and wetchemical etching processes. 

In the following etching processes the indicated etch rate (r:C~) is for GaAs material which 
is prevalent in our DBRT structures (see sections 3.2.3 and 4.2). 

0 Wet chemica! etching process using H3PO~:HP2:CH30H (1: 1 :3) solution: 

~ .>'-- - ~ · -~;:, : ·: ~- · · ·-· .. ~\;~ r::st~7~ 

: "Ptepara,y_gJl.oH!le solution: '40 nil-J;f3PO<'f,,40 ml H,02 + 20 ml Clf'{@H; 
- Cooling of tlte,soluti9:pjin a thermostatiC bath 'tèl .<reacli .. tJ:!e c~ns,t4nt etch 
· temperafUre: setpoiht:Ó'~C > -1 h·~ · ' P:llf.> i <'!-;~~· ; 

r - -~~~hin~ p~pcess: O~C I V.:i~hdifi'agitltrton I ~~j=OJ4 J.Un/ mij; <·~ T;-~ 
-RmsemRO~(;!fer, ,~mt?, _ , ·,.:•. ó':f,-4'f. "·;.: ;,, 

( continued) 

(8.14) 
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?2,Rinse in Dl water: 2 ~i~·,· · 
''i•{~/. ' ' ' Jt 

't:N.itrogen ~low drying; 
- VY,ualinspection; 

y ~ Etéli depth dètemtii'Îátioo . . 
',i' ' . <, ..... .. .,.,, ) ,.f \,~.~;· 

0 Wet chemica! etching process using H3P04:H20 2:H20 (6:3 :100) solution: 

• "' ... ;;,_. ' < ·~. ' . ' -;_ • 

- Pr.ep~tion oftfie so!Gtjon: 12ml !!;'04 + 6 m! R{ 1 + ,400 miH20; 
. - W.aititÎg t ime for soJUtion hdfilogenization and thennal ci'ÎÎllib i urn T : 20 min; 
· ~~~~ing p;ocesSJiRT/ with slow ;~:f~iî~:stirring I~ =O.liQ,;Jfui/ . · ··; 
-.Rinse.J.n RO water: 1 min,· . :.;;;, . . 

~~. . . . · ·~··· . . ~ 'f'· ''$' . 
:: B,inse in DI water_: 2 min; . ·. < -.;.1- · '' ;· 

- Nitrogen _blow dryin~f · ' ~,&-· •
2

, 
1 

·~V:,isual irt!ipectip,n;,_, . \,.<\, .. : .• 
;>,- Etch depth determination:'<· ; 

·:..-:.1:. . >.~~ :• 4-. 

(B.15) 

!~~:·· / 

'0;!;,.'7~. 

B.4 Metallization Processes 

Metal depositions for device contacts, pads and plating necessities have been made in the 
single wafer load-locked Leybold - L 560 UV - evaporator. This equipment has two electron 
beam evaporators and an ion gun, which serves to semiconductor surface cleaning purposes. The 
base pressure obtained in the deposition chamber is around 3.0x10.s mbar. Between the sample 
holderandthee-gun there exists a 50 cm elistance to minimise heating up ofthe resist. The metal 
deposition rate (rdep) is adjusted by changing the power supplied to e-gun. All the operations can 
be manually or automatically controlled. The automatic control is ensured by specific software 
werking under the Windows program, on a PC. Metallization annealing has been performed in 
a Rapid Thermal Annealer - AST SHS 100. As in the case of the evaporator, the annealing 
process can be controlled both manually and automatically. In genera!, the process is 
accomplished in specific atmosphere, using gases (hydrogen, nitrogen or argon) with a high purity 
level (SN). 

0 Metal deposition process for n-type ohmic contacts on GaAs: 

-

0

Lo;~f~g of the sarn~~~~(j esta:blishing~f ttj~f,pgh vacuum .è~qp~ltions: 3x I o-B m :àr;,;c' 
H7 J;~aporatlon ofsp!-cific ~talliza,{jon: 20 ,nm Ge > •rdep = !2 ninlitiin/ '""- ' 

''\ · : >· <">;.':- .. ·, '15 n'inJSJJs> rc~ep = l:i'nrnllJiil! / ' ~, 
''' !fl 200 mnr;,~u » rdép = 12 rtnililJj..n the first I Onm 

:~ . ">::>, ' ànd . ;os. . 

· " ·,1,34 nm/min thé rést::;~; ._, .. 
~~~- .,- . . r~~ .. : ', 
~- .. . ~" 

':;~ .· 

(8.16) 
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400 -setpoint 

u 
e..... 300 

- ·-··· aclual temperaJure 

~ e 200 

~ 
t!! 100 - ------- -·------·--·--········--·----------··· 

·-·~~-j (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

0 15 45 135 145 205 445 460 550 
time[s] 

Fig. B.l Schematic overview ofthe anneaiing process used for the Ge/Ni/Au ohmic contact formation. 

0 Lift-off process: 

· -Imm~rs'ion ( with agitation) .ht boiling qc~tqn~: Î min'; ·, · 
. - Imbi~rsi_on ~with agnlliion) in bdilihg 2-pi-'opanol: I min; · 
· - ~inse in }?.o water: 30 s. · 
: ~~ins~ in DI water: 2 min. 
, -Mitr6gen blow drying . . , 
·-Yisual ig_spection., 

'!i >". 

(B.l7) 

For the annealing ofthe above metallization, the specific process shown diagrammatically 
in Fig. BI have been used. Details ofthe process are presented in B.l8. 

0 Annealing process ofthe Ge/Ni/Au metallization: 

't< ;: . -~{'l-'. *:t1~--
- Chamber evacuatiori (I): 15 5; ." · . . 

~ "'Nitrogen pqrge (2)·:. 15 slm flow )>- 30 ~;:~ · :.' :; • :l . 
";: Preheating in N:lfÎ:t atniosphere (3): setpoint 100°C/ N2 flow"= 1 sim+ 
• :.,~. · ·. .~:< -~~'7 I:l2 tlow = o.:f&J.lli ~~pos; · 
- Ranip •up to'.~he anne~ing tem~rature(4): setpoint 4.9:.0°CIN2 flow= 1 sim+ · <$.• .. '; 
' ,,.. , •. · 1; . "". H2flow = 0.5 sim )>- fO s; (B.l8) 

· '- Stabie auh,e anneáling temperature (5):':Sétpoint"400°C/N2 flow b h sim + "' .. · 
· · '· . <: . ' .·· · ··~' .•. H2 flow = 0.5 sim~ .~0. s; 

- Ràmp <!o\Vn (6): setpoint 0°CIN2iffow = 1 sim+ H2 flé\Y?~ .O.}sim > 240 ;; ··.:$}L; 
, - Chllttlber evàC4~tief\'(7): 15 s; ~ ·''' .. ;;,.-;,,_.,, '· · ·:,;,:~·/•. '"" 

'• bH,. ' - .. 
•Nitrogenpur~e(8):15slm>90s; J/·'·.' ;;>j~ ;· 
. :. End (9): 3seè. · , 1?,- f~,:~7 

3-f~ . A..·-' 
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0 Metal deposition process for p-type ohmic contacts and Schottky barriers on GaAs: 

.. .,. ...... """" 
+-.. ~ ")_.;;. '·. '~-

- T:Jnloadiftg ofthe~ample; 
., - Visual insPêctión. 

'·~..\; . ·.; 

BS. Thin Film Si02 Plasma Deposition and Etching Processes 

0 Si02 deposition process by PECVD: 

JI: . ., . ~-rz: ' .. :.3: ' --~ . :~. 

··>~. I,oadirigfof the samnJe; ' .. ' """~' <d.' ' • ' 

- SÎ02 q~positià'fi: 30Ó0,C /p =_foo·~~on:l.~I'W==2QO Wi ;,Jf!cvo·= 6Ötnm/rin~; 
""··•• _ I up~r.mantfold. N20 ~o"w . 40 seem/ ~"'' ? _;, 

·:~ '- - ''· 'N2 llow ~'i?O seem1 · '"•..t~ " 
I lo'Wer 'manifold:,SiH4 flow= 4 seem/ . 

··:. ·. ~; • , NrtJow = 30 sooiD; 
- Uni&a<iing ofthe sample; 
- Visuafln~~tjon. '~-. . " 

-9".,-: ·m . ;I;~ ~- ~·- r;. 
:.c 

0 Annealing process ofthe Si02 film: 

. 4J ._ ~ '"'?.~·:" ·'. . ;;'i.~, ... - . :,.· ~ ·...: 

(B.19) 

It is sinijlar with the•process B. IS exç~pt. the steps 4 and 5: r.J'" 
; -RllJilP up ,~ç the.annealihg,temperaturè':(4)::?etpoint 45.0°<(_~2 flow= l s~,+., . (B 

21
) 

' ''·· . . · ,,, ' . · ' "" Hi;floVI' = 0.5 sim > t!).s; , · 
- S.~b~e atthe an'ie~ling tempefiiture (5): setpoint 4~0°CIN2 flow Yi:kshn + " 

~k: . . "' " .. . . .H2 flow = Q.Sfslm > 600s; 
'i· .;;t- '\:.~ '•"'- i:i'· '!-

0 Si02 dry etching process using ECR plasma: 

. . ' -~~~·: .,. i~~--- ·. {~~!-: 

, -Loactiilg of<the sample; ·'' · ... , :- . , ""- · ,, '-, .. 
'j~· ~iç>2 dry etdyng~;RT I p = 0.6 fl1~Prrf PfiW = 200WJ \r;it,R = 20 rt'm /1Tiirp; 
~, ~ ~c.· M'' · _.>'.'{upper manifold,~~F6 tlÇ>w = 10 see~ 4;. , '-" ..,: 
"' J "' · " ~:, GFH3:flow = 2 seem ~'{/ ~ .. \, 

-~ ' ·· ·"'""'-•,:;';, . Ar flÇ?}.V .. :;-- 2 seem I r' :. 
?typper magnet curreq:tr=· 140 A I ·;"i; 

::/ '"' l lowèr·:ma@et current = 8G?'A / 
''' ,,.. .··~ JDê self5iá:s = 24 V I "'':i!: 

- J,Jni~ad.fhg ofthe sampi.~~~ ..• . ·.:~)t 
- Visu~n~pection. · ' 

.,"_ ,,t". 

(B.22) 
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B.6 Selective Etching Processes 

0 Selective wet chemica! etching process for GaAs over A!As using Crfi80 7:Hp
2 

(4:1) 
solution: 

0 Selective wet chemica! etching process for A!As over GaAs using HF solution, destinated 
to remove the first barrier of the resonant tunneling structure: 

. • -~".:;.b .. -..' __ ..... ;· 

- Preparation of thê seleçtive etching sol ut ion: 2 mi conc. HF ( 48~~o) + 99$ ;mlPI water; ' 
~. - Codling ofthe solution in a th't:rmosta.tic-bath to reach tlie constiitt etd)J:i~'mper~ture :: · .· 

. c . . ;c:;~> !;0; setpoÎtît >0°C >·-l,]v fi 
- E~chin~ p(ocess: ooc I ~hort deep ofth~.~am~le in the solution; · B.24) 
-.Rmse m RO water: 1 m"m; ; <~,· '/'~~ ''J:> .• • • 

~- Rirtse •inD.lwatef.1: 2mm; 
~, : Nif'"o'g~n bloW: drying; · : 
- ~ tsualt~;pecttoq;,..>_· ·....,.....,.,., 

0 Selective RJE process for GaAs over A!As using pure CCI2F2: 

B.7 Air Bridge Interconnection Fabrication Processes 

0 Au layer deposition process for plating current conduction: 

'' 1?1i' \~::;• ,~;•\ ' ~ vo~ _.,..,. • 'A""..... ";';(;' ;' 
lt is the Sat]le as ·the prcic!êss B,.l7· but.only a.J OQ !ll'l' Au layer is depqsifed. · 

0-'>' ·~· -~: ' ·!~ l' · ••. 

(B.26) 
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The optimised operating conditions for the PUR-A-GOLD 202B bath, which we have used 
for the plating process are specified in the Table B4, as they are indicated by the producer. 

' .{~ 

. ,.0 Metallic g~Îd èori.tent;ic:·· 
""'~· ' •'' -~ . '. t 

0 pil electrometric 
. '• """'' 

'à Sp~ifi:ç ~ávity 
OTemperatu,re 

.i!.>;,,_, 
0 AgitátioQ", 
. ~i . 

0 ~nsx,Ie to cathode rati~-

u b Catbode cu~erit density 
~ • -~ ~.. :."!(;: •• :-..: 

0 Deposiiion,~ate 

12 g/1 or more ~' 

Óf0)(5.5 "M) at 60°C 
/ . - ·'·'f'.:t~' .:;'<'~ / ~~}. •. -~:- ... ~ 

·';·:4-Mibimum l7°.Baumé -~ 
1'-;..;. . 

60~c:(.~f]o 0 C) 
~- ~'-if ., . 

·~·'Uniform solutioil agitati9rl .~ 
. . :i t:... •, -·~ 

· 2'io.l.Of higher · · 
"""" 'A~;, ' w';·~.: ,'(_.· 

·p:3 A/dm7 (0.1 - 0'.6 Afdm~,. 
~;,;; '.i.;,, -,,')-, .;-:,~ ~,. 

· 112 mg/~A ·m~~,pr high~r 

Table B.4 Operating conditions for PUR-A-GOLD 202B plating bath, produced by Enthone-Omi. 

D Gold plating process for air bridge interconnections: 

'vN ,_'. ~!-. "•'. • .•·' . ~~:.:· 
- Prepáring ofthe soluti&n~· l 0 g/1 Au !'pfl = ?_.7 ; •· . t: ;, .. · 

,, - gold platiJ:Jg p_r~cess: 40°€-'l ~~gnetic stirtfng.)>:: ~JO rot/rnîh IJ ~~,,9.155 A/drrl1:~;, . 
-Rmse iu RO watèf· ;:, · ~ ·"'- _ 'li:r . . · . ~ ,:.;: "•· 
- Ri~s~ ui Ç?[ water;' · .,. ,,77f: lrf~~ = 0. 0'6 ~m ! mint ; "t 

;- Nitrogen bloW, 9ryjng; . . • 
· ~ V'isi,Jaq!:'spectiÖn;· , ,_ · · ··;.; . ,,,. 

- Depositi~n tQiçkness dèténni,patîo_n._ ;.[ .... ·-~- ,_, __ 
~ .. ~.... ~~ 

~.Ç"f.i,:: ' 

3~~- ; ... !I. 
' ,r-:> 

'.;. 

D Removing of resist layers after gold plating: 

~-~y . ' . q·· . _ .. ij:\1;:~. 
r"-:'EX:J>Bsur~ without m~~. UV 400 > 360 s;~ .... 
ff·: J?evelopmënt in AJ, J?ev::m w'äter{3:1) )>- 2 riiin;· · · ... ",, 
f~§e in RO wat~t:: Ifo.in; · ~~- '''I)J/i/ 
'- Rinse in DI water: 2mi'n·· . ':~ · , . ..,. ~ 
. - Renibvffig~f.t!Iç thin g~id: '!tyer (et\ib~l}.g) in DegusSà® ~çlution; .· .:- • 

i: -Removing oftJfe;~econd resist laye(in boyling DMS sóiutio~~2min. 
;- ;.e "' .. :·-?'' l( •. . ·;. 1<~· .. ~· ~ .. ·~ 

B.8 Design of Masks 

(B.27) 

(B.28) 

In Table BS an estimation of the dimensional and misalignment deviations for the resists used 
in our DBRT device processing is presented. Further on, Table B6 shows the underetch produced 
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by the wet chemica! processes involved in the device fabrication. 

A'b1350J 
' 

1>1z' 4i3oA.. -· 
,, ~,, AZ' 4620A 

.:., k\..,. ' ,&-\, 

, ~z s:zo6e{I.R) 
'.-? •• .;.>Ó; '• I 

AZ s2t4È (IR) 

Table B.S Dimensional and misalignment deviations for the photoresits used to the lithographic processes. 

Table B.6 Estimated underetch produced in the wet chemica! processes. 



Summary 

Double barrier resonant tunneling (DBRT) devices belong to the new generation of ( opto) 
electronic devices, made from lil-V compound semi conductors, whose properties originate in 
quanturn effects. They have developed due to the progress registered in the modem epitaxial 
growth techniques, namely Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Metai Organic Vapour Phase 
Epitaxy (MOVPE), andrepresent a real touchstone for the quality ofthe layers grown with these 
techniques. The increased interest in DBRT devices is stimulated by potential applications in 
high-speed electronics, e.g. high-frequency oscillators and fast switching devices (sampling, 
triggering, and logic applications ). During our work we have studied some physical aspects of the 
two terminal (2T) DBRT device and proposed a solution fora three terminal (3T) DBRT device 
with a base contact to the quanturn wel!. To realize this, a comprehensive approach of the 
problems has been developed, from the technological aspects of the device processing to the 
electrical measurements and then to the physical modeling, with possible and inherent 
interconnections between them. 

The structures used for the processing ofboth 2T and 3T DBRT devices have been grown by 
MBE at the Solid State Physics Department ofthe Eindhoven University ofTechnology, from the 
GaAs/AIGaAs material system. All the technological processes involved in the device fabrication 
have been investigated in detail and optimised for our clean room conditions and specific design 
characteristics ofthe devices. We paid special attention to the dual image resist photolithography 
for lift-off technique, wet chemica! etching, selective etching of GaAs and Al GaAs, and gold 
plating for air bridge interconnections. For the 3T DBRT device processing we have designed a 
specific mask set which permits the fabrication of 2T DBRT devices as wel!. The mask design 
provides planar processing of devices with several dimensions and air bridge interconnections 
between the upper contacts and the measurement pads. The pads have special geometry suitable 
for on-wafer microwave measurements using Cascade probes. 

2T DBRT devices have been fabricated in planar contiguration from GaAs/AIAs and 
GaAs/Al0.4Gao.6As materials, with both on-surface and air bridge interconnections between the 
top contact and the corresponding pad. DC measurements have been accomplished at room 
temperature and below, down to 15 K. The room temperature measurements indicate similar 
performances ofthe GaAs/AIAs based devices to those reported in the literature with the same 
designed structure. They have been used fora comparative analysis ofthe two types ofprocessed 
devices. The measurements at low temperatures could be interpreted in conneetion with possible 
tunneling mechanisms. We made use also of the physical modeling of the DBRT diode I-V 
characteristic to describe the DC results, qualitatively and quantitatively. On-wafer microwave 
measurements have been performed and analysed in correlation with the DC device properties. 

3T DBRT device fabrication and characterization represent the main goal of our work. For 

166 
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this kind of devices only GaAs/ A!As based structures have been used. The techno logica! salution 
is based on highly selective etching processes to reach the plane of the very thin quanturn well 
(5.0 run) for base contacting. Concerning the selective etching, we have investigated both dry and 
wet processes. The devices have been tested in DC conditions at room temperature and below, 
down to 80 K. The results demonstrate clearly that the base contact lies on the level ofthe DBRT 
quanturn welland the collector-emitter I-V characteristic is influenced by the potential ofthe base 
terminal. They are explained, qualitatively, making use of the physical picture (energy band 
diagram) ofthe DBRT structure. The device transfer characteristic (collector current function of 
base current) shows abrupt switching properties. Using microwave measurements, the 
conclusions established under DC conditions have been confirmed. We have used the third device 
terminalto measure the switching time of our DBRT structure in a much more simpte way than 
previously reported efforts. The experimental value for this parameter (- 42 ps) is in accordance 
with the theoretica! estimation using the DC properties ofthe device. All the results show that 
direct contacting ofthe DBRT quanturn wellis possible. The optimization of our procedure will 
result in new possibilities for the investigation of the resonant tunneling phenomena and 
development of important applications in high-speed electronics. 



Samenvatting 

Double Barrier Resonante Tunneldioden (DBRT's) behoren tot de nieuwe generatie van 
( opto-) elektronische componenten gefabriceerd van lil-V verbindings halfgeleidermaterialen, 
waarvan de eigenschappen bepaald worden door quantumeffekten. Deze konden dankzij de 
vooruitgang in moderne epitaxiale groeitechnieken, met name de Moleculaire Bundelepitaxie 
(MBE) en de Metaalorganische Gasfase-epitaxie (MOVPE) worden ontwikkeld en representeren 
een toets voor de kwaliteit van de lagen die met behulp van deze technologieNn worden 
vervaardigd. De toegenomen interesse in DBRT's wordt mede bepaald door de potentiN!e 
toepassingen bij hoogfrequente elektronica, zoals oscillatoren en schakelende bouwstenen 
(sampling, triggeren en logische toepassingen). Tijdens het promotie onderzoek werden enkele 
fysische aspekten van de DBRT-diode met twee contacten (2T - DBRT) bestudeerd en een 
voorstel uitgewerkt voor de realisatie van een DBRT-device bouwsteen met drie contacten (3T
DBRT) met de quanturnput als basiscontact Om deze bouwsteen te kunnen realiseren zijn 
uitgebreide studies op het gebied van de halfgeleidertechnologie, de elektrische karakterisatie en 
het fysische modelleren uitgevoerd, mede met aandacht voor mogelijke en inherente 
afhankelijkheden. 

De epitaxiale GaAs!AlGaAs-strukturen voor de 2T en 3T DBRT's zijn gegroeid met behulp 
van de MEE-faciliteit bij de Leerstoel Vaste Stof Fysica, Faculteit Technische Natuurkunde, 
TUE. Alle technologische aspekten die gerelateerd zijn aan de bouwsteenfabricage zijn in detail 
onderzocht en geoptimaliseerd in de "cleanroom" van de Leerstoel Elektronische Bouwstenen, 
Faculteit Elektrotechniek, TUE. Met als centraal aspekt het ontwerpen van de componenten zijn 
in het bijzonder de fotolithografie voor lift-off processen, natchemische etstechnieken voor het 
selectief etsen van GaAs resp. AlGaAs en de elektrolytische gouddepositie voor luchtbruggen 
onderzocht. De resultaten zijn gebruikt om een maskerset te realiseren waarmee planaire 2T en 
3T bouwstenen met verschillende afmetingen kunnen worden vervaardigd. De contact-verbinding 
met behulp van een luchtbrug maakt deel uit van een van de ontwerpen. De contactgeometrie 
staat toe om microgolfmetingen op de chip uit te voeren (on-wafer design). 

Planaire 2T GaAs/AIAs en GaAs/AI04Gao 6As DBRT's zijn gerealiseerd zowel met 
conventionele contacten, als ook met luchtbrugtechnologie. Bij kamertemperatuur (en lager) zijn 
DC metingen uitgevoerd. De resultaten van metingen bij 300 Kaan GaAs/AlAs DBRT's zijn, bij 
vergelijkbare geometrie, in overeenstemming met literatuurwaarden. De gegevens vormden de 
basis voor de vergelijkende analyse van de twee typen van componenten. De metingen bij lagere 
temperatuur (tot 15 K) zijn benut voor de studie naar mogelijke tunnelmechanismen. Om de 
resultaten van de DC metingen kwalitatief en kwantitatief te verklaren,is gebruik gemaakt van 
de resultaten van het fysisch modelleren van de I-V karakteristiek van de DBRT's. On-wafer 
microgolfmetingen zijn eveneens uitgevoerd en geanalyseerd. 
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De realisatie en karakterisatie van 3T DBRT's was het hoofddoel van dit werk. Voor dit type 
bouwsteen zijn alleen epitaxiale GaAs/AlAs-structuren gebruikt. De technologische realisatie kon 
alleen bewerkstelligd worden door de inzet van zeer selectieve etsprocessen, aangezien het 
contacteren van de uiterst dunne quanturn put (5 nm) essentieel is voor het basiscontact Hiertoe 
is zowel de natchemische- als ook de beschikbare droge etstechnologie onderzocht. Ook deze 
bouwstenen zijn in het temperatuurbereik (80 - 300 K) onderzocht. De verkregen resultaten tonen 
zonder enige twijfel aan, dat de basis gecontacteerd is aan de quanturn put en de collector-emitter 
I-V-karakteristiek beïnvloed wordt door de elektrische potentiaal aan de basis. De resultaten 
konden kwalitatiefverklaard worden met behulp van het energieschema van de DBRT-structuur. 
De overdrachts-karakteristiek (de collectorstroom als funktie van de basisstroom) toont de 
voorspelde, abrupte schakelkarakteristiek Met behulp van microgolfmetingen konden de 
conclusies uit de DC metingen worden bevestigd. De schakeltijd van de DBRT kon met behulp 
van het basis contact, op een veel eenvoudiger manier bepaald worden dan eerder in de literatuur 
aangegeven is. De experimentele waarde(~ 42 ps) is in overeenstemming met de theoretisch 
geschatte waarde. 

De conclusie is, dat het rechtstreeks kontakteren van DBRT quanturn putten dus praktisch 
mogelijk is. De resultaten van dit onderzoek kunnen benut worden voor verder onderzoek naar 
resonante tunnelfenomenen en bijdragen tot de ontwikkeling van belangrijke toepassingen op het 
gebied van snelle elektronika. 
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Besides carefu1 experimental development, scrupu1ous attention to detail, and/or stringent 
process control, theoretica! knowledge of process mechanisms is very important to guarantee 
the success in the field of semiconductor deviCe processing. 

11 

The great discoveries in science which marked the spectacular progress of the human 
civilization demonstrate that the imagination is more important than knowledge*. However 
this must be always connected to the reality. 

*Albert Einstein 

m 

After more than sixty years of different dictatorship regimes, the recovery of the 
Romanian civil society depends on the drastic change of the civic mentality and conscience 
and the activation of the civic potential energy of the civil society as a whole and of each 
memher as an active and a ware part of it. 

IV 

Until now the evolution of the compound semiconductor devices has been inevitably 
marked by an important and insurmountable restriction: the one-side sample processing. 
Despite the fantastic progress obtained under the frame of this concept, it seems that the limits 
have been attained in this direction and a new device fabrication principle is necessary. 

V 

The opposite side processing of the thin semiconductor film containing the device 
structure represents a realistic alternative for further developments in the device technology. 

*Serge Luryi, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices 41, 2241 (1994). 



VI 

In everybody both inferiority and superiority complexes are manifested. This is more 
evident for those who lived under a political dictatorship. 

vu 

As the Netherlands after the second war, Romania can reeover by hard work and external 
help. The external help has to be not only financial or economical, but equally political and of 
integration, as recognition of Romaniaas a by right merober of the European countries family. 

vm 

We can not have in the sametime all what we had in the pastand what we have in the 
present, but we may wish it. What is important is to know at what to renounce. 

IX 

All the friends quarrel but the good ones reconcile. 

x 

As a physicist I am envious how the poet express in such a wonderful manner abstract 
concepts: 

Time present and time past 
Are both perhaps present in time future, 
And time future contained in time past. 
If all time is eternally present 
All time is unredeemable. 
What might have been is an abstraction 
Remairring a perpetual possibility 
Only in a world of speculation. 
What might have been and what has been 
Point to one end, which is always present. 

T. S. Eliot "Four Quartets" Faber and Faber, London, 1974. 


